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ABSTRACT
iv
This thesis is a study of discretionary punishment in Islamic law known as tcfzir with
special reference to its application in Malaysia. For this reason, this thesis is divided
into two parts. Part One is on the concept of tcfzir punishment in classical Islamic law,
while Part Two is on the application of tcfzir laws in the SharTah Courts of Malaysia.
The study on tacz~ir is important because its scope of application is very wide
compared to the limited nature of hudud and qisas. Tcfzir crimes and punishments are
also left unspecified in the SharVa texts which indicates the flexibility of Islamic
criminal law. In this thesis, the discussion is made on the concept of tafzlr and its
classification as well as on the various types of tcfzir punishments. Since tdzir is a
discretionary punishment, the enforcement of this law is left to the discretion of the ruler
or the judge. Therefore, some guidelines forjudges as to whether to be lenient or strict
in sentencing are discussed in this thesis.
To some extent, tcfzir laws are being applied in the SKarl ah Courts of
Malaysia. This can be seen through the provisions of tcfzir crimes and punishments in
the Muslim law enactments of each state of Malaysia. However, the application of
tcfzlr laws is limited due to certain factors. All these problems are identified and
discussed in the thesis.
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The most fundamental purpose of the SharVa is the protection of the five basic
necessities of the human being i.e. religion, life, lineage, mind and property. These are
known as masalih (interests) which means human or public good, interest, welfare and
utility. The protection of these interests is recognised by all jurists who also maintain
that any transgression against these interests is considered unlawful and may be a
punishable offence.1 Concerning this matter, al-Ghazzall is reported to have said that
anything which protects these five basic necessities is maslaha while anything which
denies their protection is mafsada whose prevention is also maslaha.2 The prevention
of mafsada may take various forms, one of which is the infliction of a punishment.
Thus, the basis of Islamic criminal law, i.e. the prevention of mafsada, is in fact the
same as the general purpose of the Sharica, i.e. the protection of people's interests
(masalih).
In Islamic criminal law, crimes and punishments are divided into two categories,
fixed and discretionary. The first is subdivided into hadd (plural: hudud) and qisas for
which punishments are prescribed by God and thus unchangeable. Hudud are the legally
prescribed punishments for seven major crimes as the right of God (haqq Allah), these
being unlawful intercourse (zina), false accusation of zina (qadhf), drinking intoxicants
lcAbd al-Kari m Zaidan, Majmila Buhath Fiqhiyya, p.384.
2Ibid.
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(,shurb al-khamr), theft (sariqa), robbery (hiraba), apostasy {ridda) and rebellion
(,baghy), while qisas is for crimes involving the taking of life or the causing of bodily
harm which are punishable by retaliation or blood money (diya), both being fixed in the
SharTa texts. Unlike hudud, qisas is imposed as the right of individuals (haqq al-cibad)
and, accordingly, the victim or his relatives have the right to forgive or reduce the
penalty of the accused person.3
The second category of crimes consists of all kinds of transgression where no
specific and fixed punishment is prescribed. The judge is, in this case, authorised to
inflict a punishment on the offender as he deems fit under the particular circumstances
of the case. This type of punishment is known as tcfzir, and this is our main concern
in this thesis.
It is obvious that the scope of discretionary punishment in Islamic criminal law
or tcfzir is very wide. However, the early jurists and the founders of the legal schools
such as Abu Hani fa, Malik ibn Anas, al-Shaficl and Ahmad ibn Hanbal do not discuss
in detail the subject matter of tcfzir in their books. Their discussions on this matter are
also not systematically presented and are normally found scattered within the bab al-
3 — -
For further details on hadd and qisas, see: Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.5, pp.210-406,
al-Sarakhsi, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, pp.58-188, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol. xvi,
pp.202-454, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid wa Nihayat al-Muqtasid, vol.ii, pp.484-563, al-Ramll,
Nihayat al-Muhtaj ila Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.vii, pp.245-468 & vol.viii, pp. 1-18, al-Shirazi, al-
Muhadhdliab, vol.ii, pp.172-288, Ibn Qudama, al-MughnT, vol.viii, pp.1-326, al-Bahuti, Kashshafal-
Qinff, vol.vi, pp.5-186. See alsof Abd al-Qadlf Awda, al-TashFi al-Jihai al-Islami, vol.i&ii,
Muhammad Abu Zahra, al-Jarima wa al-Uquba Ft al-Fiqh al-Islamt, Wahba al-Zuhayli, al-Fiqh
al-Islamt wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, Ahmad Fath! Bahnasl, al-cUquba Ft al-Fiqh al-Islamt.
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jinayat and bab al-hudud.
Therefore, this thesis explores the issues of tacz"ir in the classical Islamic legal
texts and analyses the views of the jurists of the various schools on this matter while
attempting also to determine the strongest and practicable opinion whenever necessary.
An attempt has also been made to systematise the principles of law therein according to
modern methodology.
This study on tacz1r concentrates on three main subjects: the crimes of tcfzlr,
the punishments of taczir and the rules governing the implementation of tazlr.
Considerable attention is given to this last issue especially on factors which influence
the degree of taczir punishments since this is the most common problem faced by judges
in making judgements concerning punishments of discretionary types. Moreover, it
seems that no thorough discussion has been made by jurists on this issue.
This thesis thus excludes any study of the procedures for establishing taczir
crimes (turuq al-ithbat) as these matters can be found in any kitab al-shahada wa al-
bayyina, or of the factors which invalidate punishment such as absence of mind, duress,
private defence and so on, as these factors are normally discussed under the concept of
crime and punishment in general. The thesis also excludes the study of the other
categories of crimes and punishments, i.e. hudud and qisas, since they have been
thoroughly discussed by both early jurists and contemporary Muslim and Western
scholars in their writings. However, in certain circumstances, it is essential to deduce
4
the law of taczir from the principles of hudud and qisas and this is done through
analogical reasoning (qiyas). From the discussion of the above, we are able to extract
vital elements, conditions and rules governing the application of taczir laws.
This thesis is also designed to examine the application of taczir laws as applied
in the Shar1cah Courts of Malaysia. The focus is on the criminal jurisdiction of the
Sharlcah Courts in the context of whether or not they conform with the principles of the
SharVa concerning taczir. It does not only analyse the provisions of taczir crimes and
punishments in the state enactments but also evaluate and compare them with the
principles of taczir in the classical Islamic view.
The Importance of the Study
A study of taczir is important for two main reasons: firstly, its scope, as we have seen,
is very wide compared to the limited nature of hudud and qisas-, secondly, the discussion
of the leading jurists on the matter of taczir is brief and made only on a general basis.
Moreover, the infliction of hudud punishments are almost impossible due to the very
strict requirements regarding the procedure of establishing hudud crimes, based on the
hadith of the Prophet which says, "Set aside hudud punishments in cases of doubt".4
As the infliction of hudud punishments may be set aside due to the existence of even the
slightest doubt, most cases are reduced to tcfzir punishments which thus increases the
4A1-Shawkant, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.272.
number of crimes which fall under the category of tacz1r.
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TaczTr crimes and punishments are left unspecified in the SharVa texts so as to
make them appropriate to the changing requirements of a society as it develops. This
indicates the flexibility of Islamic criminal law which can be adapted according to
different times and places and remains compatible with the demands of the modem
world. This study is aimed at highlighting this point and justifying how it can be
implemented today.
Another point that needs to be raised here is the reason why the writer has chosen
to study the application of tcfzir laws in Malaysia and the rationale of choosing the
Sharlcah Courts as a model for the purpose of implementing tazlr laws. Firstly,
Malaysia's historical background before the British intervention succeeded in setting
aside Islamic law until it was only applied in a very limited scope, as it is today, shows
that Islamic criminal law is not strange to the Malay Peninsula since it was extensively
enforced in the community for hudud, qisas and tacz1r. Secondly, the demand for
infusing Islamic law, particularly Islamic criminal law, into the administration of justice
and the judicial system in Malaysia has become an important issue today. Numerous
conferences and seminars on Islamic criminal law5 have been held on ways of
introducing this law in Malaysia. Moreover, the Kelantan state government under the
5Such as Islamic law seminar, organised by the Bar council, 1985, seminar "Towards the Islamisation
of Laws, 1986, SyatTah seminar, organised by the Faculty of Syariah, University of Malaya, 1987,
Conference on "the Amendment of the Federal Constitution of Malaysia: Implication of law",
organised by International Islamic University, 1989, 9th Malaysian law conference, "Islamic Law in
Malaysia: Its impact on Civil Law, organised by Bar council, 1991.
6
rule of the Islamic Party ofMalaysia recently declared its decision to enforce an Islamic
penal system in that state.6 Though it was rejected by Parliament, it is sufficient to show
that many Malaysian people wish to see the implementation of Islamic criminal law in
Malaysia. Thirdly, all the punishments which are applied in the Sharicah Courts of
Malaysia fall under the category of taczir.
Punishments in the Civil Courts, which might be considered not directly relevant
to the application of taczir laws in the SharTah Courts, have also been discussed. Their
importance and relevance lies in the fact that some of taczir crimes and punishments fall
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts and are not mentioned when taczir laws in the
Sharlcah Courts are being discussed.
Mode of Organisation
The study is divided into two parts. Part One covers the concept of taczir, the various
types of punishments which can be imposed as taczir and the rules governing the
implementation of tcfzlr in Islamic law. The topics covered under this part are very
wide, and thus the writer has tried to identify only the main principles and issues of
tacz1r which are scattered throughout the classical manuals and relevant books by
contemporary authors.
6The Kelantan State Assembly on 25th November 1993.
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Part Two focuses on the application of taczir laws in Malaysia, providing a
detailed analysis of the provisions on tcfzir crimes and punishments which are included
in the Muslim law enactments of the states of Malaysia by evaluating and comparing
them with the principles of tacz1r in Islamic law. A note on punishments which are
applied in the Civil Courts is also presented in order to give a clearer view regarding the
actual situation of the implementation of Islamic criminal law in Malaysia.
Discussion of Sources
Any study on taczir will never be reliable without consulting the two primary sources
of Islamic law, i.e. the QuPan and the hadiths of the Prophet Muhammad. The
translation of the QuPanic verses used in this thesis is based on that of cAbdullah Yusuf
eAll, The Holy Qui an: Text, Translation and Commentary (Amana Corp, Maryland,
1983) with a few modifications made for the sake of precision of meaning. In addition,
classical exegeses such as Tafsir al-Tabari, Tafsir al-Qurtubi, Tafsir Ibn Kathlretc.
have been referred to.
The hadiths of the Prophet used in the study are based on the "Six Books" of al-
Bukharl, Muslim, Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhl, al-Nasa*! and Ibn Maja. In addition, a few
popular books of hadiths such as Nayl al-Awtar, al-Muwatta\ al-Musnad, Subul al-
Salam andMishkat al-Masabih have also been used. From an analysis and intepretation
of both sources of law, the basic principles governing the area can be derived.
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In examining the concept of taczir crimes and punishments, reference to the
major books written by the founders of the four popular legal schools i.e. Abu Hani fa
(d.767), Malik ibn Anas (d.795), Muhammad ibn Idrls al-Shaficl (d.820) and Ahmad
ibn Hanbal (d.855) has been essential. Their opinions and the opinions of their eminent
disciples are periodically referred to throughout this thesis.
Since the discussions of the early jurists in their fiqh manuals on the subject
matter of tcfzlr are brief and general, it has been essential to consult other relevant
sources. Among works written by contemporary authors, the following in particular
have been consulted: cAbd al-Qadlr cAwda, al-Tashrf al-Jinfi al-Islami; Muhammad
Abu Zahra, al-Jarima wa al-cUqubafi al-Fiqh al-IslamV, Wahba al-Zuhayll, cil-Fiqh
al-Islami wa Adillatuh', Ahmad Fathl Bahnasl, al-cUqubafi al-Fiqh al-Islam! and al-
Jariimfl al-Fiqh al-Islami; cAbd al-cAzlz cAmir, al-Taczirfi al-SharTa al-Islamiyya\
and Mustafa al-Khin, al-Fiqh al-Manhaji have been referred to. Reference has also
been made to several books written in English such as: Muhammad Iqbal Siddiqi, The
Penal Law of Islam', Mohamed S. El-Awa, Punishment in Islamic Law, Abdul Rahman
I.Doi, Shariah The Islamic Law, Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, and
Matthew Lippman, Islamic Criminal Law and Procedure.
Because this study also concerns the application of taczir laws, sources
containing practical experiences relating to various legal issues including that of tacz!r
have also been consulted. Among these are: Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkanv, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya and al-Hisbafi al-Islam; Ibn Qayyim, al-Turuq al-
9
Hukmiyya and I'lam al-Muwaqqicin\ Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah; and Muhammad ibn
cIrnus, Tarikh al-Qadit ft al-lslam.
As far as the application of taczir laws in Malaysia is concerned, materials such
as law acts, codes, enactments and works relating to Malaysian history and its legal
system are essential. In particular, the works of Ahmad Mohamed Ibrahim, Towards a
History ofLaw in Malaysia and Singapore, Islamic Law in Malaya, Malaysian Legal
System, Wu Min Aun, Introduction to Malaysian Legal System, Mohd Suffian Hashim,
An Introduction to the Constitution ofMalaysia, Hashim Mehat, Malaysian Law and
Islamic Law on Sentencing and Abu Bakar Abdullah, Towards the Implementation of
Islamic Law in Malaysia: Problems and Solutions have been examined. Apart from
these sources, law digests, journals and seminar papers have been used in this thesis.
PART ONE
THE CONCEPT OF TACZM IN ISLAMIC CRIMINAL LAW
CHAPTER ONE
10
The Background to the Concept of Taczlr In Islamic Criminal Law
1.1 Introduction
Crimes and punishments in Islamic criminal law are divided into two categories, fixed
and discretionary. The first category includes hadd and qisas punishments which are
prescribed by God and thus unchangeable. The second category consists of all kinds of
trangression where no specific punishment is prescribed but for which there may be
tcfzTr. In this chapter, we discuss the concept of taczir, its definition and classification,
and explain terms relevant to the definition of tcfzir.
1.2 Definition of Taczir
The word taczir is derived from the verb "cazzara" which means to prevent or to
restrain.1 It also means to respect2 and to support.3 The latter meaning can be found in
the following Quranic texts:
'ibn Mandhur, Lisan al-cArab, vol.xx, p.561.
2
Al-Razl, Mukhtar al-Sihah, p.36.
Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347.
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1. ... And God said: I am with you if you (but) establish regular prayers, practise
regular charity, believe in my apostles, honour and assist (azzartumuhum)
them...4
2. ... So it is those who believe in him, honour him, help (azzaruhu) him, and
follow the light which is sent down with him,...5
3. In order that ye (O men) may believe in God and His apostle that ye may assist
(.tucazziruhu) and honour him, and celebrate His praises morning and evening.6
In Islamic criminal law, taczir (plural : taazir or tazirat) signifies the
unprescribed punishment delivered against the commission of a mcfsiya (religious
disobedience) which is subject neither to hudud nor kaffara (atonement), and which is
intended to prevent the culprit from committing further offences and to purify him. All
the four schools of Islamic law unanimously agree with the definition of tacz1r as
above.7 The SharVa gives the ruler or the judge considerable discretion in the infliction




7Al-ZaylaT, Tabyin al-Haqzfiq, vol.iii, p.207, al-Kasanl, vol.vii, p.63, al-Hattab, Mawahib al-
Jalil, vol.iv, p.319, al-ShTrazI, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.288, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii,
p.18, al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya wa al-Wilayat al-Dtniyya, p.236, al-Bahuti, Kashsifal-
Qind, vol.vi, p.121, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347.
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can be applied both to offences and punishments.
It should be noted that the word taczir in its legal meaning is not used in the
Qur'an and the Sunna. Nevertheless, the punishment of taczir is alluded to in both texts
since they do refer to some types of offences without specifying the punishments to be
imposed, which means that the judge is left to determine the suitable punishment to be
inflicted on the offender. For example, the Qur'an states:
If two men of you are guilty of lewdness, punish them both.8
The phrase "punish them both" is an order to punish those who practise sodomy9
without specifying the fixed punishment to be inflicted on them which implies that it is
left to the judge's discretion to determine its punishment. Another example is the
following Qur'anic text:
The recompense for an injury is an injury equal thereto (in degree).10
The above text concerns the treatment of any misdeed without giving a detailed
8Qur'an, 4:16
9
Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'an al-cA%, im, vol.i, p.462.
10Qur'an, 42:40
13
punishment to be imposed." Thus it is left to the discretion of the judge in the
determination of the most suitable punishment to be inflicted on the offender.
There is a hadith of the Prophet reported by Abu Burda that the Prophet said:
Nobody can be flogged more than ten lashes except in the case of a hadd.12
From the above hadith text, it can be understood that punishment which is not
included under hadd punishments is the punishment of taczir. In addition, the Sunna
of the Prophet has ample practical examples concerning tafzir punishments. (Numerous
examples are mentioned in Chapter Two and Chapter Three of this thesis). Thus the
claim that the punishment of tacz"ir is not mentioned in the Qur'an and that the Sunna
has very little to record about it cannot be accepted.13
The actual meaning of tafzir, in fact, cannot be understood unless the terms of
mafsiya, hadd, kaffara, and the meaning of the right of God (haqq Allah) and the right
of individuals (haqq al-cibad) are explained first. Thus, in the following paragraphs
explanations of these terms will be given.
"Al-Tabari, Jami' al-Bayan can Ta'wtl Ay al-Qufan, vol.xxv, p.37.
12 -
Abu Dawud, Siman, vol.iv, p. 167.
13
H.A.R. Gibb and J.H. Kramers, Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p.589. See also: Joseph
Schacht, An introduction to Islamic Law, p.207.
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1.2.1 Explanation of terms
1.2.1.1 Macsiya (Disobedience)
Macsiya (disobedience) means the commission of a forbidden act or the omission of an
obligatory act. Thus any violation of a legal order or prohibition is called macsiya and
is punishable according to Islamic criminal law.14 The obligatory commandments and
prohibited acts are recognised by studying the Islamic jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh).{5
[The term macsiya will be discussed thoroughly later on under the sub-topic "The
classification of taczir", see below, pp.33-38].
1.2.1.2 Hadd
Hadd (plural: hudud) signifies an unchangeable punishment prescribed by Divine law
which is considered as the right of God.16 In the penal context, prescribed punishment
means that both the quantity and the quality thereof is determined and that it does not
I4cAwda, al-Tashric al-Jindi al-Islami, vol.i, p.128.
15See for example: al-Amidi, al-Ihkanifi Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, pp.160-174, cAbd al-Wahhab
Khallaf, LIlm Usui al-Fiqh, pp.79-89, al-Shatibi, al-Muwafaqatft Usui al-Shart'a, vol.iii, pp.119-259,
Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkamft Usui al-Ahkani, vol.i, pp.42-43.
16cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jindi, vol.i, p.343.
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admit of degree. What is meant by its being prescribed as the right of Allah is that it is
prescribed for the public interest (maslaha camma) and individuals as well as the
community cannot annul it. It means that whenever a hadd crime is established on the
offender the judge has no choice other than punishing him with a hadd punishment
prescribed for it.17 According to the majority of the jurists, hudud crimes are zina
(unlawful sexual intercourse), theft, qadhf (false accusation of zina), drinking
intoxicants, hiraba (highway robbery), baghy (rebellion) and ridda (apostasy).18
According to al-Mawardi, hadd covers qisas and diya as they are also prescribed
punishments.19 However, qisas and diya differ from hadd in the context that they
concern the individual right and therefore can be waived with the consent of the victim
or his family. Qisas is an offence against the soul (i.e. murder) and the body (i.e. injury)
of the human being.
1.2.1.3 Kaffara (Atonement)
Kajfara (atonement) is actually a kind of religious observance (cibada) as it is normally





For further details on hudud crimes, see: Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, pp.210-
416, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, pp. 202-304, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj,
vol.vii, pp.402- 468 & vol viii, pp.1-18, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, pp.104-326. See also:
cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jindi al-Islami, vol.i, p.79 & vol.ii, p.345, Abu Zahra, al-Jarima, p.56.
19A1-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, pp.219 & 231.
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results from the commission of macsiya, it is called kaffara.20 Thus, kaffara is an act
which is prescribed by the SharVa to clear the sins of those who commit certain
offences.21 The offences which are punished by atonement are in fact, clearly mentioned
in the Qur}an and Sunna. They are limited and such acts are as follows:
i. Spoiling Fasting in the Month of Ramadan
The majority of Muslim jurists hold that one who spoils his fast in the month of
Ramadan by having sexual intercourse with his spouse or other permitted female should
make up (qada?) the fast and be punished with atonement i.e. release a slave, or fast for
two months consecutively, or feed sixty poor.22 This is based on the Uadlth reported
by Abu Hurayra:
A man came to see the Prophet and said that he had ruined himself by having
sexual intercourse with his wife during the day during Ramadan. The Prophet
asked him whether he had a slave to free. He said he had none. The Prophet
asked him whether he could fast for two months consecutively. He said he could
not. Then the Prophet asked him whether he had enough food to feed sixty poor.
The man said no. The Prophet then brought to him a parcel of dates and ordered
him to donate it to the poor.23
20cAwda, al-Tashric al-Jindi al-Islami, vol.i, p. 131.
2IA1-Khin, Mustafa, al-Fiqh al-Manhaji, vol.iii, p.l 13.
22A1-Haskafi, Shark Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.i, p.201, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.92,
Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.i, p.351.
23'
Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.i, p.352.
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ii. Spoiling Ihrain (Religious Consecration for Pilgrimage)
The jurists unanimously agree that having sexual intercourse while in ihrain spoils the
hajj (pilgrimage), based on the following Qur'anic text:
The hajj is in well known months. If one undertakes that duty (hajj) therein, let
there be no obscenity (rafath), nor wickedness (fusuq), nor wrangling (jidal) in
the hajj.24
They are also in agreement that having sexual intercourse before wuquf (the
period of stopping at cArafa during the pilgrimage) spoils the hajj and similarly, if one
who performs cumra25 has sexual intercourse before tawaf (circumambulation of the
Kacba) and scfy (the running between al-Safa and al-Marwa)26 The jurists however,
have a difference of opinion as to whether having sexual intercourse after wuquf at
cArafa but before ramy (the stone throwing) of the Jamratul cAqaba or after ramy of the
jamra but before tawafal-ifada, spoils the hajj.21
In fact, the hajj can be invalid or become less in quality due to the commission
24Qur'an, 2:197
25
cUmra means pilgrimage to Mecca (the so called "minor hajj" which, unlike the hajj proper,
need not be performed at a particular time of the year and whose performance involves fewer
ceremonies).




of any acts which spoil the ihram such as killing animals, cutting hair or nail and thus,
atonement should be imposed.28 For example, the following QuFanic text:
O ye who believe! Kill not game while in the sacred precincts or in pilgrim
garb. If any of you do so intentionally, the compensation is an offering, brought
to the Kacba, of a domestic animal equivalent to the one killed, as adjudged by
two just men among you, or, by way of atonement, the feeding of the poor, or its
equivalent in fasting.29
iii. Breach of Oath (Yam~in)
All the jurists agree that atonement in the case of breaking one's oath is of four
types,such as mentioned in the Qur'anic text:
...for expiation, feed ten poor persons, on a scale of the average for the food of
your families, or clothe them, or give a slave his freedom. If that is beyond your
means, fast for three days. That is the expiation for the oaths ye have sworn.30
According to the jurists, a person who breaks his oath has the option to choose
any of the first three atonements i.e. feeding the poor, or clothing them, or releasing a






The atonements for breaking one's solemn pledge (nadhr) are similar to those for
breaking one's oath since there is a hadlth of the Prophet which says:
Kajfara for breaking nadhr is the kajfara for breaking yamln?2
iv. Zihar (Withdrawal from a Legal Wife by Describing Her as His Mother)
The basis of%ihar can be found in both the Qur'anic text and the tradition of the Prophet
as follows:
But those who divorce their wives by %ihar then wish to go back on the words
they uttered, (it is ordained that such a one) should free a slave before they touch
each other... and if any has not (the wherewithal), he should fast for two months
consecutively before they touch each other. But if any is unable to do so, he
should feed sixty indigent ones.33
There is a hadlth reports that Khawla bint ThaTaba pleaded to the Prophet
complaining that her husband Aws ibn Samit had divorced her by %ihar. The Prophet
could not make any decision other than to separate them both according to Pagan custom
31 —
Al-Marghl nanl, al-Hidaya Sharh Bidayat al-Mubtadi, vol.ii, p.63, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-
Mujtahid, vol.i, p.485, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p. 141, Hajawl, al-Iqnd, vol.iv, p.337.
32Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.i, p.687.
33Qur'an, 58:3,4
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until the revelation of the above Quranic text which imposed the atonement.34
Zihar consists of the words "You are to me as the back of my mother". The
jurists are in disagreement whether mentioning another parts of the body constitutes
phar, or whether mentioning another unmarriageable women (mahram) other than the
man's mother constitutes $ihar. According to Malik ibn Anas both constitute %ihar.
Abu Hani fa holds that mentioning any other parts of the body which is forbidden to see
('L'awra) constitutes %ihar, while other jurists state that only using the word "%.ahr" (back)
constitutes %ihar.35
If a husband withdraws from his wife through %ihar, he cannot have sexual
intercourse with her before observing the atonement imposed upon him. The ruling is
agreed by all jurists.36
The jurists unanimously agree that the atonement for a husband who withdraws
from his wife by phar is of three types such as are mentioned in the above Quranic text,
i.e. to give a slave his freedom, whether his own slave or one that he purchases and then
sets free, or if that is not possible, to fast for two months consecutively, and, if that is not
34Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.i, p.666.
-5 C
_ _
"Ibn Rushd, BidSyat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p. 124, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.4,
p.219, al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.vi, p.226, al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawaul, vol.ii, p.79.
36 —'
Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.iv, p.219, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2,
p.132, al-NafrawT, al-Fawakih al-Dawant, vol.ii, p.79, al-Shirazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.l 14, al-
Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.91.
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possible, to feed sixty poor.37
v. Accidental Killing (al-Qatl al-KhatS)
The jurists unanimously agree that the punishment for a case of accidental killing is
either paying the blood money (diya) or atonement,38 as mentioned in the Quhanic text:
If one kills a believer by mistake, it is ordained that he should free a believing
slave, and pay compensation (diya) to the deceased's family, unless they remit
it freely ... for those who find this beyond their means, (is prescribed) a fast for
two months running, by way of repentance to God, for God hath all knowledge
and all wisdom.39
The jurists, however, have a difference of opinion in the case of the intentional
killer who receives pardon from the victim's relative as to whether the atonement should
also be imposed on him. According to Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Thawrl and Malik ibn
Anas there is no atonement in the case of intentional killing.40 A similar opinion is held
by the Hanafls.41 Al-Nafrawl adds that it is recommended to impose atonement on the
3,1Ibid.
38 — —"
Al-Haskafi, Sharkal-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.ii, p.437, al-NafrawT, al-Fawakih al-Dawaui, vol.ii,
p.273, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.384, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.93, al-Bahuti,
Kashshafal-Qind, vol.vi, p.65.
39Qur)an, 5;92
40Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.96, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p.65.
41A1-Sarakhst, al-Mabsut, vol.xvii, p.84, al-Haskafi, Sharh al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.ii, p.437.
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killer in this case.42 But another view of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, as well as al-Zuhrl and al-o 7
Shaficl is that the atonement must be imposed for the intentional murder because it is
a great sin and more dangerous compared to accidental killing.43
vi. Having Sexual Intercourse During Haid (Menstruation)
Having sexual intercourse during haid is forbidden in Islam based on the Qur'anic text:
They ask thee concerning women's courses. Say: They are hurt and a pollution,
so keep away from women in their courses, and do not approach them until they
are clean.44
There is a hadith of the Prophet reported by Ibn cAbbas regarding a man who
had had sexual intercourse with his wife during menstruation that he should give alms
of one dinar, (or, in another report of half a dinar).45 The majority of jurists however,
hold that there is no atonement in such a case since they do not recognise this hadith.
Thus according to them, having sexual intercourse during menstruation is a religious
disobedience (macsiya) which is neither punishable by hadd nor by atonement but for
42A1-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawani, vol.ii, p.273.
43Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.96, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.384.
44Qur'an, 2:222
45Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.i, p.210.
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which tcfzlr punishment can be imposed.46
1.2.1.4 The Right of God (Haqq Allah) and the Right of Individual (.Haqq al-lbad)
According to the jurists, taczir punishments can be inflicted on the offender for the
commission of tcfzir crime whether commission of such crime infringes the right of
God or individuals. In the following paragraphs, the meaning of the right of God (haqq
Allah) and the right of individuals (haqq al-cibad) and the significance of both rights as
given by the jurists will be discussed.
What is meant by the right of God is something which has a relation with the
public welfare (benefit) and something which protects them from harm. Thus, if a
person commits a crime which is not included under hadd and does not infringe any
individual's right, he should be punished with taczir punishment. This kind of tdzir
punishment is considered as the right of God.47
What is meant by the right of individuals is something whose benefit is confined
to a specific individual.48
46Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.i, p.78, al-Marghl nani, al-Hidaya, vol.i, p. 18, al-Ramll,
al-Shl razl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.i, p.38, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.20.
47cAmir, cAbd al-cAziz, al-Taczirfi al-Shart'a al-Islaniiyya, p.57.
4SIbid.
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In fact, there is no clearcut distinction between these two rights. Tcfzir
punishment can be imposed solely due to the right of God such as in the case of not
performing daily prayer, or drinking intoxicants, or breaking the fast in the month of
Ramadan without excuse. It is clear from all these cases that the tcfzir punishments are
imposed due to the infringement of the right of God as the crime committed does not
infringe the right of a specific individual.49
Some jurists state that there are certain cases where tcfzir punishments are
imposed solely due to the infringement of the right of individuals. For example, if a
child insults an adult, the tcfzir punishment is inflicted on the child only for the sake of
the adult's right, as the child is not obligated to observe the precepts of religion
(mukallaf).50
Tcfzir punishment can also be imposed due to both the infringement of the right
of God and the right of individuals but the former is dominant as in the case of kissing
someone else's wife. Sometimes the right of individuals is dominant such as in the case





The Significance of the Distinction Between the Right of God and the Right of
Individuals.
It is clear that the distinction between the right of God and the right of individuals has
its significance in a number of points, as follows :
1. Tcfzir punishment, which is due to the infringement of the right of an
individual, or when this right is dominant such as in the case of insulting
another person, cannot be imposed on the offender unless it is brought to the
court by the plaintiff who has the right. Therefore, whenever there is an
allegation concerning this type of taczir crime brought to the court, the judge
cannot set it aside. It also cannot be waived by the ruler's pardon unless with the
victim's permission. However, if tcfzir punishment is due to the infringement
of the right of God, the ruler can forgive the offender if, according to his
discretion, the public interest necessitates it, or if the offender has rectified
himself before the infliction of punishment.52
The difference of opinion among the jurists arises as to whether or not the
implementation of tcfzir punishment is obligatory (wajib) on the ruler.
According to Malik ibn Anas, Abu Hani fa and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, tcfzir
punishment must be implemented by the ruler in tcfzir cases which have already
52 — _ . _ _
Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.25, al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.238.
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been enacted in Islamic law.53 Al-Shaff 1 states that the execution of tazir
punishment is not compulsory on the ruler.54 This is based on the tradition
which reports that a man came to see the Prophet and said that he had had an
affair with a woman without having sexual intercourse with her. The Prophet
asked him whether he prayed and he admitted this. The Prophet then read the
Qur'anic text as follows:
Those things that are good remove those that are evil.55
Al-Shaficl also based his opinion on the Hadlth of the Prophet who said
(concerning the Ansar),
Let's accept their beneficence and forgive their shortcomings.56
Other jurists, including the Hanbalis, hold the opinion that if a tcfzir crime has
already been mentioned in a text, for instance having sexual intercourse with
one's wife's slave, or with a shared slave, the punishment for such crimes is a
binding precedent. It means that the ruler or judge has to follow the punishment
53Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.330, al-Kasant, Baddic al-San£ic, vol.vii, p.64,
al-Qarafl, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p.179, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.349, al-
Bahutl, Kashshifal-Qinif, vol.vi, p. 124.
54A1-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p.193, al-Shlraz!, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.288.
^Qur'an, 11:114.
56Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.349.
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which has been executed before. On the other hand, if a taczir crime has not
been mentioned in a text, or if the offence cannot be deterred without it,
punishment should be imposed on the basis of maslaha. This is because,
according to their opinion, taczir is legalized as the right of God and thus, like
hadd, it becomes compulsory (wajib). The punishment, however, can be remitted
if the judge finds that the offender is deterred without being punished and the
ruler can also forgive on the basis of maslaha.51
From the above, it can be concluded that taczlr punishment which is due to the
infringement of the right of God is obligatory. The authorities should enforce
it and should not pardon it. However, they may not impose the punishment if,
according to discretion on the basis of maslaha, the offender's crime can be
deterred without his being punished. This is based on the previous tradition
concerning the man who told the Prophet what he had done with a woman. He
would never have gone to see the Prophet if he had not repented and that is why
the Prophet did not punish him. On the other hand, if the taczir crime is the
infringement of the right of individuals, whether to forgive the offender or not
depends on the victim's decision.
It should be remembered that though taczir punishment due to the infringement
of the right of individuals can be remitted by the victim, the ruler can still punish
51Ibid.
the offender in order to reform him.58
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2. Another distinction between the right of God and the right of individuals is that
the tadakhul rule, i.e. the punishment is combined whenever the crime is
repeated, does not apply to the latter. Thus the punishment is repeated
whenever the crime is repeated. For instance, if a person insults another person
many times in different periods of time the judge may punish him repeatedly
according to the different occurrences. However, if the crime is the infringement
of the right of God, the tadakhul rule can be applied. For instance, if a person
breaks the fast on many days of Ramadan, he will be punished only once. This
rule is deduced from the discussion of the jurists concerning the tadakhul rule
in the case of hudud and qisas.59o o o
However, there is another view concerning the tadakhul rule which holds that
there is no difference between taczir due to the infringement of the right of God
and tacz1r due to the infringement of the right of individuals, i.e. it can be
applied in both cases so long as the aim of taczir to serve as reformative and
deterrent can be achieved.60
58 - — -
Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.238.
59For further details on this point, see: al-Kasani, BadSb al-Sandf, vol.vii, p.65, IbncAbidln,
Hashiya, vol.vi, p.100, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.213, Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, pp.240-250.
6<)A1-Bahuti, Kashshafal-Qind, vol.vi, p.123.
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3. A criminal who infringes the right ofGod can be punished by any person straight
away on the basis of eliminating al-munkar (forbidden act),61 based on the
hadith of the Prophet:
If anyone of you see another person commits al-munkar (forbidden act),
he should stop it with his hand (power); if he cannot, then with his
tongue (advice), and, if he still cannot, then in his heart, and that is the
weakest form of faith.62
In the case of infringing the right of individuals, punishment cannot be inflicted
by any person, as it depends on the claim brought to the court. Thus it should
be imposed by the judge. It is also said that the infliction of this kind of taczir
punishment can be carried out by those who have the right as in qisas
punishment. In fact, the correct view is that such infliction must be carried out
by the ruler, otherwise it will lead to exaggeration in tacz1r punishment which
is not pre-determined, whilst qisas is a pre-determined punishment.63
4. Among the distinctions between the right of God and the right of individuals -
according to some views - is one concerning inheritance (mirath), where the
punishment for the taczir crime, which infringes the right of individuals, can be
inherited from the victim's side only, and not from the criminal's side. If the
61Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.330, Ibn cAbidfn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.103.
62Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.ii, p. 1330.
63 —
"Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.330, Ibn cAbid"in, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.103 .
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victim dies, the right to claim should be handed down to his heir. Contrary to
that, if the offender dies, the victim cannot claim to punish the heir of the
criminal whereas in the case of a tacz1r crime which infringes the right of God,
inheritance does not apply.64
These are among the significant distinctions between taczir crimes which
infringe the right of God and those which infringe the right of individuals noted down
by some jurists. It is interesting to note that taczir crimes which infringe the right of
God are more than those which infringe the right of individuals. It is also to be noted
that there is no crime which does not involve the right of God at all. In fact, in the case
of tacz1r crimes which infringe totally the right of individuals, for instance in the case
of insulting another person, the criminal still infringes the right of God, since obeying
the law and preventing the criminal from violating others, and keeping all people in right
order are the rights of God.
1.2.2 The Differences Between Tacz~ir and Hadd
From the previous discussion, some points of agreement and differences between taczir
and hadd can be traced. Taczir agrees with hadd in that both punishments are aimed at
reforming the offender and preventing the commission of further offences, both by the
offender and by other members of the society.
64Al-KasanT, BadS't al-Saiutic\ vol.vii, p.65, al-SanhurT, cAbd al-Razzaq, Masadir al-Haqqft al-
Fiqh al-Islanii, p.45.
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The differences between taczir and hadd are as follows:
1. The punishments of taczir are not prescribed by the Sharica, whereas the hudud
are prescribed punishments which are stated in detail in the Qur'an and the
Sunna. Thus, they cannot be annulled, nor do they admit of degree, whereas
taczir punishments can be enacted according to the ruler's discretion and may be
adapted whenever possible.
2. The punishment of taczir can be waived by the ruler or the courts and the ruler
should take into consideration the mitigating and aggravating factors. However,
hudud punishments are not susceptible of being waived by the ruler or the
courts, whether by remission, pardon or abrogation and the mitigating and
aggravating factors have no effect on hudud punishments.
3. Hudud are limited to certain punishments for certain offences whereas taczir
offences are vast in number and their punishments unlimited. The SharVa gives
the ruler considerable discretion in the determination of punishments which
range in gravity from a warning to death.
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1.3 The Classification of Taczir
Tacz1r crimes can be classified into three basic categories, as follows:
1. Taczir for religious disobedience (macsiya)
2. Taczir for the public interest (maslaha camma)
3. Taczir for delinquencies (mukhalafat)
1.3.1 Taczir for Religious Disobedience (Ma'siya)
It is unanimously agreed by the jurists that tacz1r punishment must be delivered for the
commission of any macsiya which is not included under a hadd punishment or an act of
atonement whether it infringes the right of God or individuals.65
Mcfsiya means the commission of prohibited acts (fi'l al-muharram) and the
omission of obligatory acts (tark al-wajib) which are mentioned in the Qur'an and the
Sunna of the Prophet.66 Thus any violation of a legal order or prohibition is called
macsiya and is punishable according to Islamic criminal law. In other words, mcfsiya
covers all acts which are considered as sins in Islam. However, it should be remembered
that some sins are not punished if they relate to internal sin (i.e. sins committed in the
65A1-Kasani, Baddf al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.63, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p. 180, al-Shlrazl, al-
Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.288, al-RamlT, NihSyat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p. 19, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt wa
al-Sharh al-Kabtr, vol.x, p.347.
66cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jindl, vol.i, p. 128.
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mind). Methods of proof in the execution of taczir punishments are very significant.67
The obligatory commandments and prohibitions are recognised by studying Islamic
Jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh).6% In fact, the principles of Islamic Jurisprudence propound
clearcut distinctions between these classes of acts.
1.3.1.1 The Different Types ofMacasi
Macas~i can be classified into three types,69 as follows:
i. MacasT punished by hadd
ii. Mcfasi punished by atonement
iii. Mcfasj punished by neither hadd nor atonement
i. Macas 1 Punished by Hadd
What is meant by hadd here is the prescribed punishment. This category includes all the
iwdud, qisas and diya crimes, for instance, theft, adultery, murder and so on. Originally,
this group ofmacasj had no connection with taczir punishment, but it is possible for a
judge to substitute a taczir punishment for a hadd punishment whenever the latter is
67See for example: Bahnasi, Nagariyyat al-Ithbat ft al-Fiqh al-Jindi al-lslami, Wahba al-
Zuhayll, al-Fiqh al-Islaml wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, p.209.
/TO _
See for example: al-Amidi, al-Ihkam ft Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, pp.160-174, cAbd al-Wahhab
Khallaf, cIlm Usui al-Fiqh, pp.79-89, al-ShatibT, al-Muwfrfaqatft Usui al-Shart'a, vol.iii, pp.119-259,
Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkamfi Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, pp.42-43.
69Ibn Qayyim, Flam al-Muwaqqiciti, vol.ii, p.99, al-Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p. 103.
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waived or remitted, or for him to add the former to the latter, if the public interest
necessitates it.70 Hence the basis of tcfzir punishment here is the public interest. All
the four legal schools support the possibility of combining a taczir punishment with a
hadd punishment.
Imam Malik holds that tafzir punishment can be inflicted on a culprit who
intentionally commits a qisas crime which does not lead to death (i.e. injury).71
According to him, qisas punishment is inflicted as an equivalent for the crime he has
committed and this concerns the right of the victim. However, as tcfzir aims at
reforming the culprit, it also concerns with the right of the community. Imam Malik,
however, does not think that there is any benefit in combining tofzir punishment with
qisas in the case of murder as death is already a capital punishment. If qisas punishment
is remitted, tcfzir can be imposed.72
The Shaficls hold that combining tcfzir punishment with a hadd punishment is
permissible, for instance, adding forty lashes to the original forty lashes for the crime of
drinking intoxicants, as according to the Shaficls the hadd punishment for the crime of
drinking is flogging with forty lashes.73
70cAwda, al-Tashric al-Jindi, vol.i, p.130.
71A1-Hattab, Mawahib al-Jalil, vol. vi, p.247.
12Ibid. p.268.
73A1-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.20. al-Ansari, Asna al-Matalib, vol.iv, p. 162.
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The Hanballs and the Shaficls share the same opinion that a thiefs cut-off hand
is to be dangled from his neck as a tcfzir punishment.74
The Hanafls also view the punishment of exile for one year in the case of
fornication (zina ghayr al-muhsan) as a tacz~tr punishment and not a hadd punishment.75
ii. Macasj Punished by Atonements
Atonement is actually a kind of religious observance (cibada) as it is normally concerned
with the command to release a slave, or fast, or feed the poor. However, if this order
results from the commission of a macsiya, it is called kajfara,76 The macas~i of this group
are in fact, clearly mentioned in the Qur'an and Sunna. They are limited, and include
such acts as spoiling the fast of Ramadan by having sexual intercourse during the day,
the commission of the same during the period of ihratn, the breach of an oath, %ihar,
killing, and having sexual intercourse with a woman who is menstruating. (See above,
pp. 15-22)
Although atonement is basically a religious act, some jurists hold that it has a
penal aspect, as is quite clear in the case of expiation for accidental killing which is
74A1-Ramll, Nihayat, vol.viii, p.20, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.261.
75A1-Kasani, Baddic al-Sanif, vol.vii, p.39, Ibn al-Humam, Sharh al-Fath al-Qadir, vol.v,
p.229.
76cAwda, al-TashrF al-Jindi al-lslamt, vol.i, p.131, al-Khin, al-Fiqh al-Manhaji, vol.iii, p.l 13.
specifically mentioned in the Qur}an:
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Never should a believer kill a believer; but (if it so happens) by mistake,
(compensation is due): if one kills a believer, it is ordained that he should free
a believing slave, and pay compensation to the deceased's family, unless they
remit it freely... for those who find this beyond their means, (is prescribed) a fast
for two months running: by way of repentance to God: for God hath all
knowledge and all wisdom.77
The jurists are not in agreement as to the legality of combining taczir punishment
with atonement. However, according to the majority, in the cases of mafasi punished
by atonements, no additional tcfzlr punishment is to be imposed.78
iii. Macasi Punished by neither Hadd nor Atonement
This group of mcfasi covers all those mcfasi which are not punishable by either a hadd
punishment nor atonement and is, in fact, infinite as there is no limitation in number for
this group. It is unanimously agreed by the scholars that this group of mafasi must be
punished only by tafzir punishment. No other punishment is allowed.79
77Qur'an, 4:92
78Ibn Qayyim, flam al-Muwaqqi'ln, vol.ii, p.99, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.21, al-
Ansari, Asna al-Matalib, vol.iv, p.162, al-Bahutf, Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p.121.
79
Al-Kasanf, Bad^f al-Sandf, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-hukkam, vol.ii, p.217, al-
RamlT, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.19, al-Khat! b, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p.191, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347, Ibn Qayyim, flam al-Muwaqqfin, vol.ii, p.99.
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Macasl under this group can be roughly classified into three types, as follows:
a. Mcfasi which are similar to those punishable by hadd, for instance, thefts which
do not fulfil the conditions for the hadd punishment, such as when the value of
the stolen property is less than nisab (the minimum value fixed by the law), or
when it is not taken from hirz (a place where the goods are under custody), acts
which are considered as preambles to adultery, and all cases where a certain
hadd punishment lacks one condition or more. In these cases a tacz1r
punishment should be imposed.80
b. Macasi punishable by hadd but remitted due to doubt (shubha), such as in the
case of stealing shared property, or in the case of adultery with a woman in a
disputed marriage, or due to some other specific causes concerning the criminal,
such as killing one's own child. In these cases, taczir punishments replace the
hadd.ix
o
c. Macasi which are neither similar to those punishable by a hadd nor precluded
from a hadd punishment. This type of macasi covers a vast number of macasi,
for instance, breach of trust, bearing false testimony, dealing in bribery, riba, and






All types of macas~i, including those punishable by a hadd or kaffara and those devoid
of both hadd and kaffara, are clearly mentioned in the SharVa texts. Every person is
able to recognise macasi if he refers to the Qiiranic texts and the traditions of the
Prophet. Thus the method of recognising macasT is similar to that of man-made law, i.e.
through thorough study and investigation.83
Macasi in the Shari'a are not specifically compiled in one chapter but are
scattered around in many places in the Qur'an and hadlth. However, this would not
prevent the ruler or judge compiling the macasi in one particular well organised book
explaining them in detail.84
It cannot be denied that if one studies the SharVa texts, one finds that for every
single macsiya, there is a text which explicitly states the punishment to be imposed
where the macasi are of the hadd or kaffara types. If, however, the mb siya is of the
tacz1r type, there are texts which prohibit the crime as well as texts which mention a
nIbtd.




There are many examples of such cases, but it will help to give some of the most
important ones.
1. Breach of Trust (Khiyanat al-Amana)
The Qur'an states:
a. "God commands you to deliver trusts back to their owners." (4:58)
b. "O believers, betray not God and the Messenger and betray not your trusts."
(8:27)
c. The Prophet said that a genuine hypocrite is characterised by four odious
attributes, one of which is the breach of trusts.86
2. Usury (Riba)
The Qu^an explicitly prohibits dealing in usury, as in the following verses:
a. "God has permitted trade and forbidden usury." (2:275)
b. "O ye who believe, devour not usury, doubled and multiplied, but fear God."
(3:130)
&5Ibid, p. 134.
86A1-Bukhari, Salith, vol.i, p. 12.
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c. The Prophet said, "God has cursed riba (usury), those who devour it, those who
give it, those who write it and those who witness it".87
3. False testimony (Shahadat al-Zur)
False testimony is condemned in the Qur'an as follows;
a. "Those who witness no falsehood..." (25:72)
b. "Conceal not evidence, for whoever conceals it his heart is tainted with sin."
(2:283)
c. The Prophet said, "God affirms that the feet of a person who bears false witness
will be in hell."88
4. Bribery (Rashwa)
God prohibits bribery in the following Quranic texts:
a. "(They are fond of) listening to falsehood, of devouring anything forbidden."
(5:42)
b. "And do not eat up your property among yourselves for vanities, nor use it as
bait for the judges, with intent that ye may eat up wrongfully and knowingly a
little of (other) people's property". (2:188)
87 _
Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.ii, p.763.
88Ibid., vol.ii, p.794.
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c. The Prophet said, "God has cursed those who give and take bribes in
judgement."89
5. Insults (Sabb)
God prohibits Muslims from insulting one another and using abusive language even in
quarrelling. The Qur'an commands:
a. "O ye who believe, let not some men laugh at others (sarcastically). It may be
that the (latter) are better than the (former). Let not some women laugh at others
... nor defame nor be sarcastic to each other by (offensive) nicknames, ill-
seeming is a name connoting wickedness." (49:11)
b. "God loveth not that evil should be noised abroad in public speech, except where
injustice hath been done." (4:148)
c. The Prophet said, " A Muslim is the brother of another Muslim, so do not ill-
treat him or disappoint him or look down upon him."90
These are just five examples. Others include partaking of banned food, espionage,
gambling, unpermitted entrance to private homes, and fraud in measurements and
weights.
%9Ibid., vol.ii, p.775.
90A1-Tirmidhl, Sunan, vol.iv, p.325.
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All the above-mentioned acts should be given priority in taczir punishment,
regardless of variations of time and place.
1.3.2 Taczir for Public Interest (Maslaha)
Initially, taczir punishments were only for the commission of religious disobedience.
However, in some exceptional cases the tcfzlr punishment has been legalised in the
SharVa for an act which is initially legal but then becomes illegal due to public
interest.91
The jurists attest the legality of this type of tcfzir by invoking the Sunna of the
Prophet who arrested a man accused of stealing a camel. When it was proved that the
man was not a thief, he was released.92 Thus it can be concluded that the accused's arrest
is a type of taczir for the public interest. Another example of taczir punishment for the
public interest is to banish an effeminate person, according to the Sunna of the Prophet.93
The public interest here is to prevent the public from looking at him, as he looks like a
female, and to deter other people from imitating him. But, in fact, effeminate conduct
is a kind of macsiya since it is unlawful for a man to imitate a woman.c Umar ibn al-
91Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 113, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p.180, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-
Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.21, Hajawl, al-IqnS, vol.iv, p.269.
92A1-Tirmidhi, Sunan, vol.iv, p.28, al-Kasanl, Badziic al-Sand'f, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn al-Humam,
Shark Fath al-Qad.Tr, vol.v, p.335, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.21, Hajawl, al-lqnS,
vol.iv, p.269.
93 -
Al-Bukharl, SahTh, vol.viii, p.142, al-Khatlb, MughnT al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p.192.
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Khattab banished Nasr ibn al-Hujjaj to Basra only due to his good looks is also a sort
of taczir for public interest. A punishment which is inflicted on a child who has not yet
reached puberty is also based on the public interest.94
What is being practised in many countries nowadays, such as fining one who
fails to fasten his seat belt while driving a car, or who does not wear a helmet while
riding a motorbike, is a sort of tacz1r punishment for the public interest. In fact, this
type of punishment is the most popular as it is implemented frequently.
1.3.3 Taczir for Delinquencies (MukhMafat)
What is meant by mukhalafat is the commission of disapproved of acts (makruh) and the
ommission of recommended acts (mandub). Some jurists define recommended acts as
those which we are required to do, while disapproved of acts are those which we are
required to abstain from. The difference between recommended acts and obligatory acts
(■wajib) is that the omission of the latter will be rebuked but not the former. Similarly,
the difference between disapproved of acts and prohibited acts (Jiarain) is that the
commission of the latter will be rebuked but not the former. They, however, do not
consider those who omit recommended acts and commit disapproved of acts as
disobedient (cas) but rather as "not submissive" (mukhalif).95
94Ibn *Abidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.l 13, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p. 180, al-Khatlb, Mughnt al-
Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 192.
95Al-Ghazzalt, al-Mustasfa, vol.i, p.85, al-Amidi, al-Ihkamft Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, p. 160, al-
Hattab, Mawahib al-Jaltl, vol.vi, p.320.
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Another group of jurists hold that recommended acts are not included under
obligatory acts and disapproved of acts are not included under prohibited acts. In other
words, the former is merely recommended whilst the latter is merely abominated. Thus,
according to them, the omission of a recommended act and the commission of a
disapproved of act is not considered an act of disobedience (macsiya).96
Therefore, it can be concluded from both opinions that a person who omits a
recommended act and commits a disapproved of act is not considered as committing
religious disobedience (macsiya). If so, can a person who commits such an act be
punished with taczir punishment?
The jurists are not in agreement on this matter following their differences
regarding the definition ofmandub and makruh as discussed above. The first group of
jurists hold that delinquencies may be punished. They base their opinion on the tradition
that cUmar punished a man who had laid down a goat in order to slaughter it and then
sharpened his knife in front of the goat. Since this act is considered as disapproved of
act, some jurists hold that delinquencies may be punished.97
The second group of jurists hold that there is no punishment for delinquencies.
According to them, the condition of taklif (i.e. being subject to the dictates of the
96 -
Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkamft Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, p.43, Hajawl, al-Iqni, vol.iv, p.270.
97 - - — _ _
Al-Ghazzali, al-Mustasfa, vol.i, p.85, al-Amidi, al-lhkam ft Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, p. 160,
Hattab, Mawahib al-Jalil, vol.vi, p.320, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.259, Ibn Hajar,
Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p. 18.
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SharYa) must apply before any tacz1r punishment can be carried out. Thus, it is clear
that in the case of delinquencies, there is no taklif and therefore no punishment will be
inflicted on those who commit disapproved of acts or omit recommended acts.98
From the above, it can be concluded that the scope of taczir offences is very
wide. Unlike hudud and kaffara, the offences of taczir are unlimited and include those
considered as macsiya and non-mcfsiya which are punishable on the basis ofmaslaha.
Even delinquencies may be punishable with tacz1r punishments.
98Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkamft Usui al-Ahkam, vol.i, p.43, al-Kasanl, Baddic al-San^ic, vol.vii, p.63,
Hajawi, al-lqnS, vol.iv, p.270.
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The Punishments of Taczir in Islamic Criminal Law
2.1 Introduction
The SharVa gives the ruler or the judge considerable discretion in the infliction of ta 'zir
punishments, which range in gravity from a warning to death. He has the authority to
determine the punishment which he considers to be the most suitable to be inflicted on
the offender, taking into account any mitigating or aggravating factors. However, it is
to be remembered that though the Sharfa gives the judge freedom to use his discretion,
it must not contradict the general principles of the SharVa, for example, the offender
should not be flogged naked, or be kept in prison without giving him a chance to
perform the prayer.
The punishment of taczir can be one of the following:
1. Basic punishment (al-cuquba al-asliyya) - for crimes which have no fixed
punishment, for example, in the case of bribery (rashwa), or riba, though both
acts are considered as macsiya in the Qur^an and Hadlth, there are no fixed
punishments stated. Thus, the tacz1r punishments are considered as the basic
punishments for these types of crime.
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2. Substitutional punishment (al-cuquba al-badaliyya) - for the crimes of hadd or
qisas which are remitted for certain reasons, for example, hudud crimes which
lack one or more conditions of hadd such as stealing good whose value is less
than nisab (i.e. a minimum value fixed by the Shar1ca).
3. Additional punishment (al-cuquba al-idafiyya) - means that tcfzlr punishment
is imposed on the offender in addition to the basic punishment in the case of
those crimes which deserve hadd or qisas punishment which are clearly
mentioned in the Qur}an and hadith of the Prophet, for example, exile for one
year is considered as a taczir punishment which is additional to the basic one
(i.e. flogging with one hundred lashes) in the case of fornication (as held by Abu
Hani fa), or adding forty lashes to the basic forty lashes for the crime of drinking
intoxicants (as held by al-Shaficl). (For details, see above, p.34)
Since tacz~ir punishments may take various forms, this chapter attempts to
identify the various types of taczir punishments and their objectives.
2.2 The Objectives of Taczir Punishment
The infliction of a taczir punishment on an offender seems to be detrimental to him.
However, it is intended to prevent harm, based on the legal principle which states:
"Preventing harm (mafsada) is given priority over gaining benefit (maslaha)". Thus it
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is legalized, not because of its detrimental effects but for its leading to other benefits.1
Taczir punishments have the objective of preventing the commission of further offences,
both by the offender and by other members of society. The word tacz"ir itself literally
means to prevent or to restrain. (See above, p. 10) Taczir punishments are also intended
to rectify the offender and to reform him.2 In the following paragraph, a further
discussion on the objective of taczlr punishments will be explained.
2.2.1 Preventive and Deterrent (al-Zajr)
Al-Zaylac~i, in his discussion on Matn al-Kanz states that the objective of ta'zlr
punishments is to serve as a deterrent (zajr).3 What is meant by the term zajr is to
prevent the offender from the recommission of further offences and to deter other
members of society from initiating the offences, realizing that the punishment which has
been inflicted on the offender is not only confined to him alone but may also be imposed
on any other potential offender whenever he commits the crime. In this regard Ibn al-
Humam states in his discussion on Fath al-Qadir as follows:
Punishment can serve as a preventive measure (mawanic) before the occurence
of a crime, and serve as a deterrent (zawajir) after the occurrence of a crime. It
means that the knowledge of the enforcement of the punishment could prevent
1Muhammad Abu Zahra, al-Uqubafi al-Fiqh al-Islami, p.8.
2See: al-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236, al-Kasani, Badific al-Sandic\ vol.vii, p.64, Ibn
Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.217, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.265, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347.
3Al-Zaylac1, Tabyin al-Haq^iq, vol.iii, p.210.
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any other potential criminal from carrying out his intention, or whenever a
criminal is punished, it deters him from the recommission of further offence.4
The other schools of law are completely in agreement with the Hanafl school
regarding the meaning of zajr.5
Since religious disobediences (mcfasi) which are punishable with taczir can be
either the commission of the prohibited acts or the omission of the obligatory acts, the
meaning of zajr is, in the former, to prevent a person from committing such prohibited
acts and, in the latter, to prevent him from omitting such obligatory acts. The offender
will be punished until he obeys the religious duty. It is interesting to note that the
punishment in the latter case should be stricter and stronger in degree since the objective
of taczir punishment in such cases is to compel the offender to observe the obligatory
acts. Thus, the punishment can be repeated so long as he omits the obligatory acts.6
As a preventive measure, tacz1r punishment should serve this objective within
its limit. The infliction of such a punishment must not be too lenient or too strict, in
accordance with the judge's discretion, taking into account any mitigating or aggravating
4Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qad.Tr, vol.v, p. 196.
5See: Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.218, al-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultauiyya, p.221,
al-Shl razl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.265, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qind, vol.v, p.77.
6Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam,\ol.ii, p.218, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.86, al-
Hisbafi al-Islam, p.45.
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factors.7 However, if there is no taczir punishment which can serve as a deterrent other
than the death sentence, such as in the case of repeated violent crimes, then that becomes
necessary. Although most of the jurists legalize capital punishment in the case of taczir
crimes, some of them do not recognise it.8
The recognition of the deterrent aspect in the Islamic Penal system is, in fact,
deeper and stronger than in other systems of law. Here, deterrence is recognised as the
predominant justification for the punishments. The jurists maintain that deterrent
punishments promote the safety of society and the honour and interests of all.
Deterrence is not pursued merely by proclaiming the crime and its punishments, but
rather is based on the speed with which the accused is tried and punished, and on the
public manner of the infliction of the punishment.9
2,2,2 Reformative (al-Islali wa al-Tahdhib)
Another objective of tcfzir punishment is to reform and to rehabilitate the offender from
committing the crime or sin. Al-Mawardl, in this regard, states that tcfzir is intended
7Al-ZaylaT, Tabytn al-Haqdiq, vol.iii, p.210, Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 104, Ibn al-Humam,
Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.330, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, pp. 178 & 182, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-
Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84.
See: Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.330, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 108, Ibn
Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.223, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22, al-Bahuti,
Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p. 126, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisbaft al-Islani, p.46, Ibn Qayyim, al-Turuq al-
Hukmiyya, p. 103.
9Lippman, Mathew, Islamic Criminal Law And Procedure, p.84.
to discipline, reform, and prevent a person from the recommission of the crime.10 It
means that disciplinary and reformative punishment can lead the offender to stop from
the commission of a crime, motivated by his religious awareness and self-consciousness,
which results from his abhorrence of the crime and not from the fear of the punishment,
to seek God's pleasure since the crime is considered a mcfsiya. This religious awareness
is, indeed, the best way to confront the crime at its root when a person believes that
every one of his actions is recorded by God and cannot go unresponded in the Hereafter.
The concept of reformation of the offender is obtained from the principle of
repentance or tawba which is recognised by the Qu^an. The most noticeable example
of this objective can be traced from the punishment of imprisonment for an indefinite
term where there is no limitation on the period of this punishment. It will last, either
until the criminal's repentance, or until his death in the case of a dangerous criminal.
Recourse has been had to imprisonment from a very early date. It is said that during the
caliphate of TJmar ibn al-Khattab a house was purchased in Medina to house prisoners.
This practice was later followed by governors.(See below, p.99) Imprisonment came
to be used mainly for discipline and correction, both of which objectives, it was
thought, would be achieved by self-reflection.
10A1-Maward!, al-Ahkain al-Sultaniyya, p.236.
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2.2.3 Retributive
Since crime is a detested and undesired act that harms the sense of justice, and rouses
the wrath of society against the offender, and sympathy with the victims, punishment is
the reaction of society against the act of the offender. Therefore, tacz1 r punishment is
the general retaliation of society to maintain peace and social order. In the case of a
tcfzir offence which infringes the right of individuals, the punishment provides
satisfaction for the aggrieved parties by eliminating the ill feelings which they may bear
against the offenders. Punishment prevents offenders from experiencing the
consequences of the wrath that crime creates in society against them, and thus
rehabilitation may be achieved."
2.3 Types of Tacz~ir Punishment
There is no specific punishment to be inflicted on a taczir offender. Any punishment
which can serve the purpose of tcfzir may be used. Taczir punishment can be inflicted
upon the offender's soul, body, property, and dignity. These penalties are graduated
according to the school of law, morality and local custom. Types of taczir punishment
can be of these following categories:
1. Corporal punishments (al-cuquba al-badaniyya). These include capital
"Al-Bahut!, Kashshaf al-Qintf', vol.vi, p. 122.
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punishment, i.e. the death penalty, flogging, and crucifixion.
2. The withdrawal of one's freedom (al-cuquba al-muqayyada li al-hurriyya). This
includes banishment, boycotting and imprisonment.
3. Financial punishments (al-cuquba al-maliyya). These include fines, seizure of
property, and the modification or demolition of property.
4. Verbal punishments (al-cuquba al-nafsiyya). These include admonition,
reprimand, and threat.
5. Other punishments. These include any punishment which can serve the purpose
of tcfzir such as dismissal from office, and public disclosure.
2.3.1 Corporal Punishments
2.3.1.1 The Death Penalty (al-Taczir bi al-Qatl)
The death penalty is recognised in the SharVa as a means of punishment in the case of
qisas, i.e. the crime of intentional killing (al-qatl al-camd) and in the hudud cases, i.e.
the crimes of adultery (zina al-muhsan), highway robbery (hiraba), apostasy (ridda), and
rebellion (baghy). But in the case of taczir, is a capital punishment also recognised in
the Sharical
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Originally, tcfzir punishment was intended to reform the offender and to take
disciplinary action against him. Thus, it should not result in bad consequences such as
death, or amputation of limbs.12 However, many scholars hold that there is an exception
from this general rule and hold that tcfzir by means of the death penalty can be imposed
if the public interest necessitates it, or if the criminal offence cannot be prevented by
means of other punishment.13
It should be noted that though the death penalty is allowed in some exceptional
cases, it should be imposed in a very strict manner. The scholars do not legalize the
death penalty as a tcfzir punishment except in cases of dire necessity and hold that it
should be applied as little as possible.14
Some jurists have pointed out some taczir offences that may be awarded the
death penalty, i.e.:
i. Murder Committed by a Heavy Instrument (al-Qatl bi al-Muthaqqal)
According to Abu Hani fa, this type of killing is included under the crime of al-qatl
shibh al-camd (quasi-deliberate intentional killing) because of the means used in the
12 -
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol. ii, p.217, Hajawl, al-Iqnf, vol.iv, p.269.
13 _ _ _ _ _
Ibn Abidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 108, Ibn al-Humam, vol.v, p.330, al-Hattab, Mawahib al-Jalil,
vol.iii, p.357, al-Bahutl, Kashshaf al-Qind, vol.vi, p. 126, Hajawl, al-Iqni, p.271, Ibn Qayyim, al-
Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p. 103, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.85.
14cAwda, al-Tashrf al-Jinfi , p.688.
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crime and therefore qisas cannot be imposed on the murderer.15 However, the ruler can
still impose the death penalty on such a murderer on the grounds of taczir if he thinks
that public interest necessitates it. This penalty is called al-qatl siyasatan.16
Conversely, according to the rest of the jurists, including Abu Yusuf and al-
Shaybanl, this crime is regarded as subject to qisas, which of course, means that the
next of kin have the right to waive the death penalty, either by forgiving the murderer
or demanding diya in place of the death penalty.17
Abu Hani fa supports his opinion by quoting the hadith of the Prophet:
One who dies as a victim of quasi-deliberate intentional killing (al-qatl khata'
al-camd) i.e. using cane, stick, or stone, should be paid diya (blood money).18
In the above hadith, the words "stick" and "stone" are mentioned in a general
way (mutlaq) and therefore they cover all types and sizes of stick and stone. In addition,
a heavy instrument such as stone does not normally kill a person. The intention of the
killer, according to Abu Hanlfa, is based on the instrument used and whether it can kill
15Examples of heavy instruments include a big stone or a huge piece of wood.
16Ibn cAbid!n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 108, al-Kasanl, Bad£ic al-Sandi', vol.vii, p.233.
17 — —
Al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p. 122, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.345, Ibn
Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.486, al-Mawardi, al-Ahkain al-Sultaniyya, p.231, al-Shlrazi, al-
Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.176, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.ix, p.321, al-Bahutl, Kashshaf al-QinS,
vol.v, p.506.
18 —
Al-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p. 167.
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or not. Thus, so long as the instrument used cannot normally kill a person, the intention
of a killer is still in doubt.19
On the other hand, al-Shaybanl, Abu Yusuf and the rest of the jurists of the other
schools base their view on the Quranic verse which says:
And if anyone is slain wrongfully, we have given his heir authority (to demand
qisas or to forgive).20
According to them, one who is killed by a heavy instrument is also included,
being murdered wrongfully. The Qur'an says:
Retaliation (qisas) is prescribed for you in cases of murder.21
A big stone, or a huge piece of wood, or anything like that whenever used to kill
has the same effect as a knife or sword. They are all instruments that can kill a person
and, certainly, there is no error in considering a murderer who uses this type of
instrument as an intentional killer. The Prophet once executed the death penalty on a
woman who killed another woman with a piece of wood.22 It is also reported from Anas
19Al-ZaylaT, TabyTn al-Haqdiq, vol.vi, p.100, al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p.122.
20Qur)an, 17:33
21Qur'an, 2:178
22A1-Zaylacl, Tabytn al-Haq^iq, vol.vi, p. 100.
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that a Jew was found guilty of killing a woman slave with a stone in order to take her
jewellery, and the Prophet executed the death penalty on him.23
The jurists also have the same argument concerning murder by choking, or
suffocating to death.24 According to Abu Hanifa, such a murderer cannot be subject to
qisas, although the death penalty should be imposed on the grounds of taczi r in the case
of repeated crimes in order to protect the state and society from his wickedness.25
According to the rest of the scholars this crime is regarded as subject to qisas since it is
included under intentional killing (al-qatl al-camd).26
From the above discussion, it is clear that the opinion of the majority of the
scholars is stronger since what is important in this case is the intent of the killer. If the
killer is proved to have had an intention to kill, the rule of qisas applies to him,
regardless of the instrument used. However, if we accept Abu Hani fa's view, we should
still recognise the power of pardon by the heir of the victim, otherwise it might lead to
injustice.
23 - -
Al-Bukharl, Sahih, vol.ix, p.5, al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p.122.
24Also causing death by drowning, or hurling from a high place, or similar to that.
25A1-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p. 152, al-Kasanl, Badtfi1 al-Sant?ic, vol.vii, p.224.
26A1-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p. 152, al-Kasanl, Bada'b al-Sanit', vol.vii, p.235, al-
Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.176, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qind, vol.v, p.508, Ibn Taymiyya, al-
Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p. 103.
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ii. Sodomy (Liwat)
The jurists are in disagreement as to whether the offender of this crime is sentenced to
death on the basis of taczir or on the grounds of qiyas with hadd. The disagreement on
this matter also occurs within the Hanafi school, i.e. between Abu Hanlfa and his two
disciples.27
Al-Shaybanl and Abu Yusuf consider the act of sodomy to be classifed under
the crime of adultery {zina) and, is therefore, punishable by hadd al-zina. It means that
if the offender is married (muhsan) he has to be stoned to death and if he is not married
(,ghayr muhsan), he should be flogged with a hundred lashes. Abu Hanlfa, on the other
hand, holds that this act is included under the crimes for which there is taczir which, of
course, means that the ruler has the authority to determine its punishment. The
punishment can possibly reach up to its maximum level, i.e. the death penalty, if the
situation necessitates it, such as in the case of a repeated crime, or if the offender cannot
be stopped by other punishments.28
The two disciples of Abu Hanlfa and other jurists base their view on the
following Quranic texts:
27Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Mal'ad, vol.iii, p.209.
28 — • -»■ —
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadlr, vol.v, p.249, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.38, Ibn
Qayyim, Zad al-MaLad, vol.iii, p.209.
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Ye do commit lewdness (fahisha), such as no people in creation (ever)
committed before you.29
The word, fahisha is also used in the Qur'an to describe zina proper?0 With
regard to the general meaning of zina, that is having sexual intercourse, i.e. penetrate the
genitalia into the other genitalia in a prohibited way, without any doubt. Thus, this
meaning does also exist in the crime of sodomy (liwat) since the anus, or vagina and
penis are all genitalia.31
Abu Ham fa disagrees with the above reason and states that liwat is not zina.
Only zina proper is punishable by hadd. Likewise, hadd al-sariqa (theft) cannot be
imposed on a plunderer (muntahib), or embezzler (mukhtalis). The fact that the Qur'an
describes it as fahisha, still does not mean that liwat is zina because the Qur'an also
describes other great sins (al-kaba'ir) as fahisha, as follows:
Come not nigh to shameful deeds (fawahish), whether open or secret.32
The Companions of the Prophet also had differences of opinion regarding its
29Qur'an, 29:28
30See: Qur'an, 17: 32
31 _ _
Al-Nafrawi, al-Fawakih al-Dawani, vol.ii, p.280, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p. 188.
32Qur'an, 6:151
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punishment which support the opinion that liwat is a non-hadd crime.33 Abu Bakr holds
that those who practise sodomy should be burnt to death, CA11 ibn Ab~i Talib holds that
they should be crushed under the wall, whilst Ibn cAbbas states that they should be killed
by stones thrown from a high place, based on the Quranic text which says:
We turned (the cities) upside down, and rained down on them brimstones.34
The majority of schools impose the death penalty on those who commit sodomy
on the grounds of qiyas with hadd,35 The Malikls hold that the offender can be
punished up to the maximum limit of punishment. According to Imam Malik, both
parties in an act of sodomy should be stoned to death based on the hadith:
Stone both parties in an act of sodomy, the upper and the lower, muhsan or
ghayr muhsan?6
Ibn Hablb says that stoning to death is the general punishment for this crime
regardless of whether the perpetrator is muhsan (married) or not, because Allah stoned
the people of Lut who commit liwat without distinguishing between these two groups
33 —
Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.iii, p.209, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p. 188.
34Qur'an, 11:82.
35 • • —"
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p. 197, al-NafrawT, al-Fawakih al-Dawant, vol.ii, p.286,
al-Shirazt, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.268, al-Mawardt, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.213, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni, vol.viii, p. 188, Abu Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.264, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-
Shafiyya, p.78.
36A1-Shawkan1, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.v, p.286.
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of people.37 Ahmad ibn Hanbal also agrees with Malik regarding this matter.38
Al-Shaficl holds that the offender of this crime should be punished with the hadd
penalty. However, there are two opinions on this hadd penalty. The first, which is more
popular, is that the punishment is similar to that of zina, i.e. flogging with one hundred
lashes if the criminal is ghayr muhsan, and stoning to death if the criminal is muhsan,
based on the hadlth:
o
If a man has sexual intercourse with a man, both are adulterers (zaniyan) and if
a woman has sexual intercourse with a woman, both are adulterers (zaniyatan).39
The second opinion is that both offenders should be killed based on the hadlth:
Both who are found guilty of committing the act of the people of Lut should be
killed.40
This is due to the stronger prohibition of this crime than zina, when we refer to
its punishment in the Qur'an concerning the people of Lut.41
37 i - - -Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.197, al-NafrawT, al-Faxvakih al-Dawani, vol.ii, p.286.
38
Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.188.
39 - -
Al-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.287.
40Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.ii, p.856.
41
Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkani al-Sultaniyya, p.224, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.268.
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iii. Espionage (Tajassus)
According to the Hanafis and the Shaficls, a spy who is a Muslim cannot be put to
death.42 This is based on the tradition which is reported by CA11 who said:
The Prophet commanded me, al-Zubayr and al-Miqdad: Go three of you to
Rawda Khakh where you will find a woman with a letter, and then take that
letter. So we went to the place and found the woman. She gave us the letter
when we asked it and then brought it to the Prophet. The content of the letter is:
From Hatib ibn Abi Baltaca to the people of Mecca, telling them some matters
of the Prophet. The Prophet asked: What is this O Hatib? He answered: Do not
rush against me. I am a man who is in contact with my family and I would like
them to be protected by the people of Mecca. I am not doing this because of
apostasy, I am still a Muslim. Then the Prophet said: Verily he is telling the
truth. Then TJmar said: Let me behead this hypocrite. But the Prophet forbade
him by saying: He witnessed the Battle of Badr.43
Some of the Hanballs have a tendency to accept this view.44 Some of the
Malik! s state that the spy should be punished by flogging, imprisonment for a long
period, or banishment to another place. It is said that the death penalty cannot be
imposed if such a crime is not repeated.45
According to Imam Malik, and some of the Hanballs, the death penalty may be
42Abu Yusuf, al-Kharaj, p.l 17, al-ShfrazT, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.242, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa
al-Shafiyya, p.85, Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Mdad, vol.iii, p.215.
43Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah, p.34.
44Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shadiyya, p.85, Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.iii, p.215.
45Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.223, Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Malad, vol.iii, p.215.
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imposed on a Muslim spy if he is spying for the benefit of the enemy and against the
Muslims. Sahnun holds that a Muslim who writes to the enemy (ahl al-harb) giving
them information about the Muslims should be killed without being asked to repent.
Some Malikls however, say that the death penalty can be imposed only if he does not
repent. It is also said that the death penalty may be awarded on the repeated crime of
espionage.46
Regarding the non-Muslim spy, the jurists unanimously agree that taczir
punishment by means of the death penalty should be imposed on him.47
The opinion of Malik, i.e. the crime of espionage is punishable with the death
penalty, seems more rational when we refer to its negative outcome which is threatening
the safety of the Muslim community as well as the whole state. It is even worse if the
spy who gives the information to the enemy against the Muslims is himself a Muslim.
iv. The Propagation of Heretical Doctrines (al-Dacwa ila al-Bidca)
Some of the heretical doctrines are completely false and divergent from the Islamic
teachings and this can lead to infidelity (kufr), and those who propagate, or adopt these
46Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.223, Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah, p.34, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Sha/'iyya, p.85, al-Hisbafi al-Islam, p.47, Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.iii,
p.215.
47Abu Yusuf, al-Kharaj, p.l 18, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisba Fi al-Islam, p.47, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat
al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.223, Wahba al-Zuhayll, al-Fiqh al-Islami wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, p.201.
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doctrines are considered apostates (murtadd), and punishable with hadd punishment, i.e.
the death penalty. However, some of these heretical doctrines do not lead to kufr and
are thus punishable by taczir punishment. The question arises as to whether the taczir
punishment for this crime can reach its maximum limit, i.e. the death penalty.
Ibn cAbidln mentions in his Hashiya that tacz~ir punishment should be inflicted
on those who propagate or adopt heretical doctrines which do not lead to kufr. The
punishment may vary depending on the situation. However, if there is no other way to
stop the propagation of a heretical doctrine, its leader should be put to death for the sake
of the public interest. If the propagator of a heretical doctrine which is not kufr furnishes
the proof for his doctrine, which could possibly draw many people to embrace his
doctrine, he should be also put to death for the public interest since his activity can affect
the religion and this is even more menacing.48
According to the Malikls, the propagator of a heretical doctrines must be asked
to repent first. If he repents he is acquitted but otherwise the death punishment should
be imposed upon him.49 Some of the ShSfils and the Hanballs agree with this
opinion.50
48 -
Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.386.
49Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.223.
50Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Sha/iyya, p.85, Ibn Qayyim, al-Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p. 103, al-
Bahuti, Kashshafal-Qinzt, vol.vi, p. 126.
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To sum up, the majority of the jurists agree that those who propagate heretical
doctrines and disunite the Muslim community are punishable with taczir punishment by
means of the death penalty, on condition that there is no other way of stopping them
from furthering their activity. This is important to protect the whole Muslim community
from any harm and impurity in their religion caused by such a propagation.
v. Drinking Intoxicants
All the schools of Islamic law hold that drinking intoxicants is included under hadd
crime which is punishable with flogging. Although they disagree about the number of
lashes which should be inflicted, they all claim it to have been fixed by the Prophet.
According to the Shaficl and the Hanball view, the hadd punishment for drinking
intoxicants is forty lashes based on the tradition of the Prophet who commanded the
Muslims during his life-time to beat a man who drank intoxicants up to forty lashes.51
According to the Hanafis, the Malikls and another view of the Hanballs, the
punishment for drinking is eighty lashes. They base their view on the tradition of TJmar
and CA11 who imposed eighty lashes on those who drank intoxicants. They claim that
this practice is in accordance with the tradition of the Prophet who used to beat those
who drank intoxicants with two sticks forty times.52 Some jurists hold the view that the
51A1-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.286, al-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.223, al-
Nawawl, Minhaj al-Talibin, p. 124, Abu Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.269.
52Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.295, al-Kasanl, BadFi' al-Sandi', vol.vii, p.39,
Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.261, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.543,
al-Nafrawi, al-Fawakih al-Dawaut, vol.ii, p.289, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.307, al-Bahutl,
Kashshafal-Qind, vol.vi, p.l 17.
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hadd is forty lashes with another forty lashes as tcfzirp
As to the recidivist who keeps on drinking intoxicants, taczir punishment should
be imposed on him. It is reported that a man who drank intoxicants for the third time
was brought before the Prophet who ordered him to be beaten, and when he committed
it again for the fourth time, the prophet ordered him to be flogged.54 It seems that
flogging (jald) is stronger than beating (darb) since there is a report about the beating
being done with things like shoes, cloths, etc. whereas the flogging being done with
particular devices such as canes, or whips.55 In another hadith, it is narrated by reliable
transmitters that the Prophet said:
If a person drinks wine, lash him for the first three times and put him to death for
the fourth.56
It is clear from the above hadith that repeating the crime will result in the
stronger punishment, either by flogging which is stronger than beating as in the first
hadlth, or by the death penalty as in the latter. However, it is worth mentioning here
that the death penalty in the case of repeating the crime of drinking intoxicants has never
been imposed in practice. The Prophet did not inflict the death penalty on a man who
53 - - -'
Al-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.223, al-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 192, al-
Nawawl, Minhaj al-Talibin, p. 124.
54Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.256.
5Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.315.
56A1-Tirmidh"i, Sunan, vol.iv, p.48, al-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.324.
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was brought before him for the fourth time, but simply ordered him to be beaten.57
Most schools of Islamic law claim that the death penalty for a person who keeps
on drinking intoxicants after having been sentenced for the third time has been abrogated
and is no longer applicable. According to them, the hadith which enacted this type of
punishment was aimed at deterring the Muslims from drinking intoxicants during its
early prohibition.58 The Zahiri school, however, holds that a person should be sentenced
to death for the fourth offence because of the previously mentioned hadith.59
Apart from the above offences, there are several other offences which may be
punishable with the death penalty as discussed by the jurists, such as insulting the
Prophet, habitual theft, sorcery and neglecting prayer after being asked to repent.60
The Summary of the Jurists' Discussion on Taczir Punishment by Means of the
Death Penalty
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that if the public interest necessitates it,
57 - - -
Al-Shawkanl, NayI al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.325, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-ShaFiyya, p.85, Ibn
Qayyim, al-Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p. 104.
58Ibn al-Humam, SharhFath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.286, al-Kasanl, Badtfic al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.57,
al-Khatib, al-Iqni, p.531, al-Shawkani, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.326.
59 -
Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, vol.xi, p.365.
60See: Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.iii, p.214, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkain, vol.ii, p. 150,
Wahba al-Zuhayll, al-Fiqh al-Islamt wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, p.200, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-
Shafiyya, p.85.
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taczir punishment by means of the death penalty is recognised by all the four schools.
Some of them make it easy to practise while others narrow down its practicability.
The Hanafi school legalizes this type of taczir punishment in the case of crimes
which are similar to murder and crimes which affect the security of the Muslim
community. Some Hanball scholars agree with the opinion of the Hanafi s.
The Malikls also recognise tacz~ir punishment by means of the death penalty.
Imam Malik maintains that a propagator of a heretical doctrines and the spy against the
Muslims can be put to death as they are very dangerous people who affect the strength
of the Muslim community. Some Shaficls also agree with the Malikls' opinion.
As a conclusion, taczir punishment by means of the death penalty should be
accepted since it is impossible to be content solely with the hadd and qisas for imposing
the death penalty on the offender. There are many other crimes which are considered
to be more harmful and dangerous to the public interest and the Muslim community than
the crimes for which there are fixed punishments (i.e. hudud and qisas), and which
cannot be deterred with punishments other than the death penalty. There is also an
obstinate culprit who keeps on committing violent crime despite being punished again
and again by the judge who can be stopped only with the death penalty. It is, in fact, no
use to keep such a bad criminal alive in the society after making every effort to rectify
his behaviour. That will also deter any potential criminal from committing the crime.
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Some of these crimes might affect the security of the Islamic state and the whole
Muslim community and some others might affect the Islamic religion and belief, while
the rest might affect the individual interest.
It is to be remembered that though tacz1r punishment by means of the death
penalty is determined by the ruler, he cannot exercise his power without any limitation.
The ruler has to follow the SharVa guidelines when imposing the death penalty.
Therefore, it can only be enforced in dire necessity and as little as possible.
In addition, when the discussion of the Muslim scholars concerning this
punishment is thoroughly examined, it can be clearly noticed that taczir punishment, by
means of the death penalty, should not be imposed on the first timer. Only those
obstinate criminals who keep on repeating the crime deserve it. Thus, it can be said that
the death penalty, as a tcfzir in Islamic criminal law, is enforced as a last resort.
Mode of Execution
The jurists have differences of opinion with regard to the devices that can be used to
execute the death penalty in the case of qisas.61 Some jurists such as the Hanafls and
the Hanballs stipulate that only the sword be used, based on the hcidlth:
61See: Al-KasanT, Buddt al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.245, al-ZaylaT, Tabyin al-Haqdiq, vol.vi, p. 106,
al-SarakhsT, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p. 125, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.vi, p.426, Ibn
Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.495, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p. 186, al-Bahutl,
Kcishshafal-Qind, vol.v, p.538.
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No qisas can be executed unless with the sword.62±00
The reason the sword is chosen as a means to execute the death penalty is that
it is practicable without imposing too much suffering on the offender and his death is
of course, certain.63 According to Malik and al-Shafiel, the murderer should be killed
in the same way as he killed his victim since qisas means equality (mumathala). They
base their view on the Sunna of the Prophet who executed the death penalty on a Jew
who killed a woman with a stone by crushing his head between two big stones.64
In the case of taczir, there is no definite device that can be used to execute the
death penalty. Ifwe refer back to the tradition of the Prophet and his Companions, it can
be noticed that there are many types of devices used to execute the death penalty on the
wrongdoer. For instance, the Prophet executed the death penalty on a Jew who killed
a woman with a stone by crushing his head between two big stones, as above. Abu Bakr
commanded that those who practise sodomy (liwat) be burnt to death, whilst Ibn cAbbas
killed them by stones thrown from a high place. (See above, p.60) Abu Yusuf states that
someone spying against the Muslims should be beheaded. Ibn Farhun mentions in his
book Tabsirat al-Hukkam, when dealing with the punishment for an obstinate person
62A1-Shawkani, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p. 165.
63
Al-Sarakhsi, al-Mabsut, vol.xxvi, p. 125, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-QinS, vol.v, p.538.
64Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.426, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii,
p.495, al-Shfrazt, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p. 186.
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who neglects the prayer, that he should be killed with the sword.65
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that for the purpose of execution
of the death penalty in the case of taczir, any means can be used as long as it hastens the
death of the offender and serves as a deterrent.
2.3.1.2 Flogging (Jald)
Flogging is considered as the main punishment in Islamic criminal law. It is the
recognised punishment for the hudud crimes of zina (fornication) and qadhf based on
the QuFanic injunctions as follows:
The woman and the man guilty of fornication, flog each of them with a hundred
stripes.66
And those who launch a charge against chaste woman, and produce not four
witnesses (to support their allegation), flog them with eighty stripes.67
It is also the recognised hadd punishment for drinking intoxicants based on the
tradition of the Prophet who commanded the Muslims during his lifetime to flog a
person who drank intoxicants. This practice was then acted upon by the caliphs and the





Flogging is also recognised as the main punishment in the case of taczir crimes
based on the QuFan and the Sunna of the Prophet.
i. Qur'an:
As to those women on whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish
them (first), (next), refuse to share their beds, (and lastly) beat them (lightly).69
According to the above Quranic text, beating is considered as one of the
punishments of nushuz (disloyalty to one's husband). Since nushuz is a macsiya, the
beating which is mentioned in the above text is considered as a tacz1r punishment, and
beating is a type of flogging.70
ii. Sunna:
Abu Burda reported that he heard the Prophet says: Nobody can be flogged more
68See: Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.295, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-




See: BahnasT, al-cUquba FT al-Fiqli al-Islami, p. 186. According to him, the term darb (beating)
is used while dealing with taczir instead of jaid (flogging) which is used while dealing with hadd
punishments.
than ten lashes except in the case of a hadd.11
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Regarding the above hadith text, Ibn Farhun holds that it is a clear proof of
taczlr.12
It is also reported that the Prophet inflicted one hundred lashes on a husband
who had had sexual intercourse with his wife's slave with her permission.73
In another hadith, the Prophet says:
Teach your child prayer at the age of seven, and beat him if he fails to do so at
the age of ten.74
All the above hadith texts indicate the legality of taczir punishment by flogging,
a. The Scope of Flogging as a Taczir Punishment
According to the jurists, flogging is an adequate punishment for dangerous offenders
which causes no burden to the state. Flogging is also more advantageous to offenders
71
Abu Dawud, Sunan, vol.iv, p. 167.
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Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkwn, vol.ii, p.217.
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Al-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.290.
74A1-Kasanl, Bad^ic al-Sandi1, vol.vii, p.64.
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than other punishments as it will not deprive them of their productive capacity and their
dependents will not suffer the feeling of loss as happens in the case of imprisonment.
Moreover, it can be carried out quickly and decisively.75 There are many precedents of
flogging being inflicted on the offender as a tacz1r punishment throughout the first
century of Islamic history. The Prophet, during his lifetime, imposed one hundred lashes
on a man who had had sexual intercourse with his wife's slave with her permission, as
mentioned earlier. He also imposed the punishment of flogging in cases of theft which
are not included under the hadd punishment.76
Among the Companions who used to punish tcfzir offenders with flogging is
cUmar ibn al-Khattab. He flogged Ma'n ibn Za-'ida one hundred lashes and then
repeated it for forging the property of bayt al-mal. TJmar also flogged Dubaic ibn cAsal
for bidba (heresy) and it is said that the number of lashes which was imposed upon him
was more than that of hadd. Abu Bakr and cUmar used to order that a man and a woman
found sleeping in the same blanket be flogged one hundred lashes. It is also reported
that CA11 ibn Abl Talib flogged al-Najashl who drank intoxicants during the day of
Ramadan eighty lashes as a hadd punishment with another twenty lashes as a tacz1r
punishment for not fasting. He also flogged a man found sleeping with a woman
without having sexual intercourse ninety-eight lashes.77
75cAmir, al-Taczirfi al-SharVa al-Islamiyya, p.343.
76A1-Shawkan!, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.300, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisba fi al-Islam, p.56.
77Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.325, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84, al-Hisba
ft al-Islam, p.46, Wahba al-Zuhayll, al-Fiqh al-Islami wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, p.207.
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Al-Mawardl mentions in his book al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya that there are many
taczir crimes which are punishable with flogging. Among these are sexual crimes such
as having sexual intercourse with a shared slave, with a married slave, or with a son's
slave, or with a dead corpse, etc. It is reported that in these cases, the flogging imposed
is one hundred lashes. Flogging can also be imposed in the case of a man found with
a woman in the same blanket, and in similar cases which are considered as leading to
zina.n
Other tcfzTr crimes which are punishable with flogging are theft of types which
are exempted from hadd punishment such as stealing property which is not kept in its
proper place of custody (hirz), or when the stolen property does not reach the necessary
minimum value (nisab), or attempted (shurff) theft. In these cases the criminal should
be flogged and the number of lashes depends upon mitigating and aggravating factors.79
Al-Kasanl holds in his book Bad^ic al-Sanific that if taczir punishment is to be
imposed for the commission of crimes which are not of the hudud type, the ruler has the
option to choose whether to impose flogging, or detention, or admonition. However, if
the crimes are those of the type punishable by a hadd punishment but do not fulfil the
elements of hadd, flogging must be imposed.80
78 — — —
Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.237.
19Ibid.
80A1-Kasant, Badi!i': al-Sandi', vol.vii, p.64. See also: Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v,
p.335.
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From the above discussion on the traditions of the Prophet and the Companions
and also the opinions of thefuqaha*, it can be concluded that flogging is considered the
main punishment in the cases of taczir crimes which are of the hudud type, but in other
cases flogging becomes optional. This can be a guiding precedent though not a binding
one for the judge in making decisions on these matters. The judge can still impose
another punishment in addition to flogging for certain reasons, for example in the case
of a criminal offence whose perpetrator cannot be so stopped.81
With regard to criminals, thefuqahd state that the punishment of flogging should
be imposed upon a wicked person who cannot be stopped, and on a criminal who keeps
on repeating the crime despite being punished with other types of tacz1r punishment.
Concerning this matter, thefuqaha* have classified people into four categories, i.e. the
most noble class (the highest rank), the noble class, the middle class, and the lower
class. According to them, flogging can be inflicted only on lower class people.82 (For
further details on this point, see below, p. 134)
81
This view is in fact, supported by the jurists who show a tendency to limit the maximum number
of lashes in taczir cases as discussed below, p.... See: Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v,
p.336, Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.106, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x,
p.347.
82Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.336, al-Kasanl, Baddi' al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.64,
al-ZaylaT, Tabyin al-Haqdiq, vol.iii, p.208, IbncAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.104, al-Mawardl, al-
Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236.
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b. The Number of Lashes in Ta'zir Cases
Though the scholars unanimously accept flogging for tacztr, they are not in agreement
as to the maximum number of lashes allowed in tcfzir cases, and whether it is possible
to exceed the number of lashes in the hadd punishment or not.
According to the Malikl school, the right to determine the maximum number of
lashes in the case of ta'zir is left to the discretion of the ruler because it depends upon
the public interest and the seriousness of the crime, and the criminal's condition.
Therefore, the number of lashes allowed in the case of tacz"ir may exceed that of the
hadd punishment as long as the ruler thinks the circumstances require it.83
Abu Hanlfa and al-Shaybanl fix the maximum number of lashes in the case of
taczir at thirty-nine, while Abu Yusuf holds it to be seventy-five.84 This controversy
results from their differences in intepreting the hadith of the Prophet which says:
One who exceeds the limits of the hadd punishment in a non hadd crime is
among the transgressors.
Abu Hanlfa and al-Shaybanl interpret the word "hadd" in the hadith to be any
83 -"
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.221, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.325.
84Al-KasanT, Badii al-SanSf, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, pp.334-
336.
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hadd punishment and according to them, the complete hadd for a slave who commits
adultery is forty lashes. Thus the maximum number of lashes in the case of ta'z.lr must
not exceed forty lashes, i.e. thirty-nine or less. Abu Yusuf, on the other hand, interprets
the word "hadd" to be the hadd for a free man and the minimum number of lashes in a
o o
hadd punishment for a free man is eighty. Thus, according to him, in the case of taczlr
it must not exceed eighty lashes. Also, there was a tradition of CA11 ibn Abl Talib who
fixed the maximum number of lashes in the case of taczir at seventy-five, so Abu Yusuf
follows this practice.85
The Shafils, in this context, have three different opinions; the first agrees with
Abu Hanlfa, the second agrees with Abu Yusuf, and the third states that the maximum
limit might surpass seventy-five but should not exceed one hundred, on condition that
each taczir crime is to be assessed by an analogical comparison (qiyas) with a hadd
crime similar to it, for example the punishment for preparatory acts of adultery should
be less than that for adultery though it may exceed the punishment for qadhf,&6
Many Hanballs also have opinions in this regard which are similar to those of
the Shaficls. In addition, there is a fourth view of the Hanballs which states that the
number of lashes in the case of taczir should not exceed ten lashel,7 based on the
^
Ihid.
86A1-Ramll, Niliayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhcib, vol.ii, p.288, al-
Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236.
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Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt wa al-Sharh al-Kabtr, vol.x, p.347, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-QinS,
vol.vi, p.123, Abu Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.280.
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hadTith of the Prophet which says:
Nobody can be flogged more than ten lashes except in the case of hadd,88
From the above discussion, it seems that the view of the Malikis, i.e. the number
of lashes in the case of taczir may exceed that of the hadd punishment is more
preferable since it was practised by the Prophet and his Companions, (as discussed
above, p.74)
c. Mode of Execution
i. Device
For the purpose of whipping in the cases of taczir, devices such as canes and sticks may
be used as well as whip. A whip should have no knot upon it and must be neither wet
nor dry, i.e. between two extremes, so that the objective of tacz~ir can be achieved
without imposing too much suffering or damage on the offender.89
88 -
Abu Dawud, Sunan, vol.iv, p. 167.
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Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.224, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.315.
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ii. Whipping
According to the ShafiTs and the Hanballs, the stripe in the case of tdzir should be
less in degree than that of hudud, while the Malikls hold that the stripe in both cases
should be in the same degree so long as it serves as deterrent.90 However, the Hanaf
jurists hold that the stripe in the case of taczir can be stronger than that in hudud. They
base their opinion on the grounds that whipping in the case of tacz1r is to serve as a
deterrent, and these cases have already been alleviated as to the number of lashes. Thus
if the stripe is too delicate, such an objective will not be achieved.91
Al-Kasani adds another reason with regard to this matter: whipping inflicted on
a taczir offender serves as a deterrent only and does not hold the concept of expiation
(kaffara) such as in the case of hudud. This is based on the hadith of the Prophet which
says:
Hudud punishment can expiate (kaffara) the sin of the convicted.92
The stripe should, therefore, be stronger in the case of taczir than that of hudud.93
90 -
Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.238, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.316, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shadiyya, p.86.
91 -i - - —
Al-ZaylaT, Tabytn al-Haqaiq, vol.iii, p.210, al-Sarakhst, al-Mabsut, vol.xxiv, p.36, al-Kasanl,
Baddb al-Sanific, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.336.
92A1-Bukhari, Sahih, vol.viii, p. 133.
93A1-Kasanl, BadSb al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.64.
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The Hanafl jurists are not in agreement regarding the interpretation of the
meaning of the "strong" whip in the case of taczir. Some of them hold the opinion that
the strong whip means that it is applied only on a certain part of the body without
spreading it over the whole body of the convicted man as in the case of hudud, whilst
other jurists interpret the strong whip to refer to the whip itself, i.e. it should be strong
and heavy. They base their opinion on the hadith reported by Abu TJbayda and some
others that a man swore against Umm Salama, then cUmar flogged him with thirty heavy
lashes that caused his body to swell and bleed.94
Ibn cAbidl n in his Hashiya also mentions that the strong whip in the case of
tcfzlr should not be applied beyond the maximum limit of the number of lashes
permitted in the case of tcfzir i.e. thirty-nine. Otherwise it is considered as more than
eighty lashes with respect to the suffering involved. He considers the whip is to be
applied on a certain part of the body and it should be hard.95
The person who whips should not raise his hand above his head so as not to
lacerate the skin of the convicted.96
94Al-ZaylaT, Tabyin al-Haqdiq, vol.iii, p.210, al-Kasanl, BadFi1 al-Sandb, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn al-
Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.336.
95Ibn cAbicTin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 105.
96 - _
Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.249, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.vin,
p.314.
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iii. The Situation of the Convicted
The stripes should be inflicted, in the case of a male, while he is standing and, in the
case of a woman, while she is sitting. While flogging a man, it is necessary that his
clothes be taken off except the girdle. This condition is laid down by Malik ibn Anas
and Abu Hanlfa. Conversely, al-Shafici and Ahmad ibn Hanbal hold that such clothes
should be left on the body of the convict unless they prevent the effect of the
punishment.97
The clothes of a woman are to be tied around her except the outward garment
that would prevent the effect of the punishment.98
iv. Organs of the Body that Can or Cannot be Whipped
In the case of tcfzir, the face and the genitalia should be avoided, because these parts
of the body are very sensitive and may cause the offender's death. With regard to the
face, the Prophet said:
97
For further details on this point, see: Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.337, Malik
b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.215, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.535, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, pp.313-315, Abu Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.283, Ibn Taymiyya,
al-Siyasa al-Shadiyya, p.86.
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Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.215, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii,
p.315.
If anyone of you flogs, the face must be avoided."
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This is because most of the human senses are on the face. Thus the stripes on
the face may cause damage to the human senses, and causing damage in the case of
taczi r is prohibited.100
Abu Yusuf adds that the chest and the stomach are also to be avoided since they
may also lead to death. He holds that the stripes should be inflicted only on the back and
the buttocks of the convicted.101 Malik ibn Anas and some other scholars agree with
Abu Yusuf on this point.102
From the above, it can be seen that flogging is the main form of punishment in
Islamic criminal law. It is applied in a moderate way and which is not harmful to the
offender. This is different from some other systems of law, for instance, Malaysian
criminal law which considers flogging to be additional punishment for violent crimes
and therefore, it is applied in a harsh manner which may cause serious injury to the
offender. (See below, p.255)
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Al-Tibri zl, Mishkat al-Masabih, vol.ii, p.310.
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Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 105, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkani, vol.ii, p.203, al-MawardT,
al-Alikain al-Sultaniyya, p.238, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.314, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-
ShaAiyya, p.86.
101A1-Zaylacl, Tabytn al-HaqSiq, vol.iii, p.210.
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Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.535, al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xxiv, p.36.
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2.3.1.3 Crucifixion (Salb)
Crucifixion (salb) is originally a hadd punishment for the crime of highway robbery
(,hiraba) based on the following Qur'anic text:
The punishment of those who wage war against God and His Apostle, and strive
with might and main for mischief through the land is : execution, or crucifixion,
or the cutting off of hands and feet from opposite sides, or exile from the land.103
According to the Shaficls, the Hanballs and some of the Malikls, crucifixion
is inflicted after the condemned man has been put to death in order to serve as a
deterrent to others,104 whilst the Hanafls and some other Malikls hold that the
condemned man is to be crucified alive before being killed.105 Ibn Hazm, on the other
hand, holds that crucifixion is a separate punishment which should not be inflicted in
conjunction with any other punishment, whether before or after. Thus, if the judge
chooses to impose this punishment, the offender should be crucified alive, left until he
dies, and then taken down and buried.106
Unlike crucifixion as a hadd punishment, crucifixion for tacz1r is not
'^Qur'an, 5:36
104Al-RamlT, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.5, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.290, Ibn Rushd,
Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.559, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.66.
105A1-Zaylaci, Tabytn al-Haqdiq, vol.iii, p.237, Ibnc Abidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 186, Ibn al-
Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.408, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.299.
106Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, vol.xi, p.317.
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accompanied by the death sentence, whether before or after its infliction. It is not even
a death penalty but is simply a type of corporal punishment which affects only the body
of the offender and not his soul. The offender is crucified, i.e. hung up on a cross, alive
and will be given food and drink. The offender also has the opportunity to make
ablution and perform daily prayer. The jurists stipulate that taczir punishment by means
of crucifixion should not exceed three days.107
The jurists attest the legality of crucifixion as a taczir punishment by mentioning
the tradition of the Prophet who crucified alive a man called Abu Nab.108
It is interesting to note that this type of punishment is intended to reform the
offender and to give publicity to the whole society and thus it serves as a deterrent. As
this is a taczir punishment, it is left to the discretion of the ruler whether to enforce it
or not depending upon the suitability of its application according to place and time.
2.3.2 Withdrawal of Freedom
2.3.2.1 Banishment or Exile (Nafy / Taghrib)
Banishment or exile in the Qur'an and the hadith is a punishment for the crime of
107 - - - -
Al-MawardT, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.239, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qin3, vol.vi, p. 125, Abu
Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.283.
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Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.224, al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.239.
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fornication (zina ghayr al-muhsan) and the crime of armed robbery (hiraba). In the case
of fornication the punishment of exile is based on the following hadith:
Abu Hurayra reported that the Prophet judged that an unmarried person who was
guilty of illegal sexual intercourse should be exiled for one year and receive the
hadd punishment.109
In another hadith, Zayd ibn Khalid al-Juhanl narrated: I heard the Prophet
ordering that an unmarried person guilty of illegal sexual intercourse be flogged
one hundred stripes and be exiled for one year. cUmar ibn al-Khattab also exiled
such a person and this practice is still valid.110
Based on the above hadith, the majority of the jurists hold that banishment or
exile is a hadd punishment for this crime. Abu Hani fa, on the other hand, considers it
as a mere taczlr since the Qu^an mentions only flogging as a hadd punishment for the
crime of fornication.(See above, p.35)
In fact, there are many hadiths of the Prophet concerning the punishment of
exile in the case of fornication which are narrated in different ways. Sometimes the
word taghrlb is used and sometimes the word nafy is used.111
Regarding the crime of armed robbery, the punishment of exile is prescribed
109A1-Bukhari, Sahih, vol.viii, p. 142.
110Ibid.
1HSee: al-Bukhari, Sahih, vol.viii, p.142, al-Tirmidht, Sunan, vol.iv, pp.40-41, Sahih Muslim,
vol.iii, p. 106, Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.ii, p.853.
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based on the following Quranic text:
The punishment of those who wage war against God and His Apostle, and strive
with might and main for mischief through the land is: execution, or crucifixion,
or the cutting off of hands and feet from opposite sides, or exile from the land.112
In the case of armed robbery, the punishment of exile is a translation of the word
nafy rather than taghrlb. The jurists hold different opinions as to the meaning of nafy
in the case of armed robbery, as discussed below.
Apart from the two hadd crimes which are mentioned above, banishment can be
imposed for other crimes on the basis of taczir. This is unanimously agreed by the
jurists.113
a. The Place for Banishment and Its Distance
The jurists have differences of opinion regarding the place for banishment and its
distance, both in the case of armed robbery and fornication. In the case of the former,
their differences result from the differences in interpreting the Qur'anic verse
concerning this punishment, i.e. "...or exile from the land".
112Qur'an, 5:33, The punishment for the crime of armed robbery can be classified into four types
according to four classifications of this crime. For details, see: Ibn cAbid! n, Hashiya, vol.vi, pp. 183-
188, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, pp.558-560, al-Shl raz!, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, pp.284-
285, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, pp.289-294.
U3cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jindi, vol.i, p.699.
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According to Malik ibn Anas and some other jurists such as al-Hasan al-Basri,
Qatada and al-Zuhri, "exile from the land" means expelling a criminal to another place
to be kept in imprisonment there until his repentance is proved. The distance between
the two places should be less than two marhala, i.e. less than the distance for which the
prayer can be shortened (qasr), which possibly means that the place for banishment is
inside the Muslim territory.114 Another opinion states that the criminal should be
banished from the Muslim territory (dar cil-Islam) to non-Muslim territory (dar al-
harb).115 According to Abu Hanlfa and another opinion of Malik, the criminal is not to
be taken anywhere but is to be kept in prison.116 Al-Shafil and Ibn cAbbas, on the other
hand, hold that what is meant by the punishment of exile, which is mentioned in the
Qu^an, is a demand to enforce the hadd punishment on the criminal and that if he runs
away to another place, he should be chased until captured.117
As for fornication, the jurists only dispute on the distance of the place for
banishment within Muslim territory. Some jurists stipulate that it should be far away
from the place where the crime is committed, i.e. at least the distance of qasr. If it is
nearer than that, the place is considered local since any news about him will be easily
known. In addition, the main objective in putting the criminal away from his family and
114Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi, p.298.
115Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.560.
116Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.408, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.184, Ibn
Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.559.
117
Al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadlidhab, vol.ii, p.284, Ibn Qudama, al-MughnT, vol.viii, p.294.
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hometown is to isolate him and make him feel forlorn so that he realises his mistake and
repents. The criminal may be banished farther than the distance of qasr, if it is
necessary at the discretion of the judge, since the Prophet banished someone from
Medina to Khaybar, cUmar banished a criminal to Syria, TJthman banished someone to
Egypt and cAl~i banished someone from Kufa to Basra.118
Al-Ramll, in his book Nihayat al-Muhtaj, stipulates that the place for
banishment should be specified. The convicted man cannot be sent to any place without
it being specified. Once the place for banishment is chosen, the convicted man cannot
choose any other place. The place also should not be inside the border of the country
where the convicted man lives. The duration of the sentence should also be definite.119
According to Ibn Abl Layla, Abu Thawrl and Ibn Mundhir, the criminal should
be banished to place which is different from the place where the crime was committed
and the distance between the two places should be less than the distance of qasr.120
From the cases of armed robbery and fornication discussed above, we may
consider the place for banishment in the case of taczir and its distance. An offender to
be punished by taczir should be banished inside the borders of Muslim territory since
118 — -
Ibn al-Humam, SharkFathal-Qadtr, vol.v, p.233, al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawant, vol.ii,
p.281, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.428.
119A1-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.428.
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Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p. 169.
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it is a less serious crime when compared with armed robbery and fornication. If we look
again at the practice of the Prophet and his Companions, it can be seen that the offender
is banished inside the Muslim territory. It is reported that the Prophet exiled an
effeminate man from Medina but still inside the border of the Muslim country.121 cUmar
exiled Dubaic for fraud to Iraq, some jurists say to Basra, and also exiled Nasr ibn Hujjaj
to Basra. He also exiled a man who was guilty of drinking intoxicants, by way of tcfzir,
to Khaybar. TJthman banished a criminal to Egypt and CA11 banished one to Basra.122
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the place for banishment
should be anywhere inside Muslim territory. Since the aim of banishing an offender to
another place is to serve as a deterrent and preventive measure, and also to be
reformative, it is sufficient to take the offender away from his family and hometown to
a specified place in the same country. Banishing a criminal to non-Muslim territory
would seem to be ostracizing him. Furthermore, if a criminal is outside Muslim
territory, it means he is outside the jurisdiction of the Muslim authority and this might
jeopardize his soul and belief.
However, it is nearly impossible nowadays to enforce this type of punishment
since the Muslim territory is not united. There are many Muslim countries in this world
which are governed independently by individual governments. A criminal from Iraq for
121 - -"
Bahnasl, al-cUquba FT al-Fiqh al-lslamT, p. 177.
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Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qad.Tr, vol.v, pp.232-233, al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-DawanT,
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example, cannot be banished to Egypt since no country would allow the criminal to enter
his territory though it might be accepted as an exception on certain conditions. The only
practicable way to enforce the punishment of banishment is to impose it internally. This
means that a Malaysian criminal, for example, could only be banished somewhere in
Malaysia. Only if Muslim countries were to have a mutual agreement to accept
criminals from one another would enforcement of this type of punishment be possible.
Concerning the length of the distance, it depends on the discretion of the judge
to determine how far it could be according to the seriousness of the crime, the situation
of the offender and other mitigating and aggravating factors. For example, an offender
of a more serious crime should be banished farther than that of a less serious one. (For
details on mitigating and aggravating factors, see below, pp. 128-146)
b. The Duration of Banishment
Regarding the duration of banishment, the Shaficl and Hanball schools confine it to one
year or less, since the punishment of banishment prescribed in the case of fornication is
one year. Thus banishment as a tcfzir punishment cannot exceed a hadd punishment,123
because of the hadith of the Prophet, similar to the one quoted earlier, (p.77.) which
says:
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One who exceeds the limit of the hadd punishment in a non-hadd crime is
among the transgressors.
Abu Hani fa, however, states that the period of banishment may exceed one year
since, according to him, the punishment for fornication is not considered a hadd
punishment but it is merely taczir. Thus the period of exile is left to the discretion of
the judge and it can be discontinued upon the sentenced man's repentance.124
Malik ibn Anas agrees that exile is a Iiadd punishment in the case of fornication,
but he still holds that the duration of banishment in the case of tacz~ir may exceed one
year. According to him, since taczir is a discretionary punishment, it depends on the
discretion of the judge to decide the duration of banishment and may therefore, exceed
one year if the judge thinks it is necessary to serve as a deterrent.125
2.3.2.2 Boycott (Hajr)
This punishment requires all family members, friends, and the whole community to
excommunicate the sentenced person and to sever contacts or dealings with him in any
manner or form, either for a limited period or until he returns and repents. It is legalised
as a tacztr punishment based on the Qilranic text and the tradition of the Prophet.
Boycott is mentioned in the following Qur'anic text:
l24Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, pp.229-232.
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Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.221, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.325.
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As to those women on whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish
them (first), (next) refuse to share their beds...126
The above text deals with the steps taken to treat disobedient wives. The second
step of refusing to have sexual relations is considered boycott. If a husband may at his
discretion boycott his disobedient wife, a judge also can impose this type of punishment
at his discretion on any other offender.
The Prophet also enforced this punishment in the case of three men, namely,
Kacab ibn Malik, Marara ibn Rablca and Hilal ibn Umayya who did not participate in
the battle of Tabuk. They were boycotted by all the Muslims in Medina for fifty days.
During that time, nobody kept in touch with them, or talked to them, or even greeted
them until they repented; and their repentance was affirmed by a revelation from God.127
This incident is mentioned in the Qur'an as follows :
(He turned in mercy also) to the three who were left behind; (they felt guilty) to
such a degree that the earth seemed constrained to them, for all its speciousness,
and their (very) souls seemed straitened to them...128
This type of punishment was also practised by HJmar who ordered a person
126Qur'an, 4:34
nlTafsir al-Tabari, vol.v, p.57.
128Qur)an, 9:118
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known as Dubalc to be boycotted for his inquiries regarding the chapters (suwar) of al-
Dhariyat, al-Mursalat and al-Nazicat and other difficult words in the Qur'an in order to
confuse people, after having imposed the punishment of beating and exile on him.129
A judge may pass this punishment if, according to his discretion, he expects it
will reform the offender. Boycott can be imposed by itself, as the Prophet did in the
case of the three men who did not participate in the battle of Tabuk, or along with other
complementary punishment, as cUmar did when he punished Dubaicas mentioned
above. All the people boycotting the offender must have high religious and moral
standards if this punishment is to be effective.
In the present day world, this type of excommunication may not be easy to apply,
except between a man and his wife, or within a family, or within a small community,
since a powerful religious feeling among people no longer exists. It is possible to
prevent the offender from communicating with other people, but it would then become
a sort of imprisonment rather than the intended boycott.
2.3.2.3 Imprisonment (Habs)
It should be added that the Islamic conception of imprisonment according to those who
hold it is different from the Western view. Imprisonment is a basic or fundamental
179 . _
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punishment in the Western system, whereas in Islamic criminal law it is a preventive
measure aimed at encouraging repentance or reformation. It is to be imposed only for
simple offences for short periods. The judge shall not sentence the convict to
imprisonment if it is not likely to reform the offender. More often flogging is
considered as an adequate punishment for serious crime and dangerous criminals.
The jurists are not in agreement on the legislation of imprisonment. Those who
do not recognise it hold that neither the Prophet nor the great Companion Abu Bakr had
ever put a criminal in prison. The other jurists who support the legislation of detention
affirm that the Prophet did impose this type of punishment, since there is a report that
the Prophet confined a man accused of murder but then released him when it was
revealed that he was not guilty. Another report also mentions that the Prophet inflicted
the punishment of beating and detention at the same time.130
It is also reported that there was a prison during the time of cUmar ibn al-Khattab
where he placed al-Hutay}a who was guilty of defamation (hajw), and Subaigh who was
guilty of raising doubt about the Islamic texts. cUthman ibnc Affan imposed the
punishment of life imprisonment on Dabi' ibn al-Harith the robber. It is reported that
CA11 ibn Abl Talib built a prison in Kufa from cane sticks which was known as Naff
in which he placed robbers and built another from clods of earth which was known as
130 - -
Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah, p. 11.
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Makhis.m
These jurists also support their view regarding the legislation of imprisonment
by mentioning the following Qur}anic texts:
If any of your women are guilty of lewdness, take the evidence of four (reliable)
witnesses from amongst you against them; and if they testify, confine them to
houses until death do claim them.132
In the above text, the words "confine them to houses until death" mean
imprisonment for life. The jurists, however, have differences of opinion regarding this
punishment in the case of fornication or adultery. Some of them claim that it was
abrogated and altered to a hundred stripes or stoning to death. Others hold that the
above text is not abrogated but modified.133
Some jurists state that the word "nafy" (exile) in the Quranic text concerning the
punishment for armed robbery (hiraba), means imprisonment. (See above, p.88)




133A1-Qurtub1, al-Janiic li Ahkarn al-Qudan, vol.v, p.56, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir,
vol.v, p.230, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p. 156.
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...Then fight and slay the pagans wherever ye find them, and seize them, and
beleaguer them,...134
The word beleaguer (hasr) means to confine, i.e. captives are kept in the prison
for a certain time.135
Besides the Quranic texts, there are ample hadiths of the Prophet that confirm
the application of this type of punishment during his lifetime, for examples as follows:
It is reported that the Prophet says, "If one man holds another man to be killed
by a third man, kill the murderer and keep the holder in prison".136
Based on this hadith, CA11 ibn Abl Talib imposed qisas on the murderer and
imprisoned a criminal who assisted the murderer by holding the victim until he died in
the prison.137 It is also reported that during the Battle of Badr (ghazwa badr) three men
were punished with this type of penalty, i.e. Taclma ibn cAdl, Al-Nadr ibn al-Harith,
and TJqba ibn Abl Mucayt.138 All these reports indicate the legality of the punishment
of imprisonment.
134Qur)an, 9:5
135Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qudan al-cA%.im, vol.ii, p.526.
136A1-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p. 169.
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In another instance, it is reported that a man killed his slave, and the Prophet
flogged him and imprisoned him, besides commanding him to free a slave.139 It is also
reported that the Prophet imprisoned some men from Banl Quraiza in the house of Bint
al-Harith, and imprisoned some others in the house of Usama ibn Zayd before killing
them due to their treachery.140 The Malikl jurist Ibn Shacban reported that the Prophet
did impose the punishment of imprisonment.141
From the above discussion of the QuPanic texts and hadiths of the Prophet, it
is clear that the punishment of imprisonment is recognised in Islamic law. The practices
of the Companions also clearly show that they implemented imprisonment during their
leadership. Thus the statement which says that there was no actual prison at the time of
Prophethood and the claim that the Prophet had never imposed this type of punishment
cannot be accepted.142
It is worth mentioning that the need for a proper prison as it is nowadays, during
the life time of the Prophet, had not yet developed. The Prophet confined a criminal in
the mosque, or in the house of one of the Companions, or even in a tent. However, the
situation changed during the time of cUmar ibn al-Khattab, since the Muslim territory
139
Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah, p. 11.
140Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.ii, p.74, al-Shawkanl, Nayl al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.212.
141Ibn Faraj, Aqdiyat Rasulillah, p. 11.
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became larger and larger, and the need for a specific place to confine criminals in such
places became essential in order to maintain the stability of the Muslim lands. Thus
cUmar bought a house in Mecca from Safwan for four thousand dinars to place criminals
in. This practice was acted upon by other caliphs.143
a. The Classification of Imprisonment and its Scope
Imprisonment in Islamic law can be either administrative or punitive. The former, that
is, the use of imprisonment as means of compulsion, is used primarily to compel a
recalcitrant debtor to pay and also serves as a means of keeping contemptuous litigants
under observation. Pre-trial detention, that is, keeping a suspect in jail until his or her
trial commences can be included under this classification of imprisonment. The Prophet
is reported to have ordered the arrest of persons on suspicion (ft tuhma).m
Administrative imprisonment is, in the modern sense, not a true punishment but is a
form of custody for public interest. Thus it will not be discussed in detail here.
The second form of imprisonment, i.e. punitive imprisonment, means
incarceration following a conviction. Its purpose is to segregate a criminal from society
and protect society from him. This type of imprisonment can be imposed following
hudud cases as well as tacztr cases.
o
143Bahnasl, al-cUquba, p.210.
144A1-Tirmidhl, Sunan, vol.iv, p.28.
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The fiqh books mention that punitive imprisonment in the case of hadd should
be imposed in the following cases:
1. In the case of murder, the murderer should be whipped a hundred times and
imprisoned for a year if his offence is forgiven, that is, if the victim's family do
not exact vengeance by killing him. This is the view held by the Malikls. The
Shaficls and the Hanballs, on the other hand, hold that there is no more
punishment in this case.145 Al-Mawardl and Abu Yala add that a taczir
punishment may be imposed on the murderer if he is forgiven by the victim's
relatives but neither specify any particular punishment which should be inflicted
on him.146
2. In the case of highway robbery not involving murder, that is, when a person is
waylaid or mugged, the robber may be imprisoned. This is the view held by the
Hanafis.147 The Shafils and the Hanballs hold that the robber should be exiled.
(For the meaning of exile in the case of robbery, see above, p.88) The Malikls
hold that the punishment for the robber in this case depends on the discretion of
the judge who has the option of imposing the death sentence, or crucifixion, or
!45Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.494, al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawani, vol.ii, p.257,
Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.vii, p.745.
146Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.238, Abu Yada, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.282.
147Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 185.
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amputation of limbs, or exile, or flogging.148
3. If a thief is caught red-handed or steals more than once, he may be imprisoned.
If he has already lost his right hand and his left foot, he should pay the
compensation (gharm) to the owner and then be imprisoned until he repents.
This view is held by the Hanafls and the Hanballs.149 According to the Malikls
and the Shaficls, the left hand of a thief should be cut off if he steals a third time
and if he steals again a fourth time, his right foot should be cut off. If he steals
again after that, a taczir punishment, which depends on the discretion of the
judge should be imposed on him.150
The punishments for the above crimes are all specified in the QuPan. However,
the Qur}anic fe^ui-punishments are corporal in nature and any imprisonment imposed
in connection with such a crime is imposed as a supplementary form of punishment. In
other words, punitive imprisonment in hudud cases is imposed in conjunction with
corporal punishment and normally after the corporal punishment has been executed.
Punitive imprisonment in tacztr cases, on the other hand, is meted out at the
discretion of the judge in all crimes for which no hadd punishment is specified, whether
148 _ .. _
Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.558, Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-Kubra, vol.xvi,
p.298.
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they infringe the right of God or the individual.151 Some jurists, however, restrict its
application only to cases which infringe the right of God. In this regard, the Malikl
Qarafi points out some situations where imprisonment as a taczir punishment can be
imposed, i.e. as follows:
1. A person who refuses to fulfill his obligations to the one to whom he owes them,
such as refusal of paying maintenance to his dependants.
2. A person who refuses to make decision on matters which cannot be replaced by
anybody else such as a man who accepts a marriage to two sisters, or to both a
mother and her daughter and he refuses to specify which one is his wife.
3. A person who confesses to something ambiguous without specifying it clearly.
4. A person who refuses to fulfill the right of God which cannot be replaced by
anybody else, such as daily prayers, or fasting in the month of Ramadan.
5. A person who commits any mcfsiya which, at the judge's discretion, is
punishable with imprisonment.152
151
Al-Mawardi, al-Ahkwn al-Sultaniyya, p.236, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84.
152A1-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p.79.
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b. The Period of Imprisonment
The minimum period of imprisonment is one day.153 As for the maximum period, the
jurists have different views. According to the Shaficls, imprisonment should not exceed
one year based on analogy with the punishment for fornication (i.e. exile for one year),
since they hold that tcfzir should not exceed hadd punishment.154 The majority of the
jurists, however, state that there is no fixed maximum period for imprisonment since it
is left to the discretion of the ruler or judge. Thus imprisonment as a taczir punishment
may last from one day to a lifetime.155
As regards imprisonment for an unlimited term, it has been prescribed by Islamic
law only for habitual criminals or dangerous recidivists who cannot be deterred by
normal punishments. Such prisoners should remain in detention so that the society is
relieved of their wrongdoings. They should always be treated as human beings till
repentance or reformation is proved, then the prisoner should be discharged. However,
if repentance or reformation is not achieved, the prisoner should remain in detention for
153 - - -
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat, vol.ii, p.240, al-MawardT, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236, Abu Yacla, al-
Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.279.
154A1-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22, al-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 192, al-
Nawawl, Minhaj al-Talibin, p.l 18.
155Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 106, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.240, al-MawardT,
al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236, al-Bahut!, Kashshafal-QinS, vol.vi, p. 126, Abu Yacla, al-Ahkam al-
Sultaniyya, p.279.
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life.156 There is a hacLith of the Prophet, similar to the one quoted earlier,(p.97) which
says:
Kill a murderer and put his assistant in prison for life.157
History also records that cUmar ibn al-Khattab imprisoned a sorcerer (sahir) until
he died in prison. Similarly, TJthman ibn cAffan sent Sabi} ibn al-Harith, who was an
infamous robber, to prison for the entire of his life. CA11 ibn Abl Talib also imprisoned
a person who had assisted in the commission of manslaughter for life.158
c. Mode of Execution
Al-Zaylacl mentions in his book, Tabyln al-Haqiiq, that there should be no mattress
or pillow in a prison. The prisoner should be left alone without being accompanied by
anybody. He cannot go out to perform the Friday prayer nor any jamda prayer. He is
not allowed to perform hajj, nor attend a funeral, nor even celebrate the cE~id feast. If
he is sick, treatment should be carried out inside the prison. This is to ensure that the
objective of imprisonment, i.e. to withdraw the offender's freedom in order to make him
156Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.338, Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, pp.110-
113,Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkain, vol.ii, pp.222,241, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22,
al-Bahuti, Kashshafal-Qinl, vol.vi, p. 126.
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feel forlorn and thus realise his mistake and repent, is achieved.159
Abu Yusuf, in his Kitab al-Kharaj, also discusses the treatment of prisoners. He
states that a prisoner cannot be locked up in a very small place where he cannot stand
up to perform the prayer. His feet cannot be chained unless he is to be executed with the
death penalty. The state should also provide a prisoner with suitable clothes according
to whether it is winter or summer. If a prisoner dies and he has no relatives, the state
should prepare the deceased for burial. When a prisoner is discharged, he cannot be left
without any source of income which will cause him to live poverty-stricken and force
him to beg from other people.160
Since the prisoner's right to free movement is withdrawn, the state should
provide food, clothing and medical care, as well as other maintenance which is essential
to his life.161 Some jurists argue that wives should be allowed to visit male prisoners
occassionally for "conjugal privileges". This is the practice today in Saudi Arabia,
where both sexes may have conjugal visits. Some jurists hold that the prisoner's
dependants should also be supported by the state.162
I59A1-Zaylaci, Tabyin al-Haqdiq, vol.iv, p.182.
160Abu Yusuf, al-Kharaj, p. 151.
161A1-Bahufi, Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p. 126, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22.
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2.3.3 Financial Punishment
The jurists are not agreed upon the legality of financial punishment as tacz1r.
According to Abu Hanlfa and al-Shaybani, financial punishment is illegal. Abu Yusuf,
however, holds that the ruler may enforce a taczir punishment of taking property from
an offender if the public interest necessitates it.163 The same opinion is held by the
school of Malik ibn Anas, Ahmad ibn Hanbal and is one of the two opinions of al-
Shaficl.164 What is meant by financial punishment according to the view of Abu Yusuf,
as explained by the Hanafl commentators, is seizing some of the offender's property for
a certain period and then returning it to him whenever he repents. This means that the
judge does not take the property for himself or for the public treasury but it is in fact,
intended to threaten him. They support this view by saying that no one is allowed to
take another's property without legal reason. The judge may keep the offender's property
until his repentance is proved. However, if it later appears that the offender will not
repent, then the property may be sold and the proceeds spent on the public welfare
according to the judge's discretion.165
The jurists who do not recognise financial punishment as a legal taczir
punishment claim that although financial punishment was legalised during the lifetime
163Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.105, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.330.
164Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.221, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisbafi al-Islam, p.49, Ibn
Qayyim, al-Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p.235,Flam al-MuwaqqiLin, vol.ii, p.98.
165Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 106.
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of the Prophet, it was later abrogated on the basis that there was the fear that its legality
would be abused by unjust rulers who might take the chance of taking someone else's
property invalidly.166 This claim of abrogation is in fact confusing since it is not
supported by any conclusive proof. Ibn Taymiyya and his student, Ibn Qayyim, strongly
reject the claim of abrogation and furnish their proof with the practices of the Prophet
and decisions of some of his Companions.167 The following is a hadith which says:
From cAmr ibn Shucayb from his father from his grandfather from the Messenger
ofGod that he was asked about the dates hanging on the tree. He said: "Whoever
has eaten because of extreme hunger and no more than that, he will be
responsible for nothing, and whoever has taken more than that, he must be fined
with double the amount of the value of the dates taken and also be liable for
punishment,168 and whoever steals dates after they have been laid down to dry
floor and their value amounts to the value of a shield, his hand must be cut off,
and whoever has stolen less than that, he must be fined with double the amount
of the value of the dates stolen and also be liable for punishment.'169
The above-mentioned Jjadith is unanimously accepted by consensus of scholars
(ijmtf) as authenthic and as a proof that the concept of fining is not strange in Islamic
law. It is also reported that the Prophet imposed a fine on a thief who had stolen less
than the nisab, the fine being double the value of the stolen goods. Similarly, he said
that the fine imposed on anyone who had hidden lost property should be double the
l66Ibid.
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amount of the property. The Prophet also gave orders to destroy wine jugs and places
such as pubs etc., where wine is supplied or sold. He also told a person wearing a gold
ring to throw it away. He also declared that the catches of a hunter who went hunting
within the protected areas of Medina be confiscated.170 This type of punishment was also
practised by the four caliphs and the great Companions after the demise of the Prophet.
For example, both TJmar and CA11 gave orders to burn down the places where alcoholic
drink was sold and to seize half of the property of those who refused to pay zakat.
TJmar had set fire to the palace of Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas, since the palace had isolated
the governor (Sacd) from the people. He also poured away milk which was mixed with
water by the seller. All these instances reject the opinion which claims the abrogation
of financial punishment. Furthermore, there was no proof from the Prophet that he had
prohibited all kinds of financial punishment.171
Based on the above, Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Qayyim accept that they are facts
which are not easy to be denied and thus, whoever has said that financial punishment
was abrogated, ascribing this to Malik and Ahmad, has made a mistake. Whoever said
it was absolutely abrogated is completely confused. There is no legal evidence to
support their claim either from the Qur}an or from the Sunna or ijmac. Even if there were
ijmif, it would have no power to abrogate the Sunna.172
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Those facts are not only mentioned in the classical legal texts such as mentioned
above, but they have also been accepted by the contemporary scholars.173 Therefore the
statement of Joseph Schacht that "there are no fines in Islamic law"174 is incorrect and
baseless.
2.3.3.1 The Classification of Financial Punishment
From examples given above, it can be noticed that financial punishments, at the time of
Prophethood and four Caliphs after him were imposed in two forms: firstly, through the
way of fining; and secondly, through the seizure or destruction of the property
concerned. Based on this, Ibn Taymiyya classifies financial punishments into three
categories, i.e. destruction (itlaf), modification (taghyir) and fine (tamlik).175
i. Destruction (Itlaf)
The meaning of this punishment is to destroy the offending items (munkarat), for
example, to demolish an idol by breaking or burning it, or destroy musical instruments
(according to the majority of jurists), or break a container of alcohol, or burn a wineshop
Turuq al-Hukmiyya, p.236.
l73Such as cAbd al-Qadt rc Awda, al-Tashrl al-Jinkl al-1siami, vol.i, p.705, Ahmad Fathl
Bahnasl, al-cUquba, p.215, El-Awa, Punishment in Islamic Law, p. 103.
174Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, p. 176.
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Ibn Taymiyya, al-Hisbaft al-Islam, pp.51-56. Ibn Taymiyya's term tamllk seems more fitting
to be translated to Tine' when we look through the examples given by him.
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(according to Ibn Hanbal and Malik and other jurists) based on the practice of cUmar
who burnt down a wineshop and of CA11 who burnt down a village where alcoholic drink
was sold. cUmar also poured away milk which was mixed with water by the seller.
Another example is to destroy debased goods from a factory such as damaged clothes.176
Destruction of certain things as a tcfzlr punishment is not always necessary or
obligatory. Regarding this matter some jurists hold the opinion that if the offence
involves food, this food may be donated to the poor. It is even the best way to punish
the offender, according to Malik, since it also gives benefit to other people
simultaneously.177
ii. Modification (Taghyir)
This was practised by the Prophet who modified a sculptured image in his house by
cutting off its head which made the image then seemed like a tree. The Prophet also cut
up curtains which had images on them, and turned them into cushion covers.178






object, for example, musical instruments, or the complete image of something alive.179
iii. Fining (Tamilk)
The literal translation of tamllk is transfer of ownership or taking possession of
someone's property. The example of this type of financial punishment, as illustrated by
Ibn Taymiyya, is that the Prophet punished a thief who stole dates still on the tree by
flogging him and fining him double the value of the dates. Similarly, the Prophet
flogged a thief who stole cattle and fined him double the value of the cattle. TJmar also
inflicted a fine on the owner of a hungry slave who stole a camel, the fine being double
the value of the camel. In another case, TJmar fined a person who had hidden lost
property double the value of that property.180
2.3.3.2 The Amount of the Fine
In some cases, the amount of the fine is determined by the Prophet's practice, for
example, in the case of theft in which the value involved does not reach the nisab,
refusing payment of zakat, etc. But in other cases it is not so determined, and it is left
to the judge to decide how much the offender should be fined. In fact, there is nothing




requires them to be applied by the court.
In determining the fine to be imposed on the offender, it is worth mentioning that
fines, according to Ibn Qayyim, can be divided into two types, i.e., definite (madbut)
and indefinite (ghayr madbut).m
A definite fine means the exact fine imposed as an equivalent for the losses
incurred due to the commission of the offence, whether such an offence violates the right
of God such as destroying an animal hunted during the period of ihram, or the right of
a person such as destroying his property. Another example of a definite fine is to punish
the criminal by giving him the opposite of his original intention in committing the crime,
such as excluding him from inheritance if he has killed his testator; not giving him the
bequeathed if he has killed his mandator (must), and refusing a disloyal wife of her
maintenance.182 It is worth mentioning that though the fine is definite, it is still relative
(;nisbl) in that the exact amount cannot be determined beforehand since it depends on
the situation and the amount of the loss incurred from the commission of such an
offence.
The amount of an indefinite fine is not determined but it is left to the judgement
of the jurists according to the public interest (maslaha). In fact, there is no clear
181 —
Ibn Qayyim, Plain al-Muwaqqictn, vol.ii, p.98.
mIbid.
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statement in the SharVa texts regarding this matter which leads to the difference of
opinion among the jurists as to whether this type of fine is abrogated or not. The more
acceptable opinion is that indefinite fines vary according to the public interest and to the
decision of the jurists of a certain time and place since there is no proof (dalil) of




Admonition means reminding a person who has committed macsiya that he has done an
unlawful thing. It is recognised as a means of taczir punishment in Islamic law. This
type of punishment is mentioned in the following Qur'anic text:
As to those women on whose part you fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish
them...184
The above text deals with the punishment for disobedient wives (nushuz). It is
clear that nushuz is not included under hadd or atonement but under tacz~ir crime, thus




offenders about their responsibilities and duties towards society if he feels that
admonition is sufficient to reform them.
The purpose of admonition is to remind the offender if he has forgotten, or to
inform him if he is unaware that he has done something wrong. This type of punishment
should be imposed on those who commit minor offences for the first time, if the judge
thinks it is sufficient to reform the offender and prevent him from recommitting the
offence.185
2,3.4.2 Reprimand (Tawbikh)
Reprimand is a more severe measure than admonition. Admonition is a sort of advice
or reminder whereas reprimand takes the form of a severe reproof. It is recognised as
a taczir punishment in Islamic law. It is reported that during the lifetime of the Prophet,
one of his Companions, cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf insulted a servant by calling him "son
of a black mother". The servant complained to the Prophet. On hearing the complaint
the Prophet got very angry and raised his finger saying: "Sons of white mothers have no
superiority over those of black mothers, except on the basis of justice and God-fearing".
cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf was so ashamed that he placed his cheek on the ground asking
the servant to trample on it until he was satisfied.186
185Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 107.
186cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jin^i al-Islanu, vol.i, p.703.
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It is also reported that cUmar ibn al-Khattab sent a troop of soldiers to battle and
they gained victory over their enemy and captured booty. When they came back, they
were wearing silk. On seeing them, his face changed and he turned his face away from
them. They wondered why cUmar did that. cUmar said, "Take off the clothes of the
people of hell". Then they realized their mistake and took off the silk clothes. This
shows that reprimand is a taczir punishment and if a judge considers that it will suffice,
it can be resorted to.187
Reprimand may be made through any word or act so long as the judge thinks that
it is sufficient to reform the offender. Words or acts as a means of reprimand will vary
according to the offence and the offender. It can be made through a judge's turning his
face away from the offender or looking at the offender with a look of disgust as cUmar
ibn al-Khattab did to a group of his army. A judge may also rebuke an offender using
words which he hopes will prevent him from recommitting the offence, on condition that
such words do not indicate qadhf. The words stupid, or oppressor, or transgressor, or
sinner and so on may be used to reprimand an offender.188
This type of punishment should be imposed on a first timer who has no record
of involvement in any crime before, provided the offence committed is not of a serious
type.
187 — _
cAmir, al-Tacztrfi al-Shartca al-Islamiyya, p.442.
188Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadi r, vol.v, p.329, al-Kasanl, Bach?I al-SanSf, vol.vii, p.64,




Taczir punishment by means of threat is imposed to prevent an offender from
committing further offences. He is induced to mend his behaviour out of fear of
punishment. The jurists stipulate that in order to make this punishment effective, the
threat should be imposed only if it is meant seriously and is sufficient to reform the
offender according to the judge's discretion. It can be carried out by warning the
offender of the imposition of a harsher punishment if the offence is repeated, or by
administering a sentence against him and then instantly staying its execution for a
certain period in order to warn the offender not to repeat the offence.189
2.3.5 Other Punishments
2.3.5.1 Dismissal From Office (cAzl)
This can be carried out by terminating those employed in public service from their posts
and consequently, bringing their salary to an end. It is recognised as a form of tacz1r
punishment and was practised by the Prophet and his Companions.190
Dismissal is applied in the case of authorised persons or public servants who fail
189cAwda, al-TashrY al-Jinift, vol.i, p.703.
190 _
Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84.
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to render their duties due to negligence or dishonesty, or take bribes, or practice
corruption, or commit any other similar offences. Ibn Taymiyya mentions in his book,
al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya that dismissal may be imposed on any officer who acts
irresponsibly against the nature of his profession, for example, a treasurer of the bayt al-
mal (public treasury) or a waqf(endowment fund) who is dishonest, an officer who takes
a gift for his duty, a tax collector who takes the people's property as he likes and gives
it to anyone he likes,191 an army who runs away from fighting the enemy and a ruler who
suppresses his people.192 Ibn Taymiyya also states that an officer or a judge who does
not follow God's rule or does not prevent the munkcirat should be dismissed, for
example, an officer who accepts a sum ofmoney from a criminal in order to prevent him
from being punished with a hcidd punishment, or a governor who uses his power to
protect a criminal.193
It can be concluded from the above discussion that this type of punishment is
applied in the case of breach of tmst in relation to one's duty. Dismissal can be imposed
by itself or along with any other complementary punishment.
mIbid., p.42.
192Ibid., p.p. 83, 84.
mIbid., p.p. 59, 60.
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2.3.5.2 Public Disclosure (Tashhir)
This is the disclosure of the conviction of the sentenced person. The aim of this
punishment is to draw the attention of the public to the fact that the offender has
committed macsiya. It may be imposed for offences in which the offender has depended
on or has exploited the trust of people, such as bearing false witness, breach of trust,
cheating, forgery, perjury or fraud.194 Public disclosure is recognised as a form of taczir
punishment in Islamic law. It was practised during the lifetime of the Prophet and his
Companions. It is reported that the Prophet sent a man to collect zakat. When he
returned to Medina he gave some of what he had collected to the Prophet but kept the
rest, claiming it had been given to him as a gift. The Prophet then announced the
people, saying:
"I appointed one of you to do some public services. Afterwards he divided what
he had collected into two portions: one for the public treasury and the other for
himself. If the appointed man had stayed in his father's or his mother's home,
would anyone have given him a gift or not?"195
TJmar ibn al-Khattab punished a person guilty of bearing false witness (shahadat
al-zur) by taking him around the town on the back of a donkey announcing what he had
committed. According to Shurayh, a well-known judge who served under cUmar and
194Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.230.
195Fazlul Karim, Mishkat al-Masabtk An English Translation and Commentary, vol.i, p.560, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shakiyya, p.42.
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CA11, one bearing false witness must be publicly identified in order to warn people not
to trust him.196 On this point, all the schools of Islamic law are agreed.197
Public disclosure can be carried out by taking the offender by the authority
concerned to every part of the country and informing the society that he has committed
an offence for which he has received a taczir punishment. It is reported that Shurayh
took a person guilty of bearing false witness to his community after cAsr (the mid-
afternoon prayer), and announced, " Here with us is a person who bears false witness,
so keep yourself away from him."198 Ibn Farhun also mentions in his Tabsirat that an
offender of certain crimes may be disclosed and his commission of crime can be
registered and compiled.199 All these measures are taken in order to shame the offender
and make the community aware of the crime committed by him.
That is the mode of execution of public disclosure in the past. Nowadays,
however, public disclosure may be applied in different ways so long as its objective can
be achieved effectively. Since the media of public information are modernised, public
disclosure can be made by publishing the court judgement in the newspaper, or by
broadcasting it on the radio or television, or by other means which provide information
196
Al-Sarakhsl, al-Mabsut, vol.xvi, p. 145.
197 -
Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 105, al-Sarakhsi, al-Mabsut, vol.xvi, p. 145, Ibn Farhun,
Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.230, al-Khatib, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol iv, p. 192, al-Bahuti, Kashshaf
al-Qinif, vol.vi, p. 125, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84.
198 _
Al-Sarakhst, al-Mabsut, vol.xvi, p. 145.
199 _
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkain, vol.ii, p.230.
to the public regarding the offence committed.
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From the above, it can be seen that there are various types of punishments which
can be imposed as taczTr punishments in Islamic criminal law as discussed by the jurists.
It is agreed that the jurists do dispute on the legality of some of these punishments,
particularly financial punishment and imprisonment. However, as they are all tcfzir
punishments, they are left to the discretion of the ruler or the authority concerned to




Rules Governing the Implementation of Taczir Punishment in Islamic Criminal
Law
3.1 Introduction
The method of implementing taczir laws in practical terms is an important issue which
needs to be elucidated since it is left to the discretion of the ruler to legislate these laws
while at the same time the scope of taczir crimes and punishments is very wide.
Therefore, in this chapter we discuss the general rules governing the implementation of
tacz1r punishments, particularly on the factors which influence the degree of tacz1r
punishment since this is the most common problem faced by judges in making
judgements concerning punishments of discretionary types. In addition, the extent of
the discretionary power of the judge, the effect of previous judgements on the judge's
decision, and the codification of taczir laws will also be discussed.
3.2 Preliminary Steps Toward Implementing a Comprehensive
Islamic Punishment
Islam tries to wipe out all channels leading to the commission of a crime by imposing
two kinds of controls, the internal and external.
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3.2.1 Internal Controls
All Muslims accept the existence of God and the life hereafter. They are reminded that
they are being witnessed permanently by Allah and every one of their actions is being
recorded. This record will be placed before each and every individual on the Day of
Judgement. Whether one is rewarded or punished will depend upon the nature of one's
actions. Muslims accept that an act done in the thick layers of darkness may remain a
secret in this world but cannot go unresponded in the Hereafter. Even the feelings and
passions that occur in the innermost recesses of the heart are known to Allah and cannot
go unnoticed. Hence, when a Muslim has such a strong belief, he surely would obey
God's commands and abstain from His prohibitions. The Qur'an says:
Or do they think that We cannot hear their secrets and their private counsels?
Indeed (We do), and our Messengers are by them, to record.1
The observation of cibMa plays an important role to restrict ways leading to the
commission of crime. Daily prayers, for example, if performed with khushff (humility)




Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.24, For further details on the wisdom behind doing the prayer, see for
example, Yusuf al-Qaradawl, al-cIbadafi al-Islam, pp.225-242.
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And establish regular prayer: for prayer restrains from shameful and unjust
deeds.3
Similarly, fasting can be a shield (or protection) from the commission of crime,
as mentioned in the following hadith:
Mucadh ibn Jabal reported that the Prophet said, "Fasting is a shield", in other
words, a shield against wrong action.4
Paying zakat (obligatory alms) may promote Muslims to help their less fortunate
brothers. Zakat is the allocation of wealth which is taken compulsorily from the rich and
distributed amongst the poor. This obligation will help to close the gap between them.
Thus the bad consequences which result from poverty could be avoided.5
Furthermore, Muslims are required to carry out the duty to enjoin the right and
forbid the wrong (ol-amr bi al-macrufwa al-nahy can al-munkar), as mentioned in the
following Qur}anic verse:
Let there arise out of you a bond of people inviting to all that is good, enjoining
what is right, and forbidding what is wrong: They are the ones to attain felicity.6
3Qur)an, 29:45
4A1-Nasa)l, Sunan, vol.iv, p. 163.




Muslims should encourage one another to acts of piety and the restraint of evil.
This would lead a Muslim community to live in unity and harmony. These internal
controls help closing all the channels which lead to the commission of crime.7
3.2.2 External Controls
Attempts have been taken in Islam to eradicate all the causes which lead to the
commission of crimes. First of all, the government of aMuslim state is responsible for
the support of every citizen, regardless of his caste, race, language, colour or social
status. It should try as far as possible to ensure that the citizens get their basic needs
(daruriyyat) such as food, clothing, shelter, medical treatment and education. The
government should also make an attempt to provide sufficient jobs for all citizens.
Where a job is not available or if an individual is incapable of working, aid should be
given to him from the bayt al-mal (public treasury).8 This would block the way to the
commission of theft and robbery. Regarding this matter, Muhammad Asad, as quoted
by M.Siddiqi, explains:
In a community or state which neglects or is unable to provide complete social
security for all its members, the temptation to enrich oneself by illegal means
often becomes irresistable ... If the society is unable to fulfil its duties with
regard to every one of its members, it has no right to invoke the full sanction of
7 _
See: Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.25.
8
Muhammad Husayn al-Dhahabl, Athar Iqwnat al-Hudud Ft Istiqrar al-Mujtamac, p. 12.
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Criminal Law (hadd) against the individual transgressor, but must confine itself
to milder forms of administrative punishment...9
Islam recognises the sexual need of an individual and thus gives him a
permissible way to satisfy it through marriage. The institution of marriage in Islam has
been made as easy as possible and a great stress has been laid upon living in a married
state, as confirmed by the hadith of the Prophet which says:
When a servant of Allah marries, he perfects half of his religion.10
If anyone wishes to get married yet cannot afford to do so, aid should be
provided from the bayt al-mM.n Furthermore, several measures are taken to purify a
Muslim community from evil temptations which excite the passions that may lead to the
commission of sexual offences, for example, prohibiting celibacy; allowing a man to
marry four wives, if not satisfied with one, two or three; allowing widows to remarry;
forbidding women from displaying their beauty and ornaments, and so on.12
There are several other measures taken in Islam to block the channels which lead
to the commission of further crimes, for example, prohibiting dealing with intoxicants
9
Siddiqi, Muhammad Iqbal, The Penal Law of Islam, p. 136.
IOFazlul Karim, Mishkat al-Masabih: An English Translation and Commentary, vol.ii, p.619.




either drinking or selling, prohibiting backbiting, insulting, entering private homes
without permission, spying on others, gambling, and so on.
In view of this comprehensive system of internal and external controls, one can
easily visualize the general environment in which committing an offence itself becomes
almost impossibble. The last measure taken in this system, however, is a warning of the
infliction of punishments. If one still turns to crime despite the above mentioned
safeguards, then he deserves to be punished, either by a hadd punishment or qisas or
tcfzir, depending upon the crime that he has committed. It should be remembered that
before the infliction of any punishment, certain conditions and procedures should be
followed by the court.
3.3 Conditions of Punishment in Islam
In order for a punishment to be valid in Islamic criminal law, it must fulfil the following
conditions:
1. It should be legal in the sense that it should be based on one of the sources of
Islamic law, i.e. Qu^an, Sunna or a legislation issued by a competent body in
conformity with the laws of Islam.
2. It should be strictly individualised, i.e. inflicted on the offender, and should in
no way affect others, as confirmed in the following Qur}anic verse:
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Nor can the bearer of a burden bear another's burden.13
Based on the above text, a punishment on a pregnant woman must be deferred
since the foetus which is still in its mother's womb should be protected from any
possible harm caused by the infliction of a punishment on its mother.14
3. It should be common in the sense that it should be awarded to any offender
irrespective of sex, status or position. The ruler and the ruled, the rich and the
poor - all should be equal before justice without any discrimination between
them. Absolute equality is required in the case of a iwdd or qisas. As for taczir,
equality is not required in the magnitude, quality or type of punishment.
Equality is required in the effect of the punishment on the offender, the desired
effect being prevention, reformation and deterrence. Some persons are deterred
by reprimand, whereas others can be deterred only by imprisonment or bodily
pain, each according to his or her nature, age, circumstances, status, or any other
mitigating and aggravating factors. It is a discretionary matter which is left
entirely to the judge.15
^Qur'an, 35:18
14See:Bahnasi, Al-cUquba, pp.230-231.
15cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jinil al-Islami, vol.i, p.631.
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3.4 Mitigating And Aggravating Factors
Before deciding whether or not a criminal should be punished, the extent of his
responsibility for the offence should be determined. It should be noted that in Islam this
is all taken into account when the question of crime and punishment is considered. All
conditions and circumstances connected with the offence are examined. The mitigating
and aggravating factors are also taken into consideration before making any decision
regarding the sentence.
It is worth mentioning that the question of mitigating and aggravating factors
does not arise in hudud punishments since hudud are prescribed punishments. The
status of offenders or other circumstances are not considered in inflicting hudud
punishments. Once the offender is convicted with a hadd crime, the judge has no choice
other than to impose the prescribed punishments neither more nor less. However,
though mitigating and aggravating factors have no effect on hudud punishments, there
is a strong tendency to narrow down the applicability of these punishments as much as
possible based on the hadlth of the Prophet which says:
Set aside the execution of hudud punishments in cases of doubt.16
This is clearly reflected in the strict nature of proof required to establish hudud
16A1-Shawkani, Nay I al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.272.
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offences, for instance, high demands are made of the witnesses as regard to their
numbers, qualifications and the content of their statements. If there is doubt in proving
the crime, even the slightest one, a hadd punishment may not be imposed.
When any reasonable doubt is found in the case of a hadd punishment, the
benefit of doubt is given to the accused. A hadd punishment is not imposed and may
instead be reduced to one of tacz1r. Doubt in this context seems to be considered as a
mitigating factor of punishment. (The effect of doubt on punishment will be discussed
later, see below, pp.147-159). The members of the society are also discouraged from
exposing the offence committed by any member of the society as far as they can, as
advised by the Prophet who said:
Forgive each other among you for hudud offences (if committed). When an
offence of hudud reaches (informed to or tried by) me, it becomes enforceable.17
Avoid condemning a Muslim to a hadd punishment whenever you can, and
when you can find a way out for a Muslim then release him for it. If the imam
errs, it is better that he errs in favour of innocence (pardon) then in favour of
guilt (punishment).18
The above hadiths show that in implementing hudud punishments there are no
questions of mitigating and aggravating factors when a hadd crime has been committed
17 — -
Al-Tibrizl, Mishkat al-Masabth, vol.ii, p.292.
18 - •
Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol.ii, p.850, al-Tirmidh!, Sunan, vol.iv, p.33.
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and the offender has been found guilty and convicted. The prescribed punishments have
to be imposed on him regardless of his status or conditions. However, there is an
exception to this mle, namely, when the punishments of hudud can be deferred because
the offender is sick or pregnant, or the weather is too hot or too cold. If the offender is
too old or too weak , or suffers from an incurable illness, and his offence is not a capital
one, the punishment should be inflicted in a manner that would not be fatal.19 These are
the circumstances which seem to be mitigating factors in the case of hadd punishments.
It is to be noted that if a hadd crime is repeated by the same offender, a severer
punishment should be imposed on him, either by imposing additional punishment or by
substituting a stronger one.20 It therefore seems that repetition of the offence can be an
aggravating factor in hudud punishments. This can be deduced from the hadith of the
Prophet, which has been mentioned earlier (p.66), which warns that a person who keeps
on drinking intoxicants after having been sentenced for the third time should be put to
death. There is also a hadith which reports that if a thief steals for the second time his
left foot should be cut off, which is stronger than the punishment for committing theft
for the first time, i.e. amputation of the right hand. There is even a hadith which states
that the death penalty may be imposed on a thief who has already lost both hands and
feet for that offence. Though the jurists claim that the death penalty for repetition of the
19 -»For details, see: cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jin3i, vol.i, p.380, Siddiqi, The Penal Law of Islam, p.86.
20 -
For further details, see: Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, pp.250-262.
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above crimes is abrogated,21 it clearly indicates that repetition of hudud crimes may
aggravate the punishments.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the punishments of hudud
are unchangeable and in no way will mitigating and aggravating factors affect them
whenever the crimes have been established. However, the application of hudud
punishments is narrowed down by a strict method of proof and procedure, and the
punishments are mitigated or aggravated by factors which already exist internally, i.e.
in the elements of the crime and its conditions. A lot more could be said on this matter,
but the focus here is more on taczir. Indeed, this hesitancy to inflict hadd punishments
is presumably a cause for more taTzir punishments.
With regard to taczir punishments, mitigating and aggravating factors are
considered in inflicting the punishments since a judge has the discretionary power to
determine a suitable punishment for a convicted man. Two men who commit the same
offence may be punished with different punishments, depending upon the factors which
mitigate or aggravate the punishment inflicted on both of them.22 There are several
factors that may be taken into consideration in the infliction of tacz1r punishments, of
which are:
21 - — -
Al-Shawkanl, NayI al-Awtar, vol.vii, p.325, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.555, Ibn
Qayyim, Zad ol-Mdad, vol.iii, p.213, Fazlul Karim, Mishkat al-Masabik An English Translation and
Commentary, vol.ii, p.557.
22 - • _ - - -
Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.106, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p. 178, al-Ramli, Nihayat, vol.viii,
p.22, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.348.
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1. The seriousness of the offence
2. The status of the offender
3. First offenders
4. Circumstances before the commission of a crime
5. The age of the offender
6. Confession
7. Repetition of an offence
3.4.1 The Seriousness of the Offence
If the offence committed is not serious, the punishment imposed should be lighter.
Conversely, the more violent the crime is the more severe is the punishment that will be
inflicted.23 This is supported by the following Qur'anic text which says:
The recompense for an injury is an injury equal thereto (in degree).24
The above text is the guiding rule for the judge in passing sentence on taczir
offenders. The punishment should be equal to the degree of the crime committed.25
This means that though a judge has full discretionary power in determining the
23 - -
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.218, Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Sha/iyya, p.84.
24Qur'an, 42:40
25A1-Tabari, Tafstr, vol.xxv, p.37.
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punishment, he still has to follow the guidelines without going beyond the general
conditions of the implementation of taczir punishments. Therefore, a slight harm made
by an offender should be punished with a lenient punishment, such as admonition, or
other light punishment of taczir which is equal to the seriousness of the offence that has
been committed. However, if the offence is serious, the severer punishment is provided
for the offender. In certain cases, the taczir punishment can reach up to its maximum
limit, such as imprisonment for life or even the death sentence if the offence is very
serious.
3.4.2 The Status of the Offender
The status of the offender is relevant in considering the imposition of tcfzir punishments
since some people can be deterred from the commission of further offence by a light
punishment but others are not deterred unless they are severely punished.26 Being a
respectable man can be considered a mitigating factor in tacz1r punishment, as one
hadith states:
Forgive or be lenient towards the faults of respectable men (dhawi al-hai'at)
except the ordained crimes.27
Based on the above hadith, some jurists have classified offenders, or rather
26Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii,p.225, al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.236, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Shafiyya, p.84.
27
Ahmad b. Hanbal, al-Musnad, vol.vi, p. 181.
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citizens, into four classes:
1. The most distinguished of the upper classes, i.e. scholars and officers of the
highest rank.28 They should only be punished with the lightest tacz~ir
punishment. Therefore, a personal communication from the judge through a
confidential messenger would suffice as penalty.
2. The upper classes, i.e. the leaders or commanders, who may be summoned
before the judge and admonished by him.
3. The middle classes, i.e. the merchants, for whom punishment can reach up to
imprisonment.
4. The lower strata of people who can be punished by any type of taczir
punishments including imprisonment or flogging.29
Other jurists, however, reject this classification according to social status and lay
stress on the inner worth of the individual, his attitude towards religion, and his mode
28 f~
According to Ibn Farhun, the high status of a person is judged by his expertise in the Quran,
knowledge and good behaviour and not by his property and position, while the lower status of a person
is judged by his lack of knowledge, rude manners and stupidity. See: Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii,
p.225.
29Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fathal-Qadir, vol.v, p.330, al-Kasani, Baddi" al-Sanzib, vol.vii, p.64, Ibn
cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 104.
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of life.30 Anyway, it should be remembered that those who favour the classification of
offenders, base their opinion on the custom (':urf) of their time, since upper class people
rarely commit a crime and if there is a case, it is normally not of a serious nature.31 In
this regard, al-Shaficl defines the meaning of 'respectable people' as those who have no
record of committing wrong (.sharr), and the minimum punishment is only applicable
if they commit a small offence for the first time. Conversely, if they commit a serious
offence or repeat a similar offence more than once, they are no longer considered as
respectable people, and a judge may, consequently punish them with any other suitable
punishment according to his discretion.32
This is the situation that can be considered to mitigate a punishment on high
ranking people, otherwise it might lead to injustice and contradict the rules of the Qu^an
and the Sunna which allow for alleviation of a hadd punishment on weak people (i.e.
slaves). This can be seen in the Qur'anic text which deals with the hadd punishment for
the crime of zina in the case of slave-girls:
... if they fall into shame, their punishment is half that for free women.33
TO -
Ibn cAbidi n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 107.
31Ibn cAbidf n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.107, Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.298.
32 -
Al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p. 19, al-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 191.
33Qur»an, 4:25
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It is clear from the above text that the punishment for a slave is lighter, i.e. half
of that for a free man. The jurists hold that if the slave is to be flogged, the stripe should
be less severe than that of a free man. It is a widely accepted rule in the SharVa that any
person who has any sign of weakness should be treated as moderately as possible.
Therefore, since the sign of weakness in our time is not slavehood, but inferiority,
inferior people can be considered as weak in the determination of tcfzir punishment.34
A poor man, for example, who commits theft which does not amount to a hadd crime
should be punished with a less severe punishment than a rich one who commits a similar
offence. Similarly, a breach of trust or corruption committed by a high level or a
powerful figure deserves to be punished with a severer punishment than an ordinary
person who commits a similar offence. Regarding this matter, we may refer to the
following Quranic text:
O wives of the Prophet, if any of you were guilty of evident unseemly conduct,
the punishment would be doubled to her, and that is easy for God.35
The above text shows that if any of the Prophet's wives had behaved in an
unseemly manner, it would have been a worse offence than in the case of ordinary
women, on account of their special position. Thus, it implies that the status of an
offender is relevant in considering his or her sentence.
34Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.297.
35Qur)an, 33:30
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In the case of sexual offence, the marital status of an offender plays a significant
role in passing sentences of tcfzir. This is derived from the judgement for zina where
a man or woman who is married (muhsan) and commits zina will be sentenced with a
severer hadd punishment than one who is not married (ghayr muhsan), i.e. stoning to
death for the former as opposed to a flogging of one hundred stripes for the latter.
3.4.3 First Offenders
If an offender has committed a crime for the first time, this is taken into account in
assessing the punishment of taczir. This mitigating factor can be derived from the
Quranic text which deals with the treatment of disobedient wives (i.e.nushuz), as
follows:
As to those women on whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish
them (first), (next) refuse to share their beds, (and last) beat them (lightly).36
The above text shows that there are several steps taken in dealing with
disobedient wives. In the beginning, it is sufficient to impose a light punishment on
them, i.e. admonition first, in order to gain back their loyalty. If it is not sufficient, then
a stronger one can be imposed gradually. Thus, it can be concluded from the text that
being a first offender should be taken into consideration in alleviating the punishment.
36Qur)an, 4:34
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What is meant by a first offender is when the commission of the crime takes
place before he or she has been warned officially by a court, even if such a crime has
been committed many times. Once an offender has been warned by a judge, he or she
is no longer considered a first offender if he or she commits the same offence again.
Therefore, a request for a lighter punishment on the grounds of being a first offender
would not apply in such a case.37
3.4,4 Circumstances Before the Commission of a Crime
Circumstances prior to the commission of a crime can be considered in the
determination of tcfzir punishments. A sudden provocation before the crime takes place
or the motive of the crime may mitigate the sentence. Though there is no specific
discussion on the effect of provocation on the infliction of tacz1r punishment by the
jurists, the following case, which occurred during the time of cUmar, where a man
immediately killed his wife and her partner on seeing her having intercourse with
someone might help in guiding the judgement:
It is narrated that while cUmar ibn al-Khattab was having his breakfast, a man
came harshly with a sword in his hand covered with blood. The man came
nearer to cUmar as well as a group of people. The people said, 'O commander
of the faithful! This man has killed our friend together with his wife'. cUmar
said to the man, 'What did those people say?' The man replied, T have cut off
two thighs ofmy wife with this sword, if there was a man in between them (the
two thighs), surely I would have killed him. cUmar spoke to the people, 'What
37 — - — _
cAmir, al-Tacztrft al-Shart'a al-Islamiyya, p.494. See also: al-Ramlt, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii,
p.19.
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did the man say?' The people replied, "The man has slashed the two thighs of his
wife and (that slash) has cut off the body of the man (who commits zina with his
wife) and the body is cut off by two. cUmar said to the man (killer), "If those
people went home, you go home!'38
cUmar ordered the man (the killer) to go home, when the people of the victim
(the murdered) had returned without asking the blood-money. The significance of this
narration is that the occurence of zina committed by a wife with another man in front of
her husband's eyes is a sufficient provocation to the husband resulting in the murder of
the adulterer by the husband, and thus the husband cannot be sentenced with qisas.
Some jurists, however, stipulate that the killer can only be excused from punishment if
the original crime of the murdered man has been legally proven.39
Thus, if provocation is considered in the infliction of a punishment in the case
of qisas crimes, such as mentioned above, it should be even more so in the case of tcfzir
crimes since their punishments depend on the discretion of a judge. A judge should
consider whether there is sufficient provocation to the offender which contributes to his
commission of the crime before he determines a suitable sentence for the offender.
The general principles of Islamic criminal law do not recognise the effect of a
motive behind the commission of a crime in determining the punishment. However, a
38 — —
Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt wa al-Sharh al-Kabtr, vol.x, p.353, Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.394.
39 -*■ _ ^ _
Al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.19, al-Khatlb, Mughnt al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p.191, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt wa al-Sharh al-Kabtr, vol.x, p.353, Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.394.
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motive can still be considered in determining a punishment of taczir. A judge may
mitigate or aggravate a taczir punishment if he finds that the accused has committed the
crime based on a reasonably strong motive or otherwise.40
3.4.5 The Age of the Offender
The age of the offender is relevant when considering punishment of tacz~ir. Criminal
responsibility in Islamic law is based on understanding (idrak) and free-will (ikhtiyar)
and its degree varies according to a person's age. There are three stages which any
ordinary person will experience from the very beginning of his life until he reaches the
age of puberty, namely:
1. Absence of understanding when a child is unable to distinguish between right
and wrong or between good or bad. A child at this stage is known as a sabiy
ghayr mumayyiz. This stage begins from the day a child is born until he reaches
seven years old. In fact, there is no specific age that a child is regarded as
capable of distinguishing something since some children might do so earlier than
others. However, the jurists limit it to the age of seven based on average
occurrence, in order to standardise the judgement and to facilitate the judge in
making any decision in relation to this matter. If a child at this stage commits
any crime, he will not be accountable for any punishment, either hadd or qisas
40cAwda, al-TashrV al-Jindl al-Islamt, vol.i, p.411.
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or taczir, so long as he has not reached the age of seven.41
2. Infirm understanding, when a child is already able to distinguish between right
and wrong or between good or bad but not in a full way. A child, at this stage,
is known as a sabiy mumayyiz. This stage begins from the age of seven until the
child reaches the age of puberty, i.e fifteen years old as fixed by the Shaficls, the
Hanbalis and some of the Malikis. Whenever a child reaches the age of fifteen
he is considered as having reached puberty legally even though he might not
have done so physically. Abu Hani fa, however, fixes the age of puberty at
eighteen, and in another report, he fixes it at nineteen years old for a boy and
seventeen years old for a girl. The dominant opinion of the Malikl school
agrees with the opinion of Abu Hani fa which fixes it at eighteen, while some
others fix it at nineteen.42
If a child of this age commits a crime, he will not be accountable for a crime of
hadd or qisas, but he should be disciplined (ta'dib) with a tcfzlr punishment.
This means that he may be punished again whenever he repeats a crime but he
will not be considered a criminal. The type of taczir punishments which can be







3. Full power of understanding, i.e. when a person can distinguish everything in as
complete way as possible. At this stage, he is known as baligh wa rashid (a
mature person). This stage begins when a person reaches fifteen years old,
according to the majority of the jurists, or eighteen years old according to Abu
Hani fa and the dominant view of the Malikls.
A person at this age is fully responsible for any crime that he has committed,
whether it is of a hadd or qisas or tcfzir type.44
From the above discussion of the different stages of a human-being and his
criminal responsibility, it can be concluded that being a child or a young person is
considered as mitigating factor. A young person who commits a crime cannot be called
a criminal even though he has been punished more than once. This means that if he
commits the offence again after the age of puberty, he is considered as a first offender.
The punishment imposed also should be moderate.
3,4.6 Confession
Confession can mitigate the punishment of tcfzir though it has no effect on the
sentencing policy of hudud punishments. There is no specific discussion by the jurists




qisas as stated below give some indications about this matter. One of the hadiths says:
cAlqama ibn Wadl reported on the authority of his father, "While I was sitting
in the company of Allah's Messenger, a person came there dragging another one
with the help of a strap and said: God's Messenger, this man has killed my
brother. The Prophet said to him: Did you kill him? And the man said: If he
does not confess, I shall bring a witness and evidence against him. The murderer
said: Yes, I have killed him. The Prophet asked: Why did you kill him? He
answered: He and I were striking down the leaves of a tree and he insulted me
and so I struck his head with an axe and killed him, whereupon the Prophet said:
Have you anything with you to pay blood-wit on your behalf? He said: I do not
have any property but this robe of mine and this axe of mine. The Prophet said:
do you think your people will pay ransom for you? He said: I am more
insignificant among my people than this (that I would not be able to get this
benefit from my tribe). The Prophet threw the strap towards the claimant of the
blood-wit saying: Take away your man. The man took him away and as he
returned, the Prophet said : If he kills him, he will be like him. He returned and
said: God's Messenger, it has reached me that you have said that, Hf he killed
him, you would be like him'. I caught hold of him according to your command,
whereupon the Prophet said: Don't you like that he should take upon him (the
burden) of your sin and the sin of your companion (your brother)? He said: Why
not? The Prophet said: If it is so, then let it be. He threw away the strap (around
the offender) and set him free."45
The significance of the hadith can be said that among other things that the
confession of a murderer can be used as a mitigating factor to seek remission. This
conclusion can only be drawn in the cases of qisas not in hudud since hudud offences
are fixed by God and their punishments are prescribed by Qur'an and hadith, while the
qisas's victims are entitled either to pardon the murderer or claim blood-money or inflict
qisas.J. o o
45Muslim, Sahth, Shark al-Nawawi, vol.xi, p. 172.
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However, there was one occasion where a confession of a hadd offence was
accepted by the Prophet and he granted the confessor forgiveness and remission. The
hadith is as follows:
o
Ishaq ibn cAbd Allah ibn Abl Talha reported with the authority of Anas ibn
Malik, he said: "While I was sitting with the Prophet a man came to him and
said: O Messenger of God, I had committed an offence of hadd, so impose it on
me; He (the narrator) said: The Prophet did not ask him (the confessor) about
that (the particular offence). He (the narrator) said: The praying time has come
and the man (the confessor) performed the prayer together with the Prophet.
When the Prophet has finished praying the confessor came to him and said: O
Messenger of God, that I have had committed a hadd offence, so impose on me
the Book of Allah. The Prophet said: Wasn't that you who had been praying
with us? The confessor said: Yes. The Prophet said: Allah had forgiven
(remitted) your guilt (dhanb) or (the narrator) said, your hadd.46
Three significant points can be drawn from this hadith:
1. The confession of a hadd offence was considered by the Prophet as a mitigating
factor when the offence was unspecified.
2. A confession made in an unspecific way can be considered if it is accompanied
by the good behaviour and character of the confessor by showing his repentance,
as in the above hadith, by his doing the prayer together with the Prophet.
3. A judge is not required to ask the confessor on what offence he confesses. The
46A1-Bukhari, Sahih., vol.viii, p.139.
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doubt raised by this is of benefit to the confessor.
These are the cases of hadd and qisas where confession, in certain conditions,
can mitigate the punishments. Therefore, there is no reason to say that confession
cannot affect the punishment of taczir. The judge should take into account the
confession of an offender in determining the punishment. Regarding this matter, there
is a hadith of the Prophet which states that:
A man came to the Prophet and said, T have kissed a woman'. Then the Quranic
verse was revealed (And establish regular prayers at the two ends of the day and
at the approaches of the night: For those things that are good remove those that
are evil)47 Then the man asked, Ts this verse addressed to me?1 The Prophet
said, Tt is addressed to anyone of my umma who is in a similar situation'.48
The significance of the above hadith is that the judge can, at his discretion, remit
the punishment of tacz~ir or mitigate it if the confession of an offender is accompanied
with good behaviour which indicates that he has repented.
3.4.7 Repetition of an Offence (cAwd)
Repetition of an offence is considered as an aggravating factor in tacz1r punishment. If
an offender keeps committing a crime even after having been punished, it means that the
47Qur'an, 11:114
48 -
Ibn Qayyim, Flam al-MuwaqqFin, vol.iv, p.370.
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previous punishment imposed was not effective enough to stop him from repeating the
offence. He, therefore, deserves a severer punishment. According to Ibn Taymiyya, the
punishment of taczir is determined by a judge who should consider the situation of the
offender. If he continuously commits the offence, a severer punishment should be
imposed on him since the taczir punishments are intended to discipline the offender and
to serve as deterrent.49
Ibn Farhun mentions in his book Tabsirat al-Hukkam, that an apostate who
repents cannot be punished for the first time but if he repeats similar offence and then
repents again, he would be punished.50 In certain cases, a recidivist can be punished
with capital punishment (al-taczir bi al-qatl) if the offences are of a serious nature, such
as repeated acts of sodomy, or espionage, etc, as discussed above in Chapter Two. (See
above, pp.53-67)
From the above, it can be concluded that there are certain factors which influence
the degree of tcfzir punishments. The judge should take these factors into consideration
before making any judgement concerning tcfzir punishments. Thus, the generalisation
made by Joseph Schacht, that the concept of mitigating circumstances does not exist in
Islam,51 cannot be accepted.
49 • - _
Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Sha/iyya, p.84. See also: Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v,
p.332, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 135.
5<)Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.230.
5'Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, p. 187.
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3.5 The Effect of Doubt (Shubha), Repentance (Tawba) and Pardon (cAfw)
on Taczir Punishments
3.5.1 The Effect of Doubt (Shubha) on Taczir Punishments
Doubt (shubha), in the Islamic penal context, means something which is ambiguous or
something that is very close to certain but is not certain.52 The following examples may
help to illustrate what is meant by shubha in Islamic criminal law:
1. Shubha relating to the possession of the property in the case of stealing shared
property. Anyone who steals something which he shares with another person
will not be liable to the hadd punishment as the definition of theft, that is
punishable by the hadd punishment, is taking someone else's property by stealth.
A shubha exists in this case since he does not really take the property of others
because he has a share in it.53
2. Shubha relating to the right of possession in the case of stealing one's own
child's property. If a father takes his child's property by stealth, it means that he
commits the crime of theft which is punishable by amputation of the hand.
52 - - _
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.237, Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.26.
53A1-Kasani, Badtti' al-Sandi1, vol.vii, p.66, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.364, Ibn
Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.552, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.444, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.277.
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However, the hadd punishment cannot be imposed in this case due to the shubha
relating to the right of possession of the property. This is based on the hadith of
the Prophet which says, "You and your property are owned by your father".54
3. Shubha relating to the right of possession in the case of liwat with one's own
wife. Having anal intercourse (liwat) with one's own wife is prohibited and the
jurists consider it as zina, but it is exempted from the hadd punishment because
marriage puts the wife in the possession of the husband and thus gives him the
right to take the benefit of the whole body of his wife. The right to possess that
the husband has in this case is considered as shubha, that he could have anal
intercourse with his wife. Therefore, the existence of this shubha leads to
remittance of the hadd punishment.55
4. Shubha relating to the uncertainty of the evidence. For instance, one who
confesses that he has committed a hadd crime in the absence of evidence to
o
establish his crime other than his confession. In this case, the hadd punishment
should be inflicted on him based on his confession. However, if he withdraws
his confession, the punishment should be remitted. This is because the
withdrawal of a confession leads to the shubha, that the confession might not be
54Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fathal-Qadir, vol.v, p.368, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.553,
al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.444, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.281, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.274.
55
Al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawaut, vol.ii, p.286, Ibn "Abidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.38, Ibn al-
Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.250, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.424, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni,vol.viii, p. 189.
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true. The same rule applies if the witnesses withdraw their testimony in a case
which depends solely on the testimony of witnesses.56
Though the Muslim jurists are in consensus regarding the remittance of hudud
punishments due to shubha, they are not in agreement concerning all shubha matters.
Some jurists consider that the existence of a particular shubha remits the infliction of
a hadd punishment, while others do not think so. The proof of this statement is
discussed in the following paragraphs.
According to Malik, al-Shaficl and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, one who has had sexual
intercourse with a woman who sleeps in his bed, believing that she is his wife, is
excused from being punished by the hadd punishment since they hold that a woman
found sleeping in his bed constitutes a shubha, which supports his claim that he believes
that she is his wife.57 Abu Hani fa, on the other hand, does not consider the existence
of a woman in the man's bed to be shubha™
One who marries his mahram (a woman within the forbidden degrees of
marriage) is excused from the hadd of zina due to the shubha relating to the caqd
56Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.278, al-Nafrawl, al-Fawakih al-Dawani, vol.ii,
pp.282,285, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.536, al-RamlT, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.230,
Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, pp.203, 212.
57 -
Al-Zurqanl, Sharh al-Zurqani, vol.viii, p.78, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.368, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p. 184.
58
Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.245.
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(marriage contract). The same rule applies to any marriage which is unanimously agreed
to be null and void, such as marriage to a fifth wife, or a married woman, or a woman
who is still in her cidda (waiting period following divorce or death of the husband) or
a divorcee after the third time (bzliri). This view is held by Abu Hani fa.59 Abu Yusuf
and al-Shaybanl, on the other hand, hold the same view as Malik, al-Shaficl and Ahmad
ibn Hanbal, who hold that the hadd of zina must still be imposed in these cases because
the shubha relating to the caqd is null and void, as long as the offender knows of the
prohibition of such marriages.60 Similarly, if a man hires a woman to have sexual
intercourse with, he is excused from the hadd punishment for zina according to Abu
Hanlfa, due to the shubha relating to the caqd (lease contract).61 On the contrary, Abu
Yusuf and al-Shaybanl agree with Malik, al-Shaficl and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, who hold
that the hadd punishment cannot be remitted due to the shubha relating to the caqd as
it will enable a man to make use of a woman sexually.62
In the case of stealing something originally permissible, for instance, stealing
water that is being stored, or an animal carcass after it has been hunted, Abu Hanlfa
states that the hadd punishment for theft cannot be imposed because it is originally
public property which is shared by all people. The public share of such things originally
59 - _
Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.33, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.246.
60Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.531, al-Shlrazi, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.268, Ibn
Qudama, al-MughnT, vol.viii, p. 183.
61Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.249.
62Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.249, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.530,
al-Shirazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.268, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.211.
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is a shubha that the share still exists after the thing has been possessed.63 Malik, al-
Shafici and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, however, do not remit the hadd punishment in this case
since they do not think that there is a shubha regarding property which is originally
permissible.64
Abu Hani fa also considers the state of something being of insignificant value
(,tSfih) as a shubha which can remit the infliction of the hadd punishment on those who
steal things such as sand, mud, gypsum, wood, grass and so on. According to Abu
Hani fa, these things are of insignificant value because people are not normally
interested in them. Thus Abu Hanifa refers to custom and common practice in society
to identify which things are of insignificant value. However, if such things are modified
and become valuable, for example, wood which has been modified and become
furniture, then in this case amputation of the hand should be imposed on the one who
steals them.65
Abu Yusuf, however, disagrees with Abu Hanifa on this matter. He holds that
the hadd punishment for theft can be remitted only in the case of stealing sand and
manure. In other cases, the hadd punishment must be imposed as long as the thing is
63Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.351, Ibn cAbidin, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.152.
64Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.552, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.281, Ibn
Qudama, al-MughnT, vol.viii, p.246.
65Ibn al-Humam, Sharh Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, pp.350,359, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 151.
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valuable, i.e. can be bought or sold.66
In contrast to the Hanafl school, Malik, al-Shaficl and Ahmad ibn Hanbal do not
think that there is any shubha with regard to things of insignificant value as long as their
value reaches the prescribed amount above which the hadd punishment for theft applies
0nisab).67
Abu Hanlfa also holds that the hadd punishment for theft is excused in the case
of stealing something which rots quickly, for instance, vegetables, meat and bread.68
Abu Yusuf, however, disagrees with Abu Hanlfa and holds the same view as Malik, al-
Shaficl and Ahmad ibn Hanbal who do not think that something which rots quickly is
a cause for any shubha.69
Similarly, Abu Hanlfa exempts the hadd punishment for theft in the case of
stealing the mosque door due to the shubha relating to the custody of the property.70 On
the other hand, Malik, al-Shaficl and Ahmad hold that the mosque door is kept in a
proper place and thus there is no shubha to exempt anyone who steals it from being
66Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.352.
67
Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.552, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.281, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.246.
68Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.352, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 142.
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Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.552, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.281, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.246.
70 - - _
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, 356, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.154.
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3.5.1.1 Types of Shubha
The Shaficls and the Hanafis are concerned about classifying the different types of
shubha in detail whilst the Malikls and the Hanballs are content with mentioning the
cases which are considered as shubha in general. According to the Shaficls, shubha can
be classified into three types, namely:
1. Shubha concerning where the act takes place (al-mahall).
An example of this is someone having sexual intercourse with his own wife
during her menstrual period or during the day in the month of fasting, or having
anal intercourse with her. All these acts are prohibited in Islamic law but in
these cases a shubha exists in the object (i.e. the wife) as she belongs to the
husband and he has the right to have sexual intercourse with her as he wishes.
The right that the husband has is the shubha which remits the infliction of hadd
punishment on him, regardless of whether or not he knows the prohibition of
such acts.72
71 . —
Al-Nafrawi, al-Fawakih al-Dawaui, vol.ii, p.295, al-Shirazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.281, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.253.
72A1-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.424.
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2. Shubha concerning the doer (fSil).
An example of this is a person has sexual intercourse with a woman whom he
believes to be his wife but then he finds out that she is not his wife. The basis
of shubha here is the doer's belief, i.e. he commits the unlawful act while
thinking it is legal. Thus, the infliction of the hadd punishment is remitted in
this case due to the shubha relating to the doer's belief.73
3. Shubha concerning the legal assessment of the act itself.
What is meant by this matter is the shubha as to whether a certain act is lawful
or prohibited. The basis of this shubha is the difference of opinion among the
jurists on the legality of certain acts. Therefore, if someone commits a certain
act whose legality is disputable, the hadd punishment is remitted. For instance,
a dispute between schools arises because Abu Hani fa accepts that a marriage
without a guardian as legal, Malik accepts that a marriage without any witnesses
as legal, Ibn cAbbas accepts that temporary marriage (mUt a) as legal. Thus,
having sexual intercourse in these disputable marriages is not considered as zina
(adultery), since there is a shubha which can remit the infliction of the hadd
punishment, even though the doer himself believes that it is illegal.74
73 -
Al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p. 368.
74A1-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.425.
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1. Shubha concerning the act (fid).
This shubha means that one is confused as to whether certain acts are lawful or
prohibited, for example, having sexual intercourse with a wife who is divorced
for the third time during her waiting period, or having that with a wife's slave.
It is stipulated that shubha concerning the act can be an excuse if there is no
original provision (dalil) which prohibits certain acts and the criminal believes
that it is lawful; otherwise this shubha cannot be an excuse to avoid the hadd7 o
punishment.75
The other three jurists, however, disagree with Abu Hanlfa regarding this matter
and do not recognise the legality of shubha concerning the act in the case of
zina.16
2. Shubha concerning where the act takes place (al-mahall).
This shubha results from the rules of the Shar1ca\ for example, theft is unlawful
based on the following Qur'anic verse:
75 _
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, pp.238-239, Ibn cAbid1n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.29.
76
Al-Zurqanl, Shark al-Zurqant, vol.viii, p.86, al-Ansarl, Asna al-Matalib, vol.iv, p. 127, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p. 183.
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As to the thief male and female, cut off his or her hand.77
but there is a hadith of the Prophet which says:
You and your property are owned by your father.
If circumstances arise in which a father takes his son's property, a shubha arises
in applying the former rule.78
3. Shubha concerning the contract (caqd).
According to Abu Hani fa, if a shubha arises due to a contract (caqd), this can
remit the infliction of the hadd punishment even though such a contract is
unanimously agreed to be illegal and the criminal has knowledge of the
prohibition.79
His disciples and the other jurists disagree with him regarding this matter and
hold that the contract is not considered as causing a shubha unless the criminal
77Qur)an, 5:38
78 —
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, pp.239, Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.26.
79
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.241.
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believes that it is legal.80
3.5.1.2 The Consequences of the Rule "Avoid Hudud Punishments
in Cases of Shubha"
The rule "avoid hudud punishments in cases of shubha" has two different consequences,
i.e. whether the accused is totally acquitted from the charge, or the hadd punishment is
remitted from him but is replaced by a taczir punishment.
The accused is totally acquitted from the charge on the following three
conditions:
1. If the shubha persists in the element of the crime. For example, a man has had
sexual intercourse with a woman, believing that she is his wife; he is excused
from both the hadd punishment for zina or punishment of taczir, due to the
absence of criminal intent which is one of the elements of a crime.81
2. If the shubha persists in the application of the prohibitive text of the Qur'an or
the hadith of the Prophet. For example, in the case of a marriage without the
presence of a guardian, or a witness, since some of the jurists accept it as legal
80 —
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.241, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.531,
al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.268, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p. 182.
81 -
Al-Zurqanl, Shark al-Zurqant, vol.viii, p.78, al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.368, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p. 184.
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while some of them do not. In such a case, no punishment - neither hadd nor
tcfzir - will be imposed on the accused.82
3. If there is a shubha in establishing the crime. For example, if the crime of
adultery is established by the testimony of four men but then one of them
withdraws his testimony, the accused is acquitted from the charge and will not
be punished, either by hadd or by taczlrP
Apart from these three conditions, the rule "avoid hudud punishments in cases
of shubha" is still applied, but the hadd punishment is reduced to a taczir punishment.
For example, a father who steals his son's property is excused from the hadd punishment
for theft but the punishment of taczir is still to be inflicted on him. Similarly, tti ztr
punishment is to be applied in cases where a man has anal intercourse with his wife, or
steals something which is of insignificant value (according to Abu Hanlfa), or marriage
to a mahram (according to Abu Hanlfa) or withdrawing one's confession for a hadd
crime after having made it.
82 -
Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.531, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.425, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.184.
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"Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.278, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.536,
al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.vii, p.430, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, pp.203,212.
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3.5.1.3 The Application of the Rule "Avoid Hudud Punishments
in Cases of Sliubha" on Taczir Cases.
Originally, the rule "avoid hudud punishments in cases of shubha" was applicable to
hudud crimes only but it can also be applied to tcfzir crimes, since this rule is intended
to maintain justice and to guarantee the accused's interest.
Regarding taczir crimes, this principle results in the acquittal of the accused on
the same three conditions as those for hudud crimes i.e. shubha due to absence of the
o
element of crime, shubha due to the conflict of the jurists as to the legality of certain
acts, and shubha in establishing the crime. This rule, however, does not apply in cases
where the hadd punishment has already been reduced to a taczir punishment.84
3.5.2 The Effect of Repentance (Tawba) on Taczir Punishments
A person who makes an attempt to commit a crime, may further his attempt up to the
end, and thus, he should be sentenced with a full punishment provided for that crime.
If he does not complete his commission of the crime, but quits in the middle of it, this
may be due to a compulsory reason or a voluntary one. A criminal who quits from
committing a crime compulsorily normally withdraws his intention when there are some
factors which urge him to do so, for example, he is being watched by other people, or
he is arrested by the police and so on. In this case, the criminal cannot be sentenced with
84cAwda, al-TcishrV al-Jinzfi al-Islami, vol.i, p.216.
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the full punishment stipulated for the crime but should be punished with a suitable taczir
punishment. His crime, at this stage, is called attempted crime (shurff)P
However, if a person withdraws his intention from completing the crime
voluntarily, this could be due to his anxiousness about punishment or becoming
conscious of the existence of God and His punishment, and this is known as repentance
(tawba). It may also be that a criminal commits a crime but then repents afterwards.
Whether or not he should be punished depends on the type of crime he has committed,
the degree of his repentance, and other factors which might affect the punishment.86
The majority of the jurists agree that repentance remits the prescribed
punishments in the case of hiraba if the robber repents before being arrested.87 This is
based on the Qur'anic verse which follows immediately after the verse regarding the
punishment of hiraba, as follows:
Except for those who repent before they fall into your power: In that case, know
that Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.88
They also agree that repentance does not remit the punishment of qadhf since
&5Ibid., pp.342-351.
S6Ibid., p.352.
87 - . ^ . _ _
Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 188, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.560, al-Shlrazl, al-
Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.285, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughru, vol.viii, p.295.
88Qur'an, 5:34
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qadhfconcerns the rights of people, regarding their dignity and integrity, and it cannot
be remitted by the repentance of an offender.89 The jurists, however, have differences
of opinion with regard to offences other than hiraba and qadhf, whether the repentance
of an offender can remit the punishment or not. These offences also include tacz1r
offences.
According to some of the Hanballs and one opinion of the Shaficls, the
repentance of an offender before his being arrested remits the punishment. This opinion
is based on an analogy (qiyas) with the crime of hiraba, the punishment for which can
be remitted by repentance. Therefore, it is more fitting for the punishment of offences
other than hiraba which are less serious.90 They also base their opinions on the Qur'anic
verses which remit the punishment of zina due to repentance, i.e. as follows:
If any of your women are guilty of lewdness, take the evidence of four (reliable
witnesses) from amongst you against them; and if they testify, confine them to
houses until death claims them, or Allah ordains for them some (other) way.91
If two men among you are guilty of lewdness, punish them both, if they repent
and amend, leave them alone: for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.92
89 -
Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.411.
90 .. _
Al-ShTrazi, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.285, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.296, Ibn Qayyim,




This opinion is also supported by the verses of the Qur'an which mention that
repentance can also set aside the punishment prescribed for theft, as follows:
As to the thief male or female, cut off his or her hand: A punishment by way of
example from Allah for their crime: and Allah is Exalted in Power. But if the
thief repents after his crime, and amends his conduct, Allah turneth to him in
forgiveness; for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.93
In addition, this view is supported by a hcidith of the Prophet which has already
been mentioned before (see above, p. 144) regarding a person who came to the Prophet
confessing his crime besides showing his repentance and the Prophet forgave him.
This group of jurists stipulate that the repentance of an offender can only remit
the punishment for crimes other than hiraba if these crimes involve the rights of God
such as zina, theft or drinking intoxicants or any tcfzlr crime which touches the public
interest (maslaha camma). But if the crime involves private or personal rights (haqq al-
cibad) such as murder or injury, or beating or insulting others, the repentance of an
offender has no effect in remitting the punishments. Another condition for enabling
repentance to be considered is that the repentant offender must behave correctly, but this
condition is seen as recommended rather than compulsory.94
93Qur'an, 5:38,39
94 - -
Al-Ramlt, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.6, al-ShirazT, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p.285, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni, vol.viii, p.291, Ibn Qayyim, Flam al-Muwaqqictn, vol.ii, p.78.
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According to another group of jurists, comprising the Hanafis, the Malik! s and
some of the Shaficls and Hanballs, the repentance of an offender does not remit the
punishments of hudud other than hiraba. This rule is also applied to taczir offences.
They say that, unlike other crimes, the punishment for hiraba can be remitted by
repentance because of the valid and clear evidence of the Quranic verse. A qiyas which
relates hiraba with other crimes is also irrelevant since the nature of the former is
different from the latter. They state that hiraba is a very serious crime which affects the
stability of the whole community and it is normally hard to capture the robber. Thus,
in order to encourage the robber to stop committing further crime, Allah grants
forgiveness to the robber who repents before being arrested. However, if he is caught
before that, this rule would not apply and he is treated like any other criminal regardless
whether he repents after that or not. It is worth mentioning here that the repentance of
the robber can only remit the prescribed punishment if his commission of crime does not
involve the right of any individual, i.e. if he does not kill or take another's property while
committing hiraba. If he kills while committing robbery, he should still be liable for
qisas unless he is forgiven by the kin of the victim, and if he takes another's property,
he should return it to the owner and thus, a hadd punishment will not be inflicted on
him.95
This group also holds that the stories ofMaciz and the Ghamidiyya woman show
clearly that the punishment of zina had been imposed on them even though they came
95Ibn cAbid!n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 188, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.411, Ibn Rushd,
Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.561, al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p. 182, al-Shl razl, al-Muhadhdhab,
vol.ii, p.285, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt, vol.viii, p.296.
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to the Prophet with complete confession and repentance. The Prophet said, concerning
the Ghamidiyya woman, "She has repented in such a way that if her repentance were to
be allocated to seventy people of Medina, there would still be a surplus".96
This group of jurists also argue that if convicted criminals can be freed from any
punishment on the grounds of repentance, this will lead to a hazardous state of
instability in society. Crimes may become routine activities since the criminals can
expect freedom when they plead repentance. It is not difficult to claim repentance when
circumstances demand it.97
From the above argument, it is clear that despite the jurists' disagreement on the
effect of repentance on punishment, they all agree that the claim of repentance cannot
be considered if the crime involves the right of individuals or if it happens after the
offender is arrested.
3.5.3 The Effect of Pardon (cAfw) on Taczir Punishment
Pardon can remit a punishment whether it comes from the victim's side or the ruler's
side. However, not all punishments can be remitted whenever pardon is granted. Some
crimes are not affected by pardon, such as crimes which are punishable with a hadd
96Ibid.
97Al-KasanT, Baddi' al-San£ic, vol.vii, p.96, al-Hattab, Mawahib al-Jalil, vol.vi, p.316, Ibn Rushd,
Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.561, al-Ansari, Asnaal-Matalib, vol.x, p.316.
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punishment. This is because the hudud punishments are considered part of the right of
God and are pre-determined and unchangeable. Therefore, nobody can remit the
punishment of hadd or change it. However, the jurists have a difference of opinion
concerning the effect of pardon in the case of qadhf. This difference results from their
conflicts on whether qadhf infringes the right of God or that of an individuals.
According to Abu Hanlfa, al-Thawrl and Awzacl, pardon in the case of qadhf is not
considered since they hold that qadhf is an offence which merely infringes the right of
God.98 The Shaff Is, on the other hand, hold that qadhf is an offence which merely
infringes the right of an individual and therefore, the pardon of the victim may remit the
punishment.99 Another opinion states that pardon may remit the punishment of qadhf
only if the case is not brought to the court. The Malikl s, in this context, have two
opinions; the first agrees with the Shaficls, and the second agrees with the opinion that
pardon may remit the punishment of qadhf if the case is not brought to the court.100
Pardon in the case of qisas is considered in remitting the punishment from an
offender only if it is granted from the victim's side and not from the ruler's side. Thus,
when the victim or his relatives forgive the offender, the prescribed punishment cannot
be inflicted on him. However, the pardon of the victim and his relatives does not affect
the right of the ruler to impose a taczir punishment on the offender after that, if the
98Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.93.
99
Al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.23.
1 °Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii, p.541.
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public interest necessitates it. The ruler, on the other hand, cannot remit the prescribed
punishment of qisas on the offender by granting his pardon, if the victim does not allow
him to do so.101 The right of the victim or his relatives to forgive the offender from the
punishment of qisas is derived from the Quranic verses which say:
O ye who believe! The law of equality is prescribed to you in cases of
murder...But if any remission is made by the brother of the slain, then grant any
reasonable demand, and compensate him with handsome gratitude. This is a
concession and a mercy from your Lord.102
We ordained therein for them: a life for a life, an eye for an eye ... But if any one
remits the retaliation by way of charity, it is an act of atonement for himself.103
Regarding taczir crimes, the jurists unanimously agree that the ruler has the right
to forgive the offender, either by overlooking the crime or letting him off the
punishment.104 This agreement is based on the ahadith of the Prophet, as quoted earlier,
(pp.26,133) which say:
Forgive or be lenient towards the faults of respectable persons (dhciwi al-hai'at).
101A1-Haskafl, Shark al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.ii, p.445, Ibn Rushd, Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.ii,
p.494, al-Shirazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, pp.188-190, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qind, vol.v, p.542.
102Qur'an, 2:178
103Qur'an, 5:45
104Ibn cAbidTn, Hashiya, vol.vi, p.94, Ibn al-Humam, SharhFath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.331, Ibn Farhun,
Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.224, al-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.23, Ibn Qudama, al-
Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.349.
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Let's accept their (the Ansar) good qualities and forget their bad ones.
They, however, dispute as to whether the right of granting pardon that the ruler
has, covers all taczir crimes or only some of them. According to some jurists, the ruler
has no right to forgive an offender of hudud and qisas crimes when the prescribed
punishment for them has been reduced to a taczir punishment due to certain reasons,
which have been discussed above under the sub-topic "shubha" (see above, pp. 147-159).
Apart from the above crimes, the ruler may, at his discretion, forgive an offender for a
crime or a punishment if he thinks that the public interest necessitates it.105
According to some other jurists, the ruler has full power to grant his pardon to
an offender of any tacztr crime whether it involves the right of God or the right of an
individual as long as it conforms with the public interest.106
Regarding crimes which involve the right of an individual, for example, beating
or insulting others, the victim of such crimes can forgive the offender, but his personal
pardon cannot affect the right of the public to discipline an offender with a suitable
taczir punishment. This means that in such a case the ruler can still use his discretion
either to punish an offender or forgive him, according to the public interest. However,
I05Ibn al-Humam, SharkFathal-Qadir, vol.v, p.331, Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.224,
al-Hattab, Mawahib al-Jaltl, vol.vi, p.320, Ibn Qudama, al-Mugh.ru, vol.x, p.349, al-BahutT, Kashshaf
al-QinS, vol.vi, p. 124.
106AI-Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.23, al-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 193.
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if the victim does not grant his pardon and demands the infliction of a punishment, the
ruler has no right to forgive an offender but to inflict a suitable punishment on him.107
From the above, it can be concluded that the pardon of the ruler does affect the
degree of taczir punishments regardless of whether the crime infringes the right of God
or infringes that of individuals and even if the victim forgives the offender.
3.6 The Discretion of The Judge
The jurists all agree that the determination of the punishment of taczir is left to the
discretion of the judge. Therefore, a judge has full power to pass a suitable punishment
on an offender besides taking into account the condition of the offence and the
offender.108 The question, however, arises as to whether the discretion of the judge in the
determination of taczir punishment is absolute or limited.
According to the Hanafis, the discretion of the judge is not fully absolute. It is
accepted that the right to determine a punishment in the case of tacz1r is left to the
discretion of the judge and therefore, he is free to choose any type of tacz1r punishment
which is suitable to the condition of the offence and the offender. If, however, he opts
107 - •• —
Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkwn, vol.ii, p.224, al-Mawardi, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, p.237, al-
Ramll, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.23, al-Bahutl, Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p. 124.
108 — _
Ibn cAbidln, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 106, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadir, vol.v, p.330, Ibn
Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.221, al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.22, Ibn Qudama,
al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347.
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for inflicting the punishment of whipping on an offender, then the judge's discretion is
limited with regard to the number of lashes which can be allowed. The maximum
number of lashes allowed in taczir cases is either thirty-nine as fixed by Abu Hani fa and
al-Shaybanl, or seventy-five as fixed by Abu Yusuf. (See above, p.77) Thus, when a
judge inflicts the punishment of whipping, he may determine the number of lashes which
he believes is enough to achieve the aim of taczir punishment, but it must not exceed the
maximum number of lashes mentioned above. However, if a judge thinks that whipping
an offender with the maximum number of lashes is insufficient to serve as deterrent, a
judge still cannot exceed the maximum limit, but he may choose another suitable
punishment in addition to whipping.109
The Shafils agree with the Hanafls concerning this matter. They accept that it
is left to the discretion of the judge to determine a suitable punishment to be imposed on
a taczir offender taking into account mitigating and aggravating factors. However, this
power is not absolute since if a judge opts to choose the punishment of whipping, he must
not exceed the maximum number of lashes as fixed by the Shaficl jurists.(See above,
p.78) In addition, if a judge chooses to banish an offender, the duration of banishment
should not exceed one year since banishment as a hadd punishment prescribed in the case
of zina of an unmarried culprit is one year. A similar opinion is held by the Hanballs.110
109 - _ _
Ibn cAbid!n, Hashiya, vol.vi, p. 104, Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fath al-Qadtr, vol.v, p.335.
1I0A1-Ramn, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.viii, p.23, al-Khatlb, Mughni al-Muhtaj, vol.iv, p. 192, Ibn
Qudama, al-Mughnt wa al-Sharh al-Kabir, vol.x, p.347.
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The Malikls, on the other hand, have a different view concerning this matter.
According to them, the discretion of the judge in the determination of tacz1r punishment
is absolute and total. Therefore, a judge is given full power to determine a suitable
punishment to be imposed on an offender, even if it exceeds one hundred lashes in
whipping or more than one year banishment. However, a judge cannot go beyond the
necessary punishment, i.e. if a judge thinks that a light punishment such as a reprimand
is sufficient to deter an offender, a judge cannot choose another punishment which is
stronger than that.111
From the above, it can be concluded that according to the majority of the jurists,
the discretionary power that the ruler has is not absolute if he chooses the punishment of
flogging or banishment; the Malikls, however, hold that this power is absolute. This
disagreement results from their conflicts on whether taczir punishments, particularly
flogging and banishment, may exceed hudud punishments or not. (See above, pp.77 and
91-92) Even the Malikls, who claim that the discretion of the judge is absolute, hold that
there is still a limit that a judge cannot go beyond.
3.7 The Effect of Previous Judgements on The Judge's Decision
The jurists do not discuss the effect of previous judgements on the judge's decision
directly. However, it can be implied that this matter is included when they discuss the
mIbn Farhun, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.ii, p.222.
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role of the ruler in the implementation of taczir punishment. According to the Malik! s,
Hanafls and Hanballs, tafzir punishment must be implemented by the ruler in ta'zir
cases which have already been mentioned in the SharVci texts."2 They confirm that if
a taczir crime has already been mentioned in a text, for example, having sexual
intercourse with one's wife's slave, or with a shared slave, the punishment is binding.
There is no pardon in a case where the crime is punishable with a hadd punishment which
is reduced to a taczir punishment due to certain causes. If a ta fir crime is not mentioned
in a text, the punishment is imposed on the basis ofmaslaha."3 This means that previous
judgements do affect the decision of the judge but in certain cases only.
When the subject of precedent is involved, it is essential to look through the
historical facts concerning this matter. When the Islamic state rose in Medina, the
primary source of Islamic law referred to in making judgements was the Quban. The
Prophet firstly referred to the Quban and what God revealed to him (wahy) in making his
judgement. He also used his own wisdom in making judgement (ijtihad) and quite often
he asked his Companions' opinions (mushawara) on certain issues when there was no
revelation from God. Then after the demise of the Prophet, his Sunna became the second
source of Islamic law.114
112Ibn al-Humam, Shark Fathal-Qadtr, vol.v, p.330, al-Kasam, Bad£ic al-Sandic, vol.vii, p.64, al-
Qarafi, al-Furuq, vol.iv, p. 179, al-Bahuti, Kashshafal-Qini, vol.vi, p. 124, Ibn Qudama, al-Mughnt
wa al-Sharh al-Kabtr, vol.x, p.349.
113Ibid.
114Mahmud ibn Muhammad, Tarlkh al-QadS ft al-Islam, p. 19.
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It is reported that Abu Bakr, whenever there was an incident which needed to be
settled, would refer to the Qur'an first; if he got the answer in it he would make his
judgement based on the Qur'an, but if not, he would base it on the Sunna of the Prophet
concerning that matter which he knew himself. If he did not know any Sunna concerning
that case, he would ask the Muslims if any of them knew whether there was a tradition
of the Prophet concerning the matter, and would base his judgement on this Sunna, but
if there were no single Sunna concerning the matter, he would gather the leaders and the
distinguished people among the Muslims and ask their opinions on the matter. If they
achieved a consensus of opinion on that, he would make his judgement following this
consensus of opinion (ijmif). Similarly, cUmar followed the same way as Abu Bakr did
in making his judgement. If he did not get the answer in the Qur'an and Sunna he would
first refer to the judgements of Abu Bakr on similar cases and base his judgement on that
precedent. Again, if there was no previous judgement, he would base his judgement on
the consensus of opinion concerning that matter.115 Thus, it can be concluded that
previous judgements do have an effect in the determination of punishment. The judge
should first refer to any previous judgments before making his own decision on taczir
matters. However, previous judgements are not binding and may be adapted according
to time and place.
It is worth mentioning that the judiciary power was originally held by the caliph
himself who also held an executive power. Therefore, it is his right to be directly
115Ibid., p.20.
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involved in making judgement himself or to delegate this power to his representative i.e.
a judge.116
3.8 The Enactment of Taczir Laws
As discussed earlier in Chapter One, unlike hudud and qisas crimes, not all tacz1 r crimes
are mentioned in the SharTa texts. Only some are mentioned while the greater part of
taczir crimes are left to be considered by the ruler. Hence, it is the ruler's duty to prohibit
the commission of a certain act, or make it compulsory, with the intention of protecting
the whole community and keeping it in order and well-organized. This legislative power
that the ruler has concerning taczir matters should always comply with the SharTa texts
and its principles.
Regarding the way of punishing taczir crimes, the SharTa has laid down a list of
types of punishments which vary between the lightest punishment and the severest one.
Once again, it is left to the discretion of the ruler or the judge to choose a punishment
from this range which is the most suitable for the condition of the offence and the
offender, as done by the judges in the early days of Islam such as Abu Musa al-Ashcarl,
Shurayh, Ibn Abl Layla, Ibn Shabrama, TJthman al-Battl, Abu Yusuf, Muhammad al-
Shaybanl and Zufar ibn al-Huzayl.117
116Ibid.., p.24.
117Abu Zahra, al-cUquba, p.69.
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If this is a general rule that the SharVa has set down concerning the matter of
tcfzir, where a ruler has a jurisdiction in the legislation of tcfzir crimes and punishments
from the very beginning, there is, thus, no restriction for the ruler to lay down certain
guidelines either in the forms of rules or enactments or in other words, to codify the law
of tcfzir in advance and pre-determine a certain punishment for a certain crime and fix
its degree within its maximum and minimum limit. Then, it is left to the judge to apply
this law besides giving him freedom in choosing the punishment and making judgement
within the two limits.118 The codification of tcfzir crimes and punishments is even
rational when compared to the crimes whose punishment has already been prescribed,
such as hiidud and qisas, since the number of crimes of this type are very small while the
offences that are punishable with tacz~ir punishments are abundant. The enactment of
tcfzir laws is, therefore, essential to warn people in advance, making them accountable
for their deeds and avoids any chance of excuse on the grounds of ignorance of the law,
which may make application of the principle a difficult task. The enactment of tcfzir
laws is also necessary to protect the society from the possibility of misuse of power by
the judge. Furthermore, it will standardise judgements among the many judges and
discourage questions of unfairness from arising and even make the judge's work easier
and less complicated.
The facts note that cUmar ibn cAbd al- cAzlz had made an effort to codify the law
specifically on tcfzir i.e. by taking the formal legal opinions of the Medinese (fatawa ahl
nsIbid., p. U0.
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al-Madina) of the Companions and the tabicin (their successors) as the law which should
be followed by all the judges of his time. However, he died before he completed this
effort. Similarly, Abu Jacfar al-Mansur, the second caliph of the Abbasid period, had
made an attempt to take the formal legal opinions of the Companions and the tabicln as
the law for the Muslims. He asked Imam Malik to compile the Sunan (thefatawa of
Companions and tab?in of Medina's period) in one book to make them as laws. Though
Malik had completed the compilation, he forbade the ruler and the rulers after Abu Jacfar
as well from taking it as the law of the country since the other region of the Islamic
territory has already compiled the Sunan of the Companions and tabfin which they
followed.119
The silence of the SharVa texts in not mentioning the demand for the discretion
of the judge alone in the determination of taczir punishments indicates that the
prescriptions involving taczTr crimes and punishments do not contradict the rules of the
SharVa. What we find in the books of fiqh (kitab), in which the jurists mention that
tacz1r punishments should be left to the discretion of the leader (imam), or the ruler
(hakim) or the judge (qadi), in fact denotes the same meaning, i.e. a person who holds
both the legislative and judiciary powers. We do not think that it denotes a person who
is directly involved in the judgement of a certain case. If that were the case, the jurists
would have used the word qadi constantly when they discussed on taczir matters.
n9Ibid., p.70.
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It is worth mentioning here that any taczir law which is enacted with the
recognition of the ruler is considered as taczir, as long as it conforms to the Sharica texts
and does not slip away from the general principles of the SharVa. It is also to be noted
that the ruler who has the authority in the legislation of tacz1r crimes and punishments
is the same ruler who implements the Islamic law comprehensively besides fulfilling all
the requirements and qualifications stipulated for a just ruler (hakim cad.il) of the Islamic
state.120
When taczir is enacted in advance, it seems that there is no point in discussing
the power that the judge has in the determination of taczir punishment. In fact, when this
matter is studied thoroughly, it can be noticed that the judge still has the power of
determining the exact penalty to be imposed on the offender since taczir laws are
established as a guideline to simplify the judge's task and to safeguard the public interest.
It is still the judge's task to determine the most suitable punishment to be imposed on an
offender taking into account the mitigating and aggravating factors.
The establishment of taczir laws does not mean that the law is unchanged forever.
Taczir punishments are not prescribed as hudud and qisas. Therefore, they are subject
to change whenever necessary. It is well-known that cUmar ibn al-Khattab, in his early
days as a caliph, fixed that the number of lashes allowed in whipping an offender who
was guilty for drinking intoxicants at forty lashes but later on he fixed it at eighty lashes
noIbid.
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since the people were not deterred by the former punishment and the crime of drinking
intoxicants became widespread during his time. It is indeed important to revise the taczir
laws from time to time as is, in fact, done in many countries nowadays. This revision
would ensure that the taczir laws continue to be applicable and relevant for the time and
place.
PART TWO
THE APPLICATION OF TAcZlR LAWS INMALAYSIA
CHAPTER FOUR
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The Application of Tacz~ir Laws in the Sharlcah Courts ofMalaysia
4.1 Introduction
After discussing and analysing the concept of taczir from the classical Islamic point of
view, we turn our attention to see how this law is applied in Malaysia. This chapter is
therefore, designed to look through the provisions of taczir crimes and punishments as
are applied in the SharTah Courts of Malaysia and to examine the extent to which they
conform with the principles of tacz1r in Islamic criminal law.
4.2 Islamic Law in Malaysia : Historical Background
It is worthwhile to commence this topic with a brief discussion on the historical
background of Islamic law in Malaysia in order to understand the position of Islamic
criminal law in the present day Malaysian situation.1 It is common knowledge that by
the time European colonialism, in its Portuguese expression, reached the Malay
Peninsula, Islam had already gathered a foothold there and was well on its way to
gaining the adherence of the totality of the indigenous Malay population.2 Islamic law
'Malaysia, before 1963 was known as Malaya or Malay Peninsula.
2
Ahmad Ibrahim, Towards a History ofLaw in Malaysia and Singapore, p. 10.
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was also in the process of becoming the established law of the land with the conversion
of the various local rulers to Islam. This process was interrupted by the intrusion of
colonialism and particularly the British intervention in the Malay States.3
Islamic law is believed to have been implemented gradually in the Malay
Peninsula since the first Malacca sultan (ruler) embraced Islam. During that period,
Islamic law was based on the text Fath al-Qarib which was written by Ibn al-Qasim al-
Ghazzi.4 Another text was al-Majalla, which was produced during the Ottoman empire
and was in use for some time in Johore. The text was translated into Malay and
enforced in several courts in Johore.5 Islamic law was, in fact, implemented in the
Malay peninsula in varying degrees and spheres which included matrimonial matters,
succession and some civil and even criminal matters. There are a number of digests
which are based on Islamic texts and the Malay customs that form the texts of Malay law
and which had been applied within the domain of the various Malay States.6 The most
popular one is Undang-Undang Melaka (the laws of Malacca).7 This law is based on
3
Victor Purcell, The Memories ofA Malayan Official, p.200.
4Liaw Yock Fang, Undang-Undang Melaka (The Laws ofMalacca), The Hague: Maritimes Nijhoft,
1976, p.35.
5Ahmad Ibrahim, Towards a History ofLaw in Malaysia And Singapore, p.71.
6Hooker, M.B., Readings in Malay Adat Laws, p.51-56.
Undang-Undang Melaka covers criminal, transaction, family, evidence and procedure, and the
conditions of a ruler. It was written around the years 1523-1524. For further details on this law see:
Liaw Yock Fang, Undang-Undang Melaka, R.O. Winstedt and Josselin de Jong, "The Maritimes Laws
of Malacca", JMBRAS, xxix, pt.iii, 1956, pp.25-27.
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Islamic law as well as customary law.8 Concerning criminal law matters, the crimes and
punishments which are provided in Undang-Undang Melaka are divided into hudud,
qisas, diya and tafzir. Hudud crimes which are legislated for in Undang-Undang
Melaka are zina (section 40:2), qadhf (section 12:3), theft (section 7:2 & 11:1), robbery
(section 43), apostasy (section 36:1), drinking intoxicants (section 42) and baghy
(section 5 & 42). While the crimes of qisas and diya are legislated for in sections 5:1,3,
8:2,3, 18:4 & 39, causing injury in section 8:2 and its various types in sections 16, 17
& 21. It is worth noting that the punishments provided for all these crimes conform with
those of classical Islamic law. Undang-Undang Melaka also mentions certain crimes
which are punishable with tafzir punishments. Such crimes include theft when it lacks
the conditions for the hadd penalty (section 11, 11:1), kissing between a man and a
woman (section 43:5), gambling (section 42) and giving false testimony (section 36).
It is clear from the above that Islamic criminal law was implemented in Malacca
before the era of European colonialism. Apart from Undang-Undang Melaka, the
provisions concerning Islamic criminal law can also be found in other Malay digests
such as the laws of Johore, the laws of Kedah, the ninety-nine laws of Perak and the
laws of Pahang.9 According toWilkinson, Islamic law would have eventually become
predominant throughout Malaya had the British not stepped in to check it.10
o
See: Roff, The Origins ofMalay Nationalism, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1967,
p.6, Alfred P.Rubin, The International Personality ofMalay Peninsula: A Study of the International
Law of Imperialism, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1974, p.7.
9R.O. Winstedt and John E. Kempe, "A Malay Legal Digest", JMBRAS, vol.xxi, part 1, 1948.
10Wilkinson, R.J. Law, An Introductory Sketch , pp.48-49.
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When Malacca was occupied by the Portuguese in 1511, followed by the Dutch
in 1641, Islamic law continued to be implemented as the law of the land as before. It
seems that the Portuguese and the Dutch were not interested in introducing their laws
in Malacca and other Malay states during their occupation.11
It was only during the British period which began with the occupation of Penang
in 1786, followed by the cession of Malacca in 1824 that English law was introduced
into the Straits Settlements, which included Penang and Malacca, by the Charters of
Justice under the royal prerogative. English law was confirmed through the medium
of the Charters of Justice of 1807, 1826 and 1855. The first Charter of Justice which
was granted by King George HI in 1807 is considered as a major event in Malayan legal
history, as it marked the beginning of the statutory introduction of the law of England
into this area. The Charters set up a system of courts and a judiciary, they provided that
English law should be the law of the land and should apply to the native inhabitants, in
so far as the various religions, manners and customs would permit. They also enabled
the establishment of the Court of Judicature of the Prince of Wales Island to exercise
jurisdiction over all civil, criminal and ecclesiastical matters.12 Consequently, Islamic
law, which was considered the law of the land before the introduction of these Charters,
was effectively set aside and only applied in a very narrow sense.
"Ahmad Ibrahim & Ahilemah Joned, Sistem Undang-Undang di Malaysia (Malaysian Legal
System), pp. 14 & 15.
12
Ahmad Ibrahim & Ahilemah Joned, Sistem Undang-Undang Di Malaysia, p.66, Wu Min Aun,
Pengenalan Kepada Sistem Perundangan Malaysia (An Introduction to Malaysian Legal System, p.7.
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A similar step was taken in introducing English law to the Federated Malay
States. Perak and Selangor accepted British authority in 1874, Pahang in 1888, and
Negeri Sembilan between 1874 and 1887. This was achieved through a series of treaties
with the Malay rulers, beginning with the Treaty of Pangkor in Perak in 1874, by which
each ruler was obliged to accept a British Resident, whose advice was to be asked and
acted upon in all matters of administration except those concerning Islamic religion and
Malay custom.13 The courts were established and most of the judges were English with
some Malay aristocrats as their assistants.14 There was no statutory introduction of
English law in these states until 1937, at which time the Civil Law Enactment of 1937
gave statutory authority for its application. Thus, although English law was not formally
received until 1937, it was clearly accepted informally before that, especially through
the judgement of the courts, since the judges were English and were, of course, experts
in English law.15 This situation was confirmed by Salleh Abas, L.P., in delivering the
judgement of the Supreme Court in Che Omar Bin Che Soh v. P.P, as follows:
Before the British came to Malaya... the sultans in each of the respective states
were the heads not only of the religion of Islam but also as the political leaders
in their states, which were Islamic in the true sense of the word, because, not
only were they themselves Muslims, their subjects were also Muslims, and the
law applicable in the states was Muslim law... When the British came, however,
through a series of treaties with the sultans, beginning with the treaty of Pangkor
and through the so-called British advice, the religion of Islam became separated
into two separate aspects, viz the public aspect and the private aspect... Although
13
Wu Min Aun,Pengenalan Kepada Sistem Perundangan Malaysia, p. 14.
14Emily Sadka, The Protected Malay States 1874 -1895, p.207.
15Mohd Suffian Hashim, An Introduction to the Constitution ofMalaysia, p.2.
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theoretically the sovereignty of the ruler was absolute in the sense that he could
do what he liked, and govern according to what he thought fit, the Anglo-Malay
Treaties restricted this power. The effect of the restriction made it possible for
the colonial regime under the guise of "advice" to rule the country as it saw fit
and rendered the position of the ruler one of a continuous process of
diminution... Thus, it can be seen that during British colonial period, through
their system of indirect rule and establishment of secular institutions, Islamic
Law was rendered isolated in a narrow confinement of the law of marriage,
divorce, and inheritance only.16
The same trick was used by the British to extend their powers to Unfederated
Malay States. The four northern States were under Siamese influence before the British
took over. It was only after the Anglo-Siamese Treaty of 1909 that the British began to
extend their hold over these states by assigning a British Advisor to each of the states.
Kelantan and Terengganu accepted a British Advisor in 1901, Kedah in 1923 and Perlis
in 1930. Johore, which had been under British influence for a long time, accepted a
British Resident only in 1914. The Civil Law Enactment of 1937 was extended to these
states in 1951, by the Civil Laws (Extension) Ordinance 1951 and later it was replaced
by the Civil Law Ordinance 1956.17
It is clear from the above that the British had succeeded in setting aside Islamic
law and narrowing its application to personal matters only while at the same time
confirming English law through the statutory introduction of English law and the
judgements made by English judges. Besides, the British also enacted a specific law for
16[ 1988] 2 M.L.J. 55, 56.
17
Wu Min Aun, Pengenalan Kepada Sistem Perundangan Malaysia, pp.14 & 15.
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the administration ofMuslim law,18 which narrowed down the jurisdiction of Muslim
courts and so on in order to reduce the application of Islamic law.
Sarawak and Sabah on the island of Borneo, which became part of Malaysia in
1963, were also subject to the intrusion of expanding British powers. Sarawak was
under the rule of the Brooke family while Sabah was administered by the British North
Borneo Chartered Company. Since these two territories were British protectorates, they
were in the same position as the Malay States with regard to the reception of English
Law. In Sarawak, there was no statutory reception of English law until 1928, when the
Laws of Sarawak Ordinance was enacted and in Sabah, not until the Civil Ordinance
1938. At the time of the formation of Malaysia, the laws in force were the Sarawak
Application of Laws Ordinance 1949 and the Sabah Application of Laws Ordinance
1951. These two statutes provided that the Common Law of England and the doctrines
of equity, together with the statutes of general application, as administered or in force
in England at the commencement of the Ordinances, should be the laws in Sarawak and
Sabah, with the proviso that they should be in force in so far as the circumstances of
Sarawak and Sabah and their inhabitants permitted, and subject to such qualifications
as local circumstances and native customs rendered necessary.19
The Federation ofMalaya became an independent sovereign state on 31 st August
18*
Sheridan, Malaya and Singapore, The Borneo Territories, The Development of Their Laws and
Constitutions, pp. 19-23.
19Wu Min Aun, Pengenalan Kepada Sistem Perundangan Malaysia, pp.20-22.
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1957. The previous "protected Malay States' and the former Colonial Settlements of
Penang and Malacca became the component states of the independent federation. A new
federal constitution was introduced which became the supreme law of the new state.20
Henceforth, both Federal and State legislatures, were instituted, with the
Constitution setting out a distribution of legislative powers between them. The powers
of the Federal Parliament are listed in List 1 of the ninth schedule. There is also a
concurrent list, that is, a list of matters upon which either Parliament or a State
Legislative Assembly may legislate; residuary power remains with the States. In the
event of a conflict between State and Federal legislation, the Act of Parliament
prevails.21 As regards Islamic law, to be administered in the States not the Federation,
it is reserved to each state to administer. However, English Common Law and the rules
of equity form part of the laws of Malaysia. Before 1st April 1972, several statutes
provided the authority for the reception of English law into the country. The position
of English law was mentioned specifically in the Civil Law Act (revised 1972), which
came into force on 1st April 1972. This revised act is substantially similar to the various
Ordinances it superseded. In section 3(1), it is stated that the court shall: a) in West
Malaysia or any part thereof apply the common law of England and the rule of equity
as administered in England on the 7th April 1956.22 Judicial power in the Federation is
20Article 4 & 162.
2'Article 75.
22
Wu Min Aun, Pengenalan Kepada Sistem Perundangan Malaysia, p.35.
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vested in the Supreme Court and the High Courts of Malaysia and such courts as may
be provided by federal law.23
Today, Malaysia is a federation of thirteen states with a written law and Federal
Constitution.24 The Constitution is the supreme law of the country and any law passed
after Hari Merdeka (Independence Day) is void to the extent of its inconsistency with
the Constitution.25 Concerning laws that were passed before Hari Merdeka, they
continue to be binding until amended or repealed by the relevant authority.26
It can be concluded from the above that English law is considered as the main
law or the law of the land in Malaysia. In contrast, Islamic law is limited in its
application, i.e. it is applied only to Muslims and has been narrowed down to family and
other personal matters. The Sharlcah Courts have also become inferior to the Civil
Courts. Furthermore, when the judicial system for the Federation of Malaysia was
established by the Court of Ordinance, 1948, the SharTah Courts which were part of the
judicial structure of Malaysia were then listed out from the hierarchy of the Malaysian
Courts. Consequently, the SharTah Courts which operate in Malaysia nowadays no
longer function like the Federal Courts but rather courts which resemble the concept of
23
Article 121.
24The thirteen states in Malaysia are : Kedah, Perlis, Perak, Selangor, Penang, Malacca, Negeri
Sembilan, Johore, Kelantan, Pahang, Terengganu, Sabah and Sarawak. Federal Territories are





secularism which separate worldly matters from religious matters.
4.3 The Position of Islamic Criminal Law in the SharTah Courts ofMalaysia
As discussed in previous chapters, unlike the crimes of hudud and qisas, the crimes of
taczir and their punishments are unlimited since they involve any wrongful act done by
a person which is punishable with a taczir penalty that conforms with Islamic law. In
Malaysia, such matters of criminal law are divided into two parts which are
administered by two separate bodies with different jurisdiction and power. These bodies
are the SharTah Courts and the Civil Courts.
Concerning the SharTah Courts, the Federal Constitution of Malaysia provides
that the constitution, organization and procedure of the Sharlcah Courts is a State matter
over which the State has exclusive legislative and executive authority, except in the
Federal Territories.27 Each SharTah Court is presided over by a Muslim qadi, i.e. a
judge learned in Islamic law, and has jurisdiction only over Muslims and mainly in
personal matters and applies only "SharTah law". Generally, there are two types of
SharTah Courts, namely, Chief Qadi Courts and Qadi Courts. There is also an appeal
committee which functions as an appellate court to hear appeals from the Chief Qadi
Courts and Qadi Courts. What distinguishes the Chief Qadi Courts from the Qadi
Courts is their jurisdiction and locality. A Qadi Court has jurisdiction only in its district
27
The Federal Constitution of Malaysia, 9th Schedule, List II, State list, item 1.
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while the jurisdiction of a Chief Qadi Court extends throughout the state. These
SharTah Courts are separate from the ordinary (i.e. Civil) Courts and do not come under
the supervision of the Lord President.
Sharicah Courts were established under the state laws (i.e. enactments).28 For
example, the Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of Selangor, 1952, provided
that the Sultan (ruler) in Council may constitute a Court of the Chief Qadi and Court of
Qadi for the state. The state enactments also provide the jurisdiction, both civil and
criminal, to the Sharlcah Court. There is a slight difference between the state
enactments in the usage of language in specifying this jurisdiction but the essence is the
same. State enactments are bound to specify criminal and civil jurisdiction as provided
by the Federal Constitution in 9th Schedule, List II, State list.
For criminal jurisdiction, the enactments list a number of offences which can be
tried in the SharTah Courts. Generally, the offences can be divided into six categories,29
namely:
1. Matrimonial offences such as cruelty to wives and disobedience to husbands.
2. Offences relating to sex such as unlawful intercourse, close proximity (khalwci),
incest and prostitution.
28
It is called "ordinance" in Sarawak.
29
Ahmad Ibrahim, Islamic Law In Malaya, p.316, Ahmad Ibrahim & Ahilemah Joned, Malaysian
Legal System, p.62.
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3. Offences relating to the consumption of intoxicants including selling and buying
them.
4. Offences concerning the spiritual aspect of Muslim communal life such as
failure to attend Friday prayer, non payment of zakat, and failure to fast during
the month of Ramadan.
o
5. Offences relating to conversion of religion such as failure to report and register
conversion.
6. Miscellaneous offences not provided under any of the above categories.
In criminal matters, the Sharlcah Courts have no jurisdiction except in so far as
conferred by the Federal Constitution.30 Parliament also enacted the Muslim Courts
(Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (amendment) 1984,31 limiting the jurisdiction of the
Sharicah Courts to offences punishable with jail for no more than three years, or with
a fine not exceeding five thousand Malaysian Ringgit, or with whipping not exceeding
six strokes, or any combination thereof.32 It should be noted that the jurisdiction of the
Sharlcah Courts is applied only to persons professing the religion of Islam.
From the above explanation, the extent to which Islamic criminal law is applied
in the Sharicah Court ofMalaysia and its position can be clearly seen. Only a small part
309th Schedule, List II, State list.
31
Act No.23 of 1965. Before its amendment in 1984, the Shar!cah Courts have jurisdiction over
offences punishable with imprisonment for no more than six months, or with a fine not exceeding one
thousand ringgit, or any combination thereof.
32
Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) (Amendment) Act 1984.
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of Islamic crimes and punishments i.e. qisas, hudud and taczir are included under the
jurisdiction of the Sharicah Courts. Crimes involving qisas and diyat, such as murder
and other crimes relating to murder such as suicide, infanticide, causing miscarriage and
the aiding and abetting of these crimes, are definitely placed under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Courts.33 Causing injury to other people, including hurting, wounding, beating
and so on, also comes under the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts.34 Similarly, the crimes
of theft, robbery and rebellion which are hudud crimes cannot be tried by the SharTah
Courts since these crimes are already provided for in the Penal Code and therefore
should be tried in the Civil Courts.35 That the Sharicah Courts do not have any
jurisdiction over these crimes is confirmed by the Federal Costitution which states that:
...The constitution, organisation and procedure of Sharlcah courts ... shall have
jurisdiction only over persons professing the religion of Islam and in respect only
of any of the matters included in this paragraph, but shall not have jurisdiction
in respect of offences except in so far as conferred by federal law.36
The Sharlcah Courts still do not have jurisdiction over the above-mentioned
crimes even if they are reduced to taczir crimes such as in the case of attempted crimes
or not fulfilling the element of the crime of qisoas and hudud since the Federal
33See : Penal Code, Sections 299 - 318.
MIbid., Sections 319 - 338.
35For details, see : Penal Code, Of theft, Sections 378 - 382A; Of robbery, Sections 390 - 402A; Of
rebellion, Sections 121 - 130A.
369th Schedule, List II, State List, Item 1.
Constitution has put them under the Federal list.37
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Hudud crimes which are not provided for in the Penal Code, i.e. zina, qadhf and
drinking intoxicants, are included under the jurisdiction of the Sharlcah Courts.
However, the hadd punishments which should be imposed for these crimes are made
impossible due to the limitations resulting from the Muslim Courts (Criminal
Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (Amendment) 1984. As mentioned above, the Muslim Courts
have jurisdiction to impose a punishment of imprisonment for a term not exceeding
three years or a fine not exceeding five thousand ringgit or whipping not exceeding six
strokes or any combination thereof, whereas according to the hudud laws, the
punishment for zina is either flogging with one hundered lashes (if the criminal is ghayr
muhsari) or stoning to death (if the criminal is muhsari) and that for qadhf is flogging
with eighty lashes while drinking intoxicants is punishable with flogging with forty or
eighty lashes.38 The type of punishments which are provided for in the above Act are
also considered very limited even if the above hadd crimes are reduced to taczir crimes,
since the punishment for a hadd crime which is waived from a hadd penalty due to
certain reasons can reach up to the maximum taczir punishment which is allowed in
Islamic law. (See Chapter Two) It is worth mentioning that a zina committed by force,
i.e. rape is still included under the jurisdiction of Civil Courts.39
379th Schedule, List 1, Federal List, Item 4.
38 ... _j
For further details on this point, see: cAwda, al-Tashric al-Jinai al-Islami, vol.i, pp.635-651, Abu
Zahra, al-c\Jquba, pp.87,95,146, Bahnasi, al- Uqubafl al-Fiqh al-Islaim, pp.24, 124, Wahba al-
Zuhayli, al-Fiqh al-Islaint Wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, pp.23-148.
39See: Penal Code, Sections 375,376.
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When it comes to the crime of apostasy {ridda), it is even confusing, since when
a person becomes an apostate, he or she is no longer under the jurisdiction of the
Sharicah Court because, as mentioned above, the Federal Constitution stipulates that the
SharTah Courts shall have jurisdiction only over persons professing Islam.40 However,
if it happens that this crime is included under the jurisdiction of the Sharicah Courts, the
death penalty which is provided for this crime in Islamic law still cannot be imposed due
to its contradicting with the Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965
(Amendment) 1984, as above.
Thus, there is no gainsaying the fact that in Malaysia, Islamic criminal law is
limited in its application in comparison with the Civil law. It is agreed that there are
some provisions concerning qisas and hudud crimes in the Sharicah Court laws;
however, the intention behind these provisions is not to apply valid qisas and hudud
laws but it is, in fact, to apply tcfzir punishments only. Therefore, it is no wonder that
some of the Sharicah Court laws clearly mention this intention. For example, in
mentioning the punishment for the crime of zina, the SharTah Criminal Code Enactment
of Kelantan provides that:
Any person who commits zina which is not liable to the punishment of hadd, in
accordance with Hukum Syarak (Islamic law), shall be guilty of an offence and
shall be liable, on conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three
years or to a fine not exceeding five thousand ringgit or to both and to six strokes
409th Schedule, List II, State List, Item 1.
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of whipping.41
4.4 The Provision of Tafzir Laws in the SharTah Courts ofMalaysia
Under the Administration ofMuslim Law Enactments which are applied in the SharTah
Courts ofMalaysia, almost all crimes provided for are of tcfzir type. This type of crime
and its punishment is also provided in the Sharlcah Criminal Codes and the Muslim
Family Law Enactments. It is worth noting that these enactments (hereinafter referred
to as the SharTah Court laws) may show slight differences of wording between different
states and the degree of punishment provided but, as mentioned above, the essence is the
same. Therefore, these laws will be discussed on a general basis and examples will be
given from the enactment which are relevant to the discussion. The discussion on the
provision of taczTr crimes and their punishment in the SharTah Court laws will also be
based on the previous chapters showing the classical Islamic point of view on tcfzir.
Based on the above explanation, taczir crimes which are provided for in the
Sharlah Court laws in Malaysia can be classified into two types, tacz1r for religious
disobedience (mcfsiya) and ttfzir for the public interest (maslahcf amma). We shall
discuss each in turn.
41Section 11.
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4.4.1 Ta'zir For Religious Disobedience (Macsiya)
As defined in the first chapter, mcfsiya means the commission of prohibited acts and the
omission of obligatory acts which are mentioned in the Sharfa texts. (See above, p. 14)
Thus, any violation of a legal order or prohibition which is not punishable by either a
hadd punishment or atonement is considered a tacz~ir crime and should be punished only
by a taczir punishment.
In the Sharlcah Court laws ofMalaysia, most of the tacz1r crimes provided for
are of this type. It covers all aspects of religious life in the secular understanding of that
phrase, including offences concerning the spiritual aspect ofMuslim communal life such
as those relating to religious beliefs (caq~ida) and observances (cibada)\ offences
concerning morals (akhlaqf, matrimony (munakahat) and so on.
Regarding the crimes relating to religious beliefs, the most noticeable provision
is concerning the propagation of heretical doctrines which are false and divergent from
the Islamic teachings. Almost all the Sharicah Court laws have this provision. 42
42See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, 1962, Section 161, ofPerlis, 1964,
Section 126, ofPerak, 1965, Section 169, ofSelangor, 1952, Section 167, ofPenang, 1959, Section
158, ofMalacca, 1959, Section 157, ofNegeri Sembilan, 1960, Section 160, ofJohore, 1979, Section
167, of Federal Territories, 1974, Section 167, of Kelantan, 1966, Section 69, of Pahang 1982,
Section 162, ofTerengganu, 1986, Section 204, The Shardah Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak
1991, Section 31.
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Similarly, the offence of humiliating or insulting the religion of Islam is provided for in
all the above laws.43 This involves any humiliation of religious beliefs and laws
including the teachings made by any religious teacher who is approved by the Sharlcah
Court laws.
Almost all the SharTah Court laws also have a provision concerning books and
leaflets which contradict the true Islamic teachings.44 It is to be noted that the faulty
books meant here are not only limited to those concerning beliefs but also include any
other matters so long as they contradict the true Islamic teachings, since they may affect
the beliefs of Muslims.
Another provision concerning the offence relating to religious belief is misuse
of Quranic verses and making fun of it in public places such as in the cinema or play
house. Like the above, this offence is stated in most of the SharLah Court laws.45 Some
of the later laws also include the misuse of the hadlth of the Prophet among the
provision of tafzir crime relating to religious belief. For example, the Sharicah
43Ibid.
44See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 163, ofPerlis, Section 128,
ofPerak, Section 168, ofSelangor, Section 169, ofPenang, Section 160, ofMalacca, Section 159,
ofNegeri Sembilan, Section 162, ofJohore, Section 169, ofFederal Territories, 1952, Section 169,
ofKelantan, Section 71, ofPahang, Section 164, ofTerengganu, Section 217, The SharVah Criminal
Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 35.
45See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 164, ofPerlis, Section 129,
ofPenang, Section 161, ofMalacca, Section 160, ofNegeri Sembilan, Section 163, ofJohore, Section
170, ofKelantan, Section 72, ofPahang, Section 167, ofTerengganu, Section 206, SharVah Criminal
Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 36.
Criminal Code Ordinance of Sarawak 1991, provides that:
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Any person who makes fun of, or insults, or humiliates, by words or acts, any
verse of the Qur'an or any Hadith of the Prophet or any word relating to Islamic
Religion, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine
not exceeding two thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
one year or to both.46
The above ordinance also provides a tcfzir punishment for an offence of
revering something or a human being or anything which is false and divergent from
Islamic religion's beliefs. It states that:
Any person who reveres beaches, trees, tombs, forest, or human-being or
anything which contradict with Islamic teachings shall be guilty of an offence
and shall be, on conviction, liable to a fine not exceeding two thousand Ringgit
or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year or to both; and the court
shall give an order to destroy any materials or buildings used for such rituals.47
An offence of teaching or propagating the beliefs of any other religion to
Muslims is provided for in the Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of Pahang,
1982 and of Perak, 1965. In the former, it provides that:
Any person who propagates or teaches the teachings or beliefs of any other
religion to people professing Islam shall be guilty of an offence and shall be, on
conviction, liable to a fine not exceeding five hundred Ringgit or to
46Section 36.
47Section 37.
imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to both.48
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Whilst in the latter, its provision relates these offences with the jurisdiction of
the Civil Court where the prosecution can be enforced to both Muslims and non-
Muslims. It states that:
Any person, either Muslim or non-Muslim, who propagates the teachings or
beliefs of other religion to the Muslim, shall be guilty of an offence in the
knowledge of Civil Court and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding one year or to a fine not exceeding two thousand Ringgit.49
All the above-mentioned offences are very serious since they affect the beliefs
and faith of the Muslims which may turn them out of Islam. According to the classical
judgements in Islamic law, some of these offences, such as the propagation of heretical
doctrines, may be punished with severe punishments, including the death penalty. (See
above, p.63).
Regarding the crimes relating to religious observances, all the Shar1cah Court
laws except in Sabah and Sarawak have a provision concerning failure to attend Friday
prayer at a district mosque without any permissible reason as stated in Islamic law.50
48Section 166.
49Section 170.
50See: The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 143, ofPerlis, Section 111,
ofPerak, Section 148, ofSelangor, Section 150, ofPenang, Section 143, ofMalacca, Section 141,
of Negeri Sembilan, Section 142, of Johore, Section 143, of Federal Territories, Section 150, of
Kelantan, Section 60, ofPahang, Section 135, ofTerengganu, Section 188.
Terengganu, for example, provides that:
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Any mukallaf who does not perform the Friday prayer at a mosque where it
should be performed, without any permissible reason according to Islamic law,
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one
thousand Ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to
both.51
Similarly, in the case of failure to fast in the month of Ramadan, almost all the
Sharicah Court laws except in Sarawak provide a punishment for a person who commits
this offence.52
Refusal to pay zakat is also provided for in the above laws.53 The laws also
consider paying zakat to an unauthorised person, or taking zakat without the
authorization of the Islamic Council, to be an offence. Some states even consider an act
of refusal to disclose a statement of income in order to avoid paying zakat, to be an
offence which is punishable with a taczir punishment5.4 Section 177 of the
51Section 188.
52
See : The administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 145, ofPerlis, Secton 133,
ofPerak, Section 149, ofSelangor, Section 152, ofPenang, Section 145, ofMalacca, Section 143,
ofNegeri Sembilan, Section 144, ofJohore, Section 145, ofFederal Territories, 152, of Kelantan,
Section 62, ofPahang, Section 137, of Terengganu, Section 190, ofSabah, Section 98.
53
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law of Perak, Section 174, of Selangor, Section 173, of
Penang, Section 164, ofMalacca, Section 163, ofNegeri Sembilan, Section 166, ofJohore, Section
175, of Federal Territories, Section 173, of Kelantan, Section 75, ofPahang, Section 171, of
Terengganu, Section 213, ofSabah, Section 96.
54See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPahang, Section 172, ofJohore, Section
174, ofPerak, Section 175.
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Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of Perak and section 174 of the equivalent
Enactment of Pahang add another provision concerning refusal of the camil to submit
zakat that he collects to the authorised body. For example, Perak provides that:
Any person who is appointed as camil according to the rules of this law, after
receiving zakat collection or fitrah, does not surrender the collection and its
statement as required by this law or by any other rules similar to this law shall
be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to both and to
imprisonment for a further offence and the Court may order that the collection
and its statement be surrendered directly to the director of the Islamic Council
or his representatives.55
In classical Islamic law, financial punishment other than a fine was imposed
based on the practice ofCompanions who seized half of the property of those who refuse
to pay zakat. (See above p. 108) Regarding a dishonest camil, he should be dismissed as
suggested by Ibn Taymiyya who said that any officer who acts irresponsibly against the
nature of his profession should be dismissed. (See above, p. 117)
Another provision concerning the crime relating to religious observances is
persuading other Muslims to neglect their religious duties such as performing the Friday
prayer, paying zakat and so on. The Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of
Terengganu 1986, for example, provides that:
Any person who dissuades any Muslim from attending the mosque or attending
55Section 177.
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religious classes or paying zakat or fitrah or paying any fee of his duty required
by this law or doing anything of his duty required by this law shall be guilty of
an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding three thousand ringgit or
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year or to both.56
Apart from offences relating to religious observances, sexual offences which are
not hudud crimes are also provided for in the Sharlcah Court laws. The most prevalent
provision is "khalwat" which is provided for in all the Sharicah Court laws?7 The
meaning of khalwat can be understood from the following example which is derived
from section 9 of the SharTah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985, which says
that:
(1) Any male person who, in any place, found living with or cohabiting with or
in retirement with or hiding with any female person who is not is mahram other
than his spouse shall be guilty of an offence of khalwat and shall be liable, on
conviction, to a fine not exceeding two thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding one year or to both.
(2) Any female person who,... (as (1) above).
(3) Any male person who is found together with more than one woman who is
not his spouse or his mahram in a deserted place or in a room of any building or
in a separate place in circumstances which may arouse suspicion that they would
commit maksiat shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction,
to a fine not exceeding one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding six months or to both.
(4) Any female person who ... (as (3) above).
56Section 211.
57
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 115, ofPerak, Section 154,
of Selangor, Section 157, of Penang, Section 148, ofMalacca, Section 148, ofNegeri Sembilan,
Section 149, ofJohore, Section 152, ofFederal Territories, Section 157, The Sharpah Criminal Code
Enactment of Kelantan, Section 9, ofKedah, Section 9, The Shari' ah Criminal Code Ordinance of
Sarawak, Section 5.
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(5) The Court may order any woman found guilty of an offence under this
section to be committed to a welfare home for a term not exceeding one year.
A sexual offence relating to incest which does not involve sexual intercourse is
provided for in Kelantan, Kedah, Sarawak and Terengganu.58 Kelantan for example,
provides that:
Any person who commits incest shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable,
on conviction, to a fine not exceeding three thousand ringgit or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding two years or to both and the Court may order them to
live separately.59
An act preparatory to the commission of zina is provided for in section 12 of
both the Sharlcah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985, the Enactment of
Kedah, 1988, and in section 11 of the Ordinance of Sarawak, 1991. Under provision of
the above Enactments, this crime is punishable with a fine not exceeding three thousand
ringgit or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or to both. Kelantan,
however, adds another punishment, i.e. whipping not exceeding three strokes in addition
to both punishments.
It is to be noted that all of the sexual offences mentioned above are taczir crimes
which are subsumed under the hadd-type of zina. The sentence for this offence in
58
See: The SharVah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, Section 10, of Kedah, Section 10,




Islamic law is usually flogging up to the maximum number of lashes allowed for cases
of taczir. (See above, p.77)
Kelantan and Kedah also have a provision concerning abetment of the
commission of the offence of zina which can be found in section 13 of the Shar7cah
Criminal Code Enactment of both States both of which provide that:
Any person who abets the commission of the offence of zina shall be guilty of
an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding three
thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or to
both.
Similar to the above offence, a person who abets prostitution or becomes a
middle man for prostitution is guilty of an offence and this is provided for in some of
the Sharicah Court laws.60 Sarawak, for example, provides that:
Any person who acts as a pimp shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable,
on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five thousand ringgit or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding three years or to both.61
Concerning prostituting a wife or child, the Sharlcah Criminal Code Enactment
of Kelantan, 1985, for example, provides that:
60See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 180, ofJohore, Section 179,
The Shart'ah Criminal Code Enactment ofKelantan, Section 22, ofKedah, Section 22, The Shart'ah
Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 22.
6'Section 22.
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(1) Any husband who prostitutes his wife or allows her to become a prostitute
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not
exceeding three thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years or to both.
(2) Any parent or guardian who prostitutes his child or a child under his guardian
or allows his child or a child under his care to prostitute shall be guilty of an
offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding three thousand
ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or to both.62
The offence of abetment of committing zina and prostitution as mentioned above
is, in fact, a very serious tacz~ir offence. It is arguably as serious as committing zina
itself though an offender does not involve himself or herself directly in the commission
of zina. The punishment could, therefore, justifiably be up to the same degree with the
punishment for zina, i.e. flogging, one hundred lashes and banishment for one year. This
would thus be similar to the judgement for abetting a murderer without directly
committing murder. In this case, the majority of the jurists hold that the abettor should
be punished severely with a tacz1r punishment which may reach the death penalty,
while the Malik! s hold that qisas punishment should be inflicted on the abettor.63
Apart from sexual offences, an act of indecency is also provided for in the
Shar!cah Court laws. Indecency can be an act such as kissing a woman or a man or
hugging one another, it can also be a word such as uttering dirty words. An indecent act
is different from khalwat in the sense that the former is committed in a public place
62Section 18.
63See: Wahba al-Zuhaylf, al-Fiqh al-lslami Wa Adillatuh, vol.vi, p.237.
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while the latter committed in a secret place. For example, the Shar1cah Criminal Code
Enactment of Kelantan, 1985 provides that:
(1) Any person who wilfully commits in a public place any act or behaves in an
indecent manner which is contrary to Hukum Syarak (Islamic law) shall be guilty
of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding one
thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to
both.64
But it is to be noted that an indecent act does not always involve both male and
female, it can be an indecent man only or an indecent woman only, such as exposing
most of the body in public. This can be found in section 183 of the Administration of
Muslim Law enactment of Pahang, 1982 which provides that:
Any Muslim female who exposes most of her body in public shall be guilty of
an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding three
hundred ringgit.
Kelantan, Kedah and Sarawak have a provision concerning an offence of being
an effeminate person. Kelantan, for example, provides that:
Any male person who, in any public place, wears women's attire and poses as a
woman shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine
not exceeding one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding




As referred above in Chapter two, the punishment for an effeminate person in
the classical judgement is banishment, based on the Sunna of the Prophet which states
that he banished an effeminate person from Medina. (See above, p.90) The purpose of
banishing an offender is to reform him, as well as preventing his offence from
influencing other potential males who wish to behave in effeminate manner.
The Sharlcah Court laws also have a provision concerning offences relating to
matrimony. These offences are normally provided for in the Muslim Family Law
Enactment of the states which have enacted such a law.66 However, in some other states
which do not have aMuslim Family Law Enactment, matrimonial offences are provided
for under the ordinary Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of those states.
Among the provisions concerning matrimonial offences is forcing another person
to engage in a marriage without his or her permission or preventing him or her from a
marriage. This provision can be found only in section 97 of the Muslim Family Law of
Kelantan 1983, which provides that:
Unless he is allowed by Islamic law, any person who uses a force or threat:
(a) To force someone to engage in a marriage without his or her
permission; or
66See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment of Kelantan 1983, of Selangor 1984, of Kedah 1984, of
Pahang (amendment) 1987, of N.Sembilan 1983, of Malacca 1983, of Perak 1984, of Penang 1985,
of Johore 1990, of Terengganu 1985, The Muslim Family Law Act of Federal Territories 1984, The
Muslim Family Law Ordinance of Sarawak 1991.
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(b) To prevent someone who has reached the age of marriage from
getting married;
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not
exceeding one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six
months or to both.
The above enactment also has a provision concerning an offence of giving a false
declaration to enable a person to get married. It provides that:
Any person who, with the intention of enabling a marriage to be carried out
under this Enactment, deliberately makes a false declaration or signs a fake
document or declaration of which is required by this Enactment, shall be guilty
of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five
hundred ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months or to
both.67
Giving a false declaration is similar to bearing false witness. The classical
judgement for this offence is usually public disclosure in order to warn other people not
to trust the offender. (See above, p. 118)
Another matrimonial offence is refusal to live with a wife and consummate the
marriage and this is provided for in most of the Sharicah Court laws.68 Selangor, for
example, provides that:
67Section 98.
68See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 104, ofTerengganu, Section 123,
ofJohore, Section 126, ofSarawak, Section 128, ofKedalt, Section 112, ofSelangor, Section 126, of
Federal Territories, Section 126, The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 152,
ofPahang, Section 140, ofN.Sembilan, Section 147, ofPenang, Section 148, ofMalacca, Section 146.
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Any person who has got an order by the Court to live together with his wife
again, and deliberately neglects that order, shall be guilty of an offence and shall
be liable to a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit or to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding six months or to both.69
Similarly, most of the Sharicah Court laws have a provision concerning the
offence of battering a wife.70 Section 129 of the Muslim Family Law of Sarawak 1991,
however, mentions that an act of battering need not come from a husband only but also
a wife. It provides that:
Any husband or wife who batters his wife or her husband or cheats the property
of his wife or her husband shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on
conviction, to a fine not exceeding one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding six months or to both.
Concerning an offence of cheating the property of one's spouse as mentioned in
the above provision, it is also provided for in section 109 of the Muslim Family Law of
Kelantan 1983, but it is applied only to a husband who uses his wife's property without
her permission. The punishment for this offence is also similar to the above provision.
A wife who refuses to obey her husband is committing an offence which is
69Section 126.
70 —
See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 108, ofSelangor, Section 127, Act
ofF.Territories, Section 127, ofSarawak, Section 129, ofTerengganu, Section 124, ofKedah, Section
113, The Administration Muslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 152, ofPenang, Section 148, of
Malacca, Section 146, ofJohore, Section 148, ofN.Sembilan, Section 147, ofPahang, Section 140.
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provided for in the Sharlcah Court laws.71 Selangor, for example, provides that:
Any woman who deliberately refuses to obey any order of her husband which is
valid according to Islamic law shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to
a fine not exceeding one hundred ringgit or, for a second offence and so forth,
to a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit.72
This contrasts with the classical judgement for this offence which is derived
from the Qur'anic injunction. (See above, pp.72,93,113) It is mentioned in the text that
there are three stages of penalty to be imposed in dealing with a disobedient wife. The
first offence is punishable with admonition, the second one is punishable with boycott
(refusing to have sexual relations with her) and the third one is punishable with beating
(with certain conditions). The imposition of a fine for the above offence does not seem
appropriate to reform a wife and to regain her obedience to her husband since her
maintenance is her husband's duty anyway.
The SharTah Court laws also have a provision for the offence of not treating a
wife or wives fairly. What is meant by "treating fairly" in most of the ShafTah Court
laws refers to a single wife and not to two, three or four wives,73 while Pahang and
71
See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 103, ofTerengganu, Section 126,
of Kedah, Section 115, of Sarawak, Section 131, of Selangor, Section 129, Act of F. Territories,
Section 129, The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofJohore, Section 149, ofN.Sembilan,
Section 148, ofPahang, Section 141, ofMalacca, Section 147, ofPerak, Section 153.
72Section 129.
73
See : The Muslim Family Enactment of Kelantan, Section 103, of Kedah, Section 115, of
Terengganu, Section 125, ofSarawak, Section 130, ofSelangor, Section 128, Act of F. Territories,
Section 128.
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Johore hold that the meaning of "treating fairly" here refers to more than one wife in the
case of polygamy.74 Pahang for example, provides that:
Any person who is married to more than one wife, who is found not treating his
wives fairly concerning maintenance, clothing, accommodation and taking turns
with his wives as required according to Islamic law shall be guilty of an offence
and shall be liable, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding two hundred ringgit or
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one month.75
An offence of not giving the maintenance to those who should be paid for is also
provided for in most of the Sharicah Court laws.76 This includes an offence of refusal
to obey an order of the Court to pay maintenance. According to the classical
judgement of Islamic law, a person who refuses to fulfil his obligation to the one to
whom he owes it such as in the above offence may be imprisoned as suggested by the
Malikl Qarafl. (see above, p. 102)
There is another provision concerning making up a trick with the intention of
leaving his or her spouse. In most of the Sharicah Court laws, the trick can either come
from the husband or the wife.77 For example, Selangor provides that:
74See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPahang, Section 143, ofJohore, Section
151.
75Section 143.
76See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment of Kelantan, Section 102, of Kedah, Section 116, of
Terengganu, Section 130, ofSarawak, Section 133, ofSelangor, Section 132, Act of F. Territories,
Section 132.
77
See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 117, of Terengganu, Section 127, of
Selangor, Section 130, Act of F. Territories, Section 130.
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Any person who abhors her husband or his wife and makes up a trick by
pronouncing herself or himself as an apostate for the purpose of dissolution of
marriage shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding six months.78
In the Johore and Pahang Enactments, however, it is stated that the trick can only
come from the wife.79 For example, Pahang provides that:
Any Muslim woman who, due to her abhorrence of her husband, makes up a
trick by pronouncing herself as an apostate in order to dissolve her marriage with
her husband, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction, to
a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding three months or to both.80
It is worth noting that most of these laws mention specifically that pronouncing
oneself as an apostate is a trick made up in order to get a dissolution of marriage. Only
Johore does not make a specific reference to apostasy as a trick to dissolve a marriage
but rather generalises it to any other means which serve that purpose. This can be seen
in section 150 of the Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of Johore 1978, which
provides that:
Any wife, due to her abhorrence of her husband, makes up a trick in order to
dissolve her marriage with him, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable,
on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit or to imprisonment
78Section 127.
79
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofJohore, Section 150, ofPahang, Section
142.
80Section 142.
for a term not exceeding six months or to both.
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The above offence should not be considered unimportant since it is related to
religious belief. Making up a trick by pronouncing oneself as an apostate is a great sin
and there is doubt about the faith of a Muslim who dares to do this. It may even lead
him or her to apostasy which is punishable with the hadd penalty if he or she
intentionally does this. The offender should therefore be asked to repent first before any
punishment is inflicted. The punishment should also be severe, such as flogging or even
death (for a recidivist), in order to deter others from committing the same offence.
Terengganu and Negeri Sembilan have a provision concerning coming back to
live together as a husband and wife after getting divorced without expressing the word
rujff (withdrawal of a divorce) during her waiting period (iddaf1 According to the
Shaficl school, a husband cannot come to live together with his divorced wife unless he
expresses the word rujff during her waiting period.82 Thus, both States consider this act
as an offence and it is punishable with a fine or imprisonment. Terengganu as well as
Kelantan, in addition, consider an act of coming back to a divorced wife {rujff) without
her permission as an offence.83 Kelantan, for example, provides that:
81
See : The Administration ofMuslim Family Law Enactment of Terengganu, Section 128, The
Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofN.Sembilan, Section 152.
82
Al-Shlrazl, al-Muhadhdhab, vol.ii, p. 103.
83
See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 112, of Terengganu, Section 129.
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Any husband who expresses the word rujff without first getting permission from
his wife to do so, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable, on conviction,
to a fine not exceeding one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding six months or to both.84
Besides those offences relating to matrimony, the SharTah Court laws also have
a provision concerning the offence of neglecting one's own children or giving them up
to a non-Muslim.85 Johore, for example, provides that:
Any person who is found selling or giving up his or her child to a non-Muslim
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one
thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to
both.86
Other religious disobediences which are provided for in the Sharicah Court laws
are those offences which are disturbances of the peace. The provisions for such
offences, however, only relate to personal law. Such offences are persuading a wife or
a husband to a divorce or persuading either to neglect his or her duties toward each
other;87 taking away someone's wife or causing her to run away from her husband?
84Section 112.
85
See : TheMuslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 106 & 110, ofSarawak, Section 21,
The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPahang, Section 181, ofJohore, Section 182.
86Section 182.
87
See : The SharVah Criminal Code Enactment of Kedah, Section 8, of Kelantan, Section 8,
Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 7, The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPahang, Section
144.
88
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 184, ofPahang, Section 182,
ofJohore, Section 183, The SharVah Criminal Code Enactment ofKelantan, Section 17, ofKedah,
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obstructing a husband and his wife from living together as a husband and wife;89 taking
away any woman from her guardian or persuading her to run away from her guardian;90
deliberately running away from a guardian (in the case of a virgin);91 and disturbing
another person with the intention of ruining his or her reputation.92
Religious disobediences relating to breach of trust are also provided for in the
Sharicah Court laws. One of these provisions is the offence of breaking the confidence
of the Sharlcah Courts and this is provided for in most of the Sharl ah Court law!.3
Terengganu, for example, provides that:
Any person, violating the provisions of this enactment or any rules, provisions
or orders made under this enactment, who discloses any matter which is of his
duty to keep it as secret to any person who should not be informed of that secret
by law shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment not exceeding for a term not exceeding
six months or to both.94
Section 17, Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 16.
89
See : The SharVah Criminal Code Enactment ofKedah, Section 17(2).
90
See : TheAdministration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 181, ofPahang, Section 179,
ofJohore, Section 180, The Sharicah Criminal Code Enactment ofKelantan, Section 20, ofKedah,
Section 20, Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 17.
91
See : TheAdministration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerak, Section 182, ofPahang, Section 180,
ofJohore, Section 181, The SharVah Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 20.
92
See : The SharVah Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 24.
93
"See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 158, ofPerak, Section 165,
ofSelangor, Section 164, ofPenang, Section 155, ofMalacca, Section 197, ofN.Sembilan, Section




Giving a false statement concerning the administration ofMuslim law is also an
offence which is provided for in Johore, Kedah and Sarawak.95
Utilising money dishonestly is an offence provided for in some of the Sharlcah
Court laws.96 It normally involves an officer of the Islamic Council who dishonestly
utilises the money of the Islamic Council. Perak and Johore, however, generalise it to
any person who dishonestly uses money which should be used for religious purposes.
Johore, for example, provides that:
Any person who is entrusted to collect, keep, protect or administer any money
or property of waqf, Baitul-mal, zakat and fitrah, donation from the public or any
property for the religion of Islam, and does not allocate such money or property
to the one who has the right to it or fails to make a payment to a particular
person or fails to disclose the statement of such money or property to the
Council shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
one thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months.
The Court shall make an order that the money or property be paid directly to
those who have the right of such money or property or be returned to anybody
who is specified by the Court.97
Another offence concerning breach of trust is the refusal of a wast (testator) to
surrender any of the deceased's property which has become the right of the Baitul-Mal.
95
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofJohore, Section 159, The Sharpah Criminal
Code Enactment ofKedah, Section 36, Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 42.
96
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 122, ofPerak, Section 162,




This is provided for in section 212 of the Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of
Terengganu 1986. This law also has a provision concerning the offence of intrusion of
the waqf land which can be found in section 214 of the above enactment which provides
that:
Any wast or administrator who refuses to obey any provision of section 139
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one
thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceding six months or to
both and an additional fine not exceeding one hundred ringgit per month if the
offence continues.
Section 139 mentioned above, concerns the duty of the wast to surrender any of
the deceased's property which has become the right of the Baitul-mal.
Sarawak has a quite similar provision to the above enactment, i.e concerning the
offence of intrusion or trespass onto the land of the Islamic Council, including its air¬
space. Even taking something from land owned by the Islamic Council is considered
an offence by this enactment.98 It provides that:
Any person, without a valid permit, who - (a)occupies, or builds, any building
on land owned by the Islamic Council; or (b) cleans, ploughs, digs, builds a gate
or plants anything on that land or some part of it; or (c) cuts or takes out any
timber or product from that land, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable,
on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five thousand ringgit or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding three years or to both.99
98
The SharTah Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Sections 39,40 & 41.
"Section 39.
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Breach of trust or khiyanat al-amana as mentioned above, is a mcfsiya which is
expressly mentioned both in the Qur'an and hadith of the Prophet but whose
punishment is not stated. (See above, p.39) There was a relevant case where cUmar
flogged Macn ibn Za'ida for forging the property of the bayt al-mal (see above, p.74) and
in another case cUmar banished Dubaic for fraud (see above, p.90). According to Ibn
Taymiyya, if this type of offence involves an officer of the government, he should be
dismissed, (see above, p. 117)
Apart from the above offences, most of the Sharicah Court laws have provisions
concerning the offence of refusal to obey an order of the Court, including the judge or
the ruler or any officer of the Islamic Council.100 Contempt of Court or dishonour of the
ruler is also an offence provided for in some of the Sharlcah Court laws.101
4.4.2 Tafzir for the Public Interest (Maslaha cAmma)
What is meant by the above phrase is that a tafzir punishment is imposed for an act
which is initially legal but then considered illegal because it conflicts with the public
interest. The jurists agree that such exceptional cases are legal because of the Sunna of
100See : The Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of Johore, Section 172, The Sharicah
Criminal Code Enactment ofKelantan, Sections 31 & 32, ofKedah, Sections 31 & 32, Ordinance of
Sarawak, Section 28.
101See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofTerengganu, Section 207, The SharVah
Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, Section 28, of Kedah, Section 28, Ordinance of Sarawak,
Section 27.
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the Prophet mentioned earlier in Chapter One. (See above, p.42)
In the Sharlcah Court laws, there are some provisions concerning this type of
offence. It is noteworthy that the Sharlcah Court laws of Malaysia have set out the
procedures for marriage, divorce and conversion, their registration and the issue of
certificates of marriage, divorce and conversion. This procedure is set out with the
intention of safeguarding the public interest so as to ensure that the marriage or divorce
is done validly according to Islamic law or to guarantee that nobody will escape from
his or her responsibility following the marriage, divorce or conversion. Therefore, any
person who fails to comply with this procedure is guilty of an offence which is
punishable with a fine or imprisonment. Examples of offences of this type are many,
such as: solemnising a marriage without the authorization and permission of the Islamic
Council;102 issuing a document of marriage without the authorization of the Islamic
Council;103 failure to report a marriage which has been solemnised outside Malaysia;104
marrying a second wife without the permission of the Islamic Council;105 divorcing a
102
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 119, ofPerak, Section 158,
ofPenang, Section 151, ofMalacca, Section 150, ofN.Sembilan, Section 153, ofJohore, Section 156,
of Pahang, Section 151, The Muslim Family Law Enactment of Kedah, Section 31, of Selangor,
Sections 39 & 40, of Kelantan, Sections 99 & 100, of Terengganu, Sections 37 & 38, Act of
F.Territories, Sections 39 & 40, Ordinance ofSarawak, Sections 37 & 38.
103
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 120, ofPerak, Section 159,
ofPenang, Section 152, ofN.Sembilan, Section 154, ofJohore, Section 157, ofPahang, Section 125,
ofSabah, Section 95.
104See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment of Kedah, Section 26, of Selangor, Section 35, of
Kelantan, Section 95, of Terengganu, Section 33, Act of F.Territories, Section 35, Ordinance of
Sarawak, Section 33.
105See : The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 109, ofSelangor, Section 123, of
Terengganu, Section 120, Act of F.Territories, Section 123, Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 125.
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wife without getting permission from the Islamic Council in advance;106 failure to report
a divorce;107 failure to report conversion of a non-Muslim to Muslim or vice versa.108
Beside the above offences, all the Sharleah Court laws have a provision
concerning the offence of building a mosque or musalla without the permission of the
Islamic Council.109 Another provision concerns giving a speech in the mosque without
the permission of the Islamic Council, including being an imam or khatib or mu'adhdhin
for the Friday prayer without the permission of the Islamic Council.110 Similarly,
teaching religion without the authorization of the Islamic Council is considered as an
offence and this is provided for in all the Sharlcah Court laws!11 For example, the
Administration of Muslim Enactment of Pahang, 1982 provides that:
106See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 120, ofPerak, Section 160,
The Muslim Family Law Enactment of Kedah, Section 110, ofSelangor, Section 124, of Kelantan,
Section \05, of Terengganu, Section 121, Act of F. Territories, Section 124, Ordinance ofSarawak,
Section 126.
107
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPenang, Section 152, ofMalacca, Section
151,ofN.Sembilan, Section 154, ofJohore, Section 158, ofPahang, Section 154, ofSabah, Section
95.
108
See: The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 159,ofPerak, Section 161,
ofSelangor, Section 161, ofPenang, Section 153, ofMalacca, Section 152, ofN.Sembilan, Section
155, ofJohore, Section 160, ofPahang, Section 156, Act of F. Territories, Section 161.
109
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 159, ofPerlis, Section 124,
ofPerak, Section 166, ofSelangor, Section 165, ofPenang, Section 156, ofMalacca, Section 155,
ofN.Sembilan, Section 158, ofJohore, Section 165, of Pahang, Section 166, of Terengganu, Section
198, ofSabah, Section 94, The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 67, The Sharicah
Criminal Code Ordinance ofSarawak, Section 33.
11077ze Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of Terengganu, Sections 200 & 202.
11 'See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofKedah, Section 160, ofPerlis, Section 125,
of Perak, Section 167, ofSelangor, Section 166, ofPenang, Section 157, ofMalacca, Section 156,
ofN.Sembilan, Section 159, ofJohore, Section 166, ofPahang, Section 161, of Terengganu, Section
199, Act ofF. Territories, Section 166, The Muslim Family Law Enactment ofKelantan, Section 67.
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Any person, except at his own dwelling and in front of his family members only,
who teaches any teaching of the religion of Islam without the authorization of
His Royal Highness the Sultan shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable,
on conviction, to a fine not exceeding five hundred ringgit or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding three months.112
Most of the Sharicah Court laws also have a provision concerning the offence
of collecting money for a religious purpose without the permission of the Islamic
Council.113 For example, the Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment of Johore, 1978
provides that:
Any person who, without the permission of the Islamic Council, collects money
for the purpose of promoting the religion of Islam or for the benefit of the
Muslims shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
five hundred ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months,
and any collection that he made shall be seized by the Court.114
From the above, it may seem inappropriate to impose punishments on those
people who act for religious purposes yet without the permission of the Islamic Council.
However, this is justified, particularly in the Malaysian context, because there are still
a number of people, especially in rural areas, who are not well-educated and who are
easily influenced by others. Therefore, in order to protect the society from any
disturbances concerning religious matters, certain measures have been taken by the
112Section 161.
113
See : The Administration ofMuslim Law Enactment ofPerlis, Section 121, ofPerak, Section 163,
ofPenang, Section 166, ofMalacca, Section 156, ofN.Sembilan, Section 168, ofJohore, Section 162,
ofPahang, Section 157, ofTerengganu, Section 195.
114Section 162.
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Islamic Council, such as the enforcement of the above provisions. Furthermore, it is
difficult nowadays to identify a trustworhty person and thus, in order to safeguard the
Muslim community from any person or groups who might abuse them, the above
measures are taken by the Islamic Council as a precaution for the public interest, which
is approved by Islamic law.
4.5 The Provision of Taczir Punishments in the SharTah Court Laws
Based on the above discussion, it can be clearly seen that there are no punishments other
than imprisonment and fining provided for taczir offences in the Sharlcah Court laws.
However, there is a case where materials or buildings used for the purpose of
committing an offence may be demolished in addition to imprisonment or a fine.
Demolition, according to classical Islamic law, is one of the financial punishments
imposed for taczir crimes. (See above, p. 109) Such a case can be found in section 37 of
the SharTah Criminal Code Ordinance of Sarawak, 1991 concerning the punishment
imposed for revering something or someone which is false and divergent from Islamic
teachings. (See above, p. 196) As for whipping, only one case can be traced, i.e. in the
SharTah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985 which provides the infliction of
three strokes of whipping for an act preparatory to the commission of zina in addition
to a fine or imprisonment, while the rest of the punishment of whipping, as mentioned
earlier, is only provided for the case of hudud offences, i.e. zina and drinking
intoxicants. However, the number of lashes provided for in the SharTah Court laws
does not conform with that of Islamic criminal law since it cannot exceed six lashes
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whereas the number of lashes imposed in the case of zina ghayr muhsan is one hundred
and in the case of drinking intoxicants forty or eighty according to different views. The
six lashes which are provided for in the Sharlcah Court laws are very limited when
compared to the maximum number of lashes allowed for tacz ir according to the views
of the jurists on this matter. (See above, p.77)
It seems that taczir punishments which are provided for in the Sharlcah Court
laws are very limited and consequently, the discretion of the judge is also confined to
choosing imprisonment or a fine or whipping (as provided for in Kelantan) as the only
punishments which may be inflicted on a taczir offender. This contrasts with the
concept of taczir punishments in classical Islamic law which gives the ruler or the judge
considerable discretion in the infliction of taczir punishments, which range in gravity
from a warning to death. According to cAwda, in cases of taczir, the SharYa provides
a variety of punishments starting with the death penalty, flogging, imprisonment, fine,
banishment, threat, public disclosure, reprimand, admonition or any other type of
punishment which suits for the situation of the offender and the offence.115
The maximum penalty provided for in cases of taczir in the SharTah Court laws
is imprisonment for a term of three years and a fine of five thousand ringgit. In fact, this
is the maximum limit that can be enforced by the Sharlcah Court laws according to the
jurisdiction given by the Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (Amendment)
115cAwda, Al-TashrV al-Jin^t al-Islanu, vol.ii, pp. 687-708.
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1984. For this reason, this maximum penalty can only be found in the laws which are
enacted after 1984.
Falsifying a fatwa (formal legal opinion of religious authority) is among the
maximum penalties provided for in the Sharlcah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan,
1985116 and of Kedah, 1988.117 The Sharl ah Criminal Code Ordinance of Sarawak,
1991 also provides the maximum penalty for other offences such as propagating
heretical doctrines,118 prostituting a wife or ilfild, being a middleman for
prostitution,120 occupying land of the Islamic Council and altering its property without
permission,121 while the Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of Terengganu,
1986 provides the maximum penalty for offences such as propagating heretical
doctrines,122 dishonestly using welfare money or dishonestly collecting it,123 building a






121Section 39 & 41.
122Section 204.
123Section 194 & 195.
124Section 198.
contradicts that of the Islamic Council.125
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The minimum punishment provided for taczir offences in the SharTah Court
laws is normally for offences relating to matrimonial cases. Section 112 of the Muslim
Family Law Enactment of Kedah, 1984 provides that refusal of a husband to
consummate his marriage is punishable with a fine of one hundred ringgit or
imprisonment for a term of one month. Similarly, section 126 of the Administration of
Muslim Family Law Enactment of Terengganu, 1985 provides that the refusal of a wife
to obey her husband is punishable with a fine of one hundred ringgit.
Apart from the above points, it can be seen from the previous discussion that the
provision of a punishment for certain offences is not standardised between the states
since each state has full power to determine the offences and their punishments without
being interfered with other state. In certain cases the gap between two states on a matter
of punishment is quite obvious, particularly between the laws enacted before 1984 and
the laws enacted after that. For example, in the case of failure to fast in the month of
Ramadan, the Administration of Muslim Law Enactment of Pahang, 1982 provides the
punishment of a fine not exceeding fifty ringgit or imprisonment for a term not
exceeding seven days, and for a second or subsequent offence, a fine not exceeding one




Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985, however, provides a punishment of a fine
not exceeding five hundred ringgit or imprisonment for a term not exceeding three
months, and for a second or subsequent offence, a fine not exceeding one thousand
ringgit or imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to both.127 Though
these differences may be regarded as insignificant, they allow possible accusations of
injustice as they also allow potential offenders to take advantage of the situation by
travelling to another state whose provision of punishment for certain crimes is more
lenient, with the intention of committing such crimes whose punishments are affordable
or tolerable for him or her.
The Sharlcah Court laws also recognise factors affecting the degree of
punishments. These factors are quite similar to classical Islamic law and they can be
found in the SharTah Criminal Procedure Code Enactment of each state. Kelantan, for
example, provides that:
When any person not being a youthful offender has been convicted of any
offence punishable with imprisonment before any Court if it appears to such
Court that regard being had to the character, antecedents, age, health or mental
condition of the offender or to the trivial nature of the offence or to any
extenuating circumstances under which the offence was committed it is
expedient that the offender be released on probation of good conduct, the Court
may, instead of sentencing him at once to any punishment, direct that he be
released on entering into a bond with or without sureties and during such period
as the Court may direct to appear and receive judgement if and when called upon
and in the meantime be of good behaviour.128
l27Section 26.
128
The Shartcah Criminal Procedure Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1983, Section 132.
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Being a youthful offender is also considered a mitigating factor since the
SharTah Courts may only admonish him or execute a bond with or without sureties on
his guardian instead of imposing a fine or imprisonment.129 Though it seems that
aggravating factors are not mentioned in the enactments, practically they are considered
by the judge in passing judgement. The seriousness of the offence and repetition of the
offence are considered as aggravating factors in the Sharlcah Court laws.130
From the above, it can be concluded that the application of tofzir laws in the
SharTah Courts ofMalaysia does not conform with the principles of tcfzir in classical
Islamic law since the scope of tcfzir crimes which are provided for in the Shaft ah
Court laws are limited to family and personal law matters only whereas in classical
Islamic law, tcfzir crimes are infinite, i.e. any wrong-deed excluding hadd and
atonement. It is agreed that none of the offences provided for in the SharTah Court laws
contradicts the SharTa as such, but if we look at the punishment, again it is inconsistent
with the SharVa since it is insufficient and limited to imprisonment and fining only
whereas the punishments of tcfzir in classical Islamic law may vary from a warning to
death. Thus, it can be concluded that the SharTah Courts of Malaysia cannot be
considered as a part of a complete Islamic judicial system but rather courts which
implicitly embody the secularist concept of separating worldly from religious matters.
129
See: The SharVah Criminal Procedure Enactment ofKelantan, 1983, Section 131, ofSelangor,
1991, Section 125.
130




Problems in Extending the Application of Taczir Laws in the Sharlcah Courts of
Malaysia
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter Four, it emerges that the application of tcfzir laws in the
Sharicah Courts ofMalaysia is very limited. This limited application of ta tir is caused
by many factors. This chapter aims to identify the factors which contribute towards
hindering the full implementation of taczir laws in the SharVah Courts of Malaysia and
to suggest remedies. The types of punishment as applied in Civil Courts will also be
discussed in this chapter since some taczir crimes and punishments fall under the
jurisdiction of Civil Courts.
5.2 Factors which Narrow Down the Application of Taczir Laws
in the Sharlcah Court ofMalaysia
5.2.1 Historical Factor
It is true, as mentioned earlier in Chapter Four, that taczir laws are being applied in the
SharTah Courts ofMalaysia but their application has been narrowed down to offences
relating to family and personal law matters only. This phenomenon is not surprising,
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since historical fact notes that Islamic law in Malaysia has gone through a process of
diminishing significance as a result of the European colonisation until it is now only
applied in family and personal law. The fact that Islamic law was becoming the law of
the land in the Malay states before the British occupation is undeniable. This is
supported by the case of Ramah v. Laton1 in which the Court of Appeal in Selangor
declared that Islamic law was the law of the land and the court should recognise and
apply this law. In fact, there is evidence to say that Islamic law was followed in all
matters, including family law, criminal law, land law, civil law, and procedure and
evidence law. There are a number of Malay digests which are based on Islamic text
books such as the Malacca law, the Pahang law and a Malay translation ofMajallat al
Ahkam which was enforced in Johore, and these are sufficient evidence to confirm that
o 7
Islamic law was implemented in Malaysia in varying degrees and spheres.
However, the situation changed when the occupation of British began in 1786
which interrupted the process of establishing Islamic law as the law of the land in the
former Malay states. Through a series of treaties, the Malay ruler accepted the advice
of the British Residents in all matters except those concerning Islamic religion and
Malay custom. In achieving their intention to extend their hold over these states Islamic
religion was given a very narrow definition by the British similar to the Christian
definition, i.e. that the religion concerns the relation between a man and his God only.
As a result, the British managed to administer all aspects of law in Malaysia since,
'[1927] 6 FMSLR 128; 2JH 213.
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according to the above definition, these matters had no relation with religion. English
law was confirmed and applied by two means, firstly, by statutory introduction, and,
secondly, by the judgements of the court. At last, the British succeeded in setting aside
Islamic law and narrowing its application to personal matters only while at the same
time confirming that English law was the law of the land in Malaysia. (See above,
pp.178-187)
European colonialism, particularly British, is not the only reason to be blamed
for all that has happened in the limitation of the application of Islamic law as in the
present day Malaysian situation. In fact, there are many other factors which are involved
in aggravating the situation. Accordingly, in the following paragraphs, we will discuss
certain other factors which contribute as barriers to extending the application of taczir
laws specifically or Islamic law comprehensively in the Sharlcah Courts of Malaysia.
5.2.2 Federal Constitution
In order to examine to what extent the Federal Constitution ofMalaysia contributes as
a barrier towards extending the application of Islamic law in the Sharicah Courts, it is
essential to look through a provision of the Constitution concerning the position of
Islam, its jurisdiction and administration, as follows:
(1) Islam is the religion of the Federation; but other religions may be
practised in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation.
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(2) In every State other than States not having a Ruler the position of the
Ruler as the Head of the religion of Islam in his State in the manner and to the
extent acknowledged and declared by the Constitution of that State, and, subject
to that Constitution, all rights, privileges, prerogatives and powers enjoyed by
him as Head of that religion, are unaffected and unimpaired; but in any acts,
observances or ceremonies with respect to which the Conference of Rulers has
agreed that they should extend to the Federation as a whole each of the other
Rulers shall in his capacity of Head of the religion of Islam authorise the Yang
di-Pertuan Agong2 to represent him.3
The above provisions show that Islam as the religion of the Federation of
Malaysia has a distinguished position compared to other religions. However, this does
not mean that Malaysia is a true Islamic State which implements the Islamic judicial
system wholly since the Constitution is not based on the QuPan and Sunna as its
supreme law. The Constitution provides that:
(1) This Constitution is the supreme law of the Federation and any law
passed after Merdeka Day which is inconsistent with this Constitution shall, to
the extent of the inconsistency, be void.4
Thus, it is clear that the above provision contradicts Islamic law. In fact, the
purpose of making Islam the religion of the Federation is to give it priority over other
religions and for it to be exercised in official ceremonies, for example, prayer (ducrf) can
be recited at the beginning of special state occasion such as Merdeka Day or the Sultan's
2
Yang di-Pertuan Agong is the head of the Federation ofMalaysia. He is one of the Malay ruler who
is chosen by the Ruler Council and he may have this post for up to five years.
"Federal Constitution, Article 3.
4Federal Constitution, Article 4.
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birthday.5 This is confirmed by the first Prime Minister of Malaysia Tunku Abdul
Rahman who stated that:
I would like to clarify that this State is not an Islamic State as understood by the
public, we just provide that Islam is only the official religion of the Federation.6
Furthermore, the word "religion" in the Constitution is defined as nothing more
than a belief towards a power higher than human beings.7 This narrow definition is
accepted and applied by the Supreme Court. In the case of Che Omar bin Che Soh v PP
the court held that the words "religion of Islam" in article 3(1) of the Federal
Constitution are to be applied to official ceremonies and rituals only.8
Islamic law is placed under the legislature of the State which has power inferior
to that of Parliament. It is worth noting that the Federal Constitution distributes
legislative powers between two bodies: (i) Parliament, which may make laws for the
whole or any part of the Federation and laws having effect outside as well as within the
Federation; and (ii) the legislature of a State, which may make laws for the whole or any
part of that State.9 If any State law is inconsistent with a federal law, the federal law
5Mohamed Suffian Hashim, "The Relationship Between Islam and the State in Malaya", Intisari,
vol.i, no.i, p.8.
6
Official Report ofLegislative Council Debate, 1958.
7Mohd. Salleh Abbas, Prinsip Perlembagaan dan Pemerintahan di Malaysia, p.344.
8[ 1988] 2 MLJ 55.
9
Federal Constitution, Article 73.
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shall prevail and the State law shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be void.10 Thus,
it can be understood from these provisions that Islamic law is considered inferior to
other laws passed by Parliament since, if it is inconsistent with any of the federal laws,
it will be considered void.
The Federal Constitution also has a provision which limits the application of
Islamic Law. It lists the matters which fall under the jurisdiction of the state, as follows:
1. Except with respect to the Federal Territories of Kuala Lumpur and Labuan,
Islamic law and personal and family law of persons professing the religion of
Islam, including the Islamic law relating to succession, testate and intestate,
bethrothal, marriage, divorce, dower, maintenance, adoption, legitimacy,
guardianship, gifts, partitions and non-charitable trusts; Wakafs and the
definition and regulation of charitable and religious trusts, the appointment of
trustees and the incorporation of persons in respect of Islamic religious and
charitable endowments, institutions, trusts, charities and charitable institutions
operating wholly within the State; Malay customs; Zakat, Fitrah and Bait-ul-Mal
or similar Islamic religious revenue; mosques or any Islamic public places of
worship, creation and punishment of offences by persons professing the religion
of Islam against precepts of that religion, except in regard to matters included in
the Federal List; the constitution, organisation and procedure of Syariah courts
which shall have jurisdiction only over persons professing the religion of Islam
and in respect only of any matters included in this paragraph, but shall not have
jurisdiction in respect of offences except in so far as conferred by federal law,
the control of propagating doctrines and beliefs among persons professing the
religion of Islam; the determination ofmatters of Islamic law and doctrine Malay
custom.11
It is clear that according to the provision of the Federal Constitution, Islamic law
10Federal Constitution, Article 75.
1 federal Constitution, The ninth schedule, list II.
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has become limited and narrowly defined. Thus the Federal Constitution of Malaysia
can be considered as the main barrier to the full implementation of Islamic law.
5.2.3 Judicial System
The Federal Constitution of Malaysia sets out two systems of courts, i.e. Civil Courts
and Sharicah Courts. The former are administered by the federal goverment while the
latter are administered by the state government. Civil Courts comprise two types of
courts, i.e High Courts which are established under the Federal Constitution12 and
Subordinate Courts which are established under the Subordinate Court Act 1948. The






ii. Magistrate Court (first class)




Penghulu is a leader of a village.
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The Sharlcah Courts are established under the Administration ofMuslim Law
Enactment of each state and they comprise the Chief Qadi Courts, the Qadi Courts and
the Sharicah Appeal Committee which hears appeals from the Chief Qadl Courts and
the Qadi Courts.
Before we look further at the jurisdiction of these courts, it can be seen from the
above that the Sharlcah Courts are given an inferior position to the Civil Courts since
the former are placed under the state legislature whilst the latter are placed under
Parliament. Thus, as mentioned earlier, in the event of a conflict between state and
Parliament, the act of Parliament prevails.14
Relating to the jurisdiction of the courts, all Civil Courts, except Magistrate
Courts (second class) and Penghulu Courts, have more power than the SharT'ah Courts.
The criminal jurisdiction of Civil Courts, especially that of the Supreme and High
Courts, is very wide and unlimited. This can be clearly seen in section 22 of the Courts
of Judicature Act, 1960, which provides that a High Court can try:
a. Any offence committed:
i. within its local jurisdiction;
ii. on the high seas on board any ship or on any
aircraft which is registered in Malaysia;
iii. by any citizen or any permanent resident on the
high seas on board any ship or any aircraft;
iv. by any person on the high seas if the offence is of piracy under
International law; and
14The Federal Constitution, Article 75.
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b. Offences under Chapter VI of the Penal Code and under any other
written law which are stated in the schedule of the Extra-Territorial
Offences Act 1976, or offences under any other written law which are
considered by the National Lawyer to affect the safety of the Federation,
as in the following situations:
i. on the high seas on board any ship or on any
aircraft which is registered in Malaysia;
ii. by any citizen or any permanent resident of Malaysia on board any ship
or on any aircraft; or
iii. by any citizen or any permanent resident of Malaysia in any place
without and beyond the limits of Malaysia.
The High Courts can also impose any punishment allowed by the law including
the death penalty on any offender whether or not he or she professes the religion of
Islam.
The criminal jurisdiction of the Sharicah Courts, on the other hand, is very
limited, i.e. as fixed by the Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965
(Amendment 1984). According to this act, the Sharicah Courts have jurisdiction over
offences punishable with jail for no more than three years, or with a fine not exceeding
five thousand ringgit, or with whipping not exceeding six strokes, or any combination
thereof. The power of the Sharlcah Courts to try and impose a punishment is also
limited to persons professing Islam and concerning family and personal laws only.
So, these are among the problems in the judiciary system which discourage the
extension of the application of Islamic criminal law in the Sharlcah Courts of Malaysia.
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5.2.4 Laws ofMalaysia
The full implementation of Islamic law in Malaysia cannot be achieved since some of
this law, especially that relating to criminal matters, is inconsistent with other laws
which are considered superior to Islamic criminal law. In the following paragraghs,
some of the laws which contradict Islamic law and hinder its implementation will be
mentioned.
5.2.4.1 Civil Law Act 1956 (Revised 1972)
Section 3(1) of the above Act provides that - with the usual reservations relating to
written law, local circumstances and necessary qualifications - the courts in Malaysia
shall:
a. in West Malaysia or any part thereof, apply the common law of England
and the rules of equity as administered in England on the 7th April,
1956;
b. in Sabah, apply the common law of England and the rules of equity,
together with statutes of general application, as administered or in force
in England on the 1st December, 1951;
c. in Sarawak, apply the common law of England and the rules of equity,
together with statutes of general application, as administered or in force
in England on the 12th December, 1949, subject however to subsection
3(2).15
15Law of Malaysia, Act 67, Civil Law Act, 1956 (revised 1972), section 3 (l)(a),(b) and (c).
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With the enforcement of this law, most of the acts and ordinances of the law of
contract enforced in Malaysia are based on English law which contradicts Islamic law.
For example, section 17 of Pawnbrokers Act, 1972 allows any person who holds a
pawnbroker license to charge a certain amount of interest on the borrower according to
the rules of the Act.16 This provision clearly contradicts the Islamic law of contract
which prohibits any kind of riba (interest) in transactions and for which a taczir
punishment should be imposed. (See above, p.39)
Thus, it can be concluded from the enforcement of the Civil Law Act 1956 that,
unless there is another written law expressly stating otherwise, English law should be
followed and considered as the law of the land in Malaysia. Furthermore, section 3(2)
of the above Act also provides that if there is any conflict or gap in the matter of civil
law,17 the court should refer to the common law of England and the rules of equity as
administered in England.18 This means that Islamic law will never be resorted to as a
basis of civil law in Malaysia so long as this Civil Law Act is in force.
5.2.4.2 Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (Amendment) 1984
It is common knowledge that the Federal Constitution ofMalaysia allocates that Islamic
16Pawnbrokers Act (Act 81) 1972, section 17.
17
What is meant by civil law here is as opposed to criminal law.
18Civil Law Act, 1956 (revised 1972), section 3(2).
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law is enforced through the Sharlcah Courts of each state. The jurisdiction of these
courts is provided for in the State List of the Federal Constitution, as follows:
...SharTah Courts which shall have jurisdiction only over persons professing the
religion of Islam and in respect only of any of the matters included in this
paragraph, but shall not have jurisdiction in respect of offences except in so far
as conferred by federal law.19
It is clear from the above provision that the Sharlcah Courts can only impose
certain punishments on certain offences in so far as conferred by federal law and as long
as they are consistent with it.
Concerning the criminal jurisdiction of the SharTah Courts, Parliament enacted
the Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (Amendment) 1984. Section 2 of
this act provides that the SharTah Courts have jurisdiction over offences punishable
with jail for no more than three years, or with a fine not exceeding five thousand
Malaysian Ringgit, or with whipping not exceeding six strokes, or any combination
thereof.
As a result of these limitations, most of the punishments imposed for the crimes
which are included under the jurisdiction of the SharTah Courts especially hudud
crimes, contradict those of Islamic law. For example, the punishment for zina, as
provided by the SharTah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985, is imprisonment
19
Federal Constitution, 9th Schedule, List II, State list, item 1.
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for no more than three years, or a fine not exceeding five thousand ringgit, and whipping
not exceeding six strokes,20 whereas its punishment as required by Islamic law is
flogging with one hundred lashes (if unmarried) or stoning to death (if married). This
is but one example; there are many other provisions which contradict Islamic law.
It can be concluded from the above, that the Muslim Courts (Criminal
Jurisdiction) Act 1965 (Amendment) 1984 is one of the barriers to extending the
application of Islamic law in the Sharlcah Courts ofMalaysia. The jurisdiction of the
Sharlcah Courts given by this Act is very limited compared to what it would be under
Islamic law.
5.2.4.3 Penal Code (Amendment and Extension) 1976
Compared to the Muslim Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act, 1965 (Amendment) 1984,
the Penal Code has more power and jurisdiction since according to section 2 of this
Code:
Every person shall be liable to punishment under this Code and not otherwise for
every act or omission contrary to the provisions thereof, of which he shall be
guilty within Malaysia.21
20Section 11.
21Penal Code (F.M.S. Cap.45) (Amendment and Extension 1976), Section 2.
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The above provision indicates that the application of the Penal Code is very wide
and it can impose punishments on any offences which are provided for in this Code even
if it contradicts Islamic law. Hudud offences such as rape, theft, robbery and rebellion
are provided for in this Code and should be tried in the Civil Courts. Similarly, qisas
crimes such as homicide and causing injury to other people are also included in the
Penal Coce. The punishments specified for these crimes also do not conform with those
of Islamic criminal law. As an example, the punishment for theft as provided for in the
Penal Code is imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years, or a fine, or
both.22 This punishment is, of course, in contrast with that of Islamic criminal law, i.e.
the hand of the thief should be cut off.23 The punishment for homicide, though, is quite
similar to that of Islamic criminal law, i.e. the death penalty, since in Islam the death
penalty can be imposed if the relatives of the victim demand it otherwise the murderer
can be acquitted with or without blood money.24
There are some punishments provided for offences in other criminal law Acts
such as the Dangerous Drugs Act (Amendment) 1975, the Firearms (Increased Penalties)
Act 1974 and the Internal Security Act 1960 which also contradict Islamic criminal law.
However, since these Acts are federal law which are consistent with the Federal
Constitution, they remain valid and are assumed to be enforced throughout Malaysia
22The Penal Code, section 379.
23See: cAwda, al-TashrY al-Jindi al-Islami, vol.i, p.651.
24Ibid., pp.663-668.
howsoever they contradict Islamic law.
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5.2.5 Political and Social Predicament
Since Malaysia applies a democratic system, it is difficult to identify the government's
attitude towards the implementation of Islamic law in Malaysia. This is because
goverment policy changes whenever the leader and the party change. It is apparent from
the constitution and manifesto of the leading party whether or not it is interested in
implementing Islamic law. At the moment, Malaysia is led by the National Front party,
which is a combination of at least three parties, i.e. United Malayan Nation Organisation
(UMNO), Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) and Malaysian Indian Congress
(MIC). Therefore, the power to legislate the law depends mostly on the leading member
of this party which represents the will of the majority of Malaysian society.
The late fourth Prime Minister ofMalaysia, Dato' Hussin Onn, once confirmed
that the government under his political leadership was not ready to implement Islamic
law comprehensively or to amend the Federal Constitution to conform with Islam since,
according to him, Islamic law was incompatible with the multi-racial society of Malaysia
and, if it were implemented, it would affect the harmony and safety of the country.25
The same attitude is also held by the current Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir
25
Abu Bakar Abdullah, Ke Arah Perlaksanaan Undang-undang Islam di Malaysia - Masalah dan
Penyelesaiannya (Towards the Implementation of Islamic Law in Malaysia - Problems and Solutions),
p.269.
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Mohammad, who is not ready to implement Islamic law comprehensively but rather to
implement those parts of it which are considered to be fair for the whole society. The
reluctance of the leading party to implement Islamic law was even more clearly shown
when it set aside the SharTah Criminal Code II of Kelantan, which had been approved
by the Kelantan State Assembly on 25th November 199326 and was intended to uphold
Islamic criminal law including hudud, qisas and taczir laws. The reason it gave was
that the Code was incomplete and some sections of it contradicted Islamic law. This
reason would seem to indicate the government's negative attitude toward the
implementation of Islamic law. If it is true that this Criminal Code is incomplete and
some sections of the Code contradict Islamic law, there should be other means to correct
it instead of rejecting the whole Code. As a result of this rejection, Kelantan is unable
to implement a comprehensive Islamic criminal law, especially hudud laws, up to the
present since as a State, its decision depends on the approval of the Federal government,
as discussed above (see, p. 185).
Regarding the question of a multi-racial society, non-Muslims in the society
seem to have a prejudicial attitude towards Islamic criminal law because of their lack
of knowledge of it. It is unfortunate that even some of the Muslims, including both
leaders and intellectuals, are in doubt about the capability of Islamic law to be the law
of the land of Malaysia.27 However, this cannot be a reason not to implement Islamic
26Kelantan is ruled by the opposition party, i.e. Islamic Party of Malaysia, which fights for Islamic
law and urges the goverment to implement Islamic law comprehensively.
27
Abu Bakar Abdullah, Ke Arah Perlak.sana.an Undang-undang Islam di Malaysia, p.272.
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law comprehensively since Islamic law is not strange to the Malaysian world and it was
recognised as the law of the land before the occupation of the British, as discussed above
(see pp. 178-187). However, in order to be practical, there are certain exceptions that can
be given to non-Muslims in the country regarding the implementation of Islamic law.
From the above, it emerges that there are several problems in extending the
application of taczir laws specifically, or Islamic criminal law in general, in the Shari 'ah
Courts ofMalaysia. It is also possible to understand why there are these problems in the
application of Islamic criminal law in the present day Malaysian situation. It will thus
need a lot of effort and strength on the part of the Muslims to bring Islamic law back
into practice.
5.3 Punishments in Civil Courts ofMalaysia
In order to understand more about the situation of criminal laws in Malaysia, it is
important to look through briefly the punishments which are imposed in the Civil Courts







6. Good behaviour bonds
5.3.1 Death Sentence
Death sentences may be passed under the following laws:
5.3.1.1 Penal Code
Under the Penal Code, death sentences are provided for several offences such as in the
following sections:
121 - Waging or attempting to wage war or abetting the waging of war against
the Head of State (Yang di-Pertuan Agong) or any of the Rulers.
121A - Offences against the person of the Yang di-Pertuan Agong or any of the
Rulers, their heirs and successors.
132 - Abetment of mutiny, if mutiny is committed in consequence thereof.
194 - Giving or fabricating false evidence with intent to procure conviction of
a capital punishment.
302 - Murder.
305 - Abetment of suicide of child or insane person.
307 - Attempt to murder by a person who is undergoing sentence of
imprisonment for life or for a term of twenty years, if harm is caused to any
person by such an act.
396 - Gang robbery with murder.
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The sentence of death is provided for as a mandatory sentence for offences of
sections 121A and 302. Apart from both sections above, the death sentence is
prescribed for as an alternative with imprisonment for life or for a term of twenty years.
5.3.1.2 Internal Security Act 1960 (Revised 1972)
Section 57(1) of the Internal Security Act 1960 (revised 1972), provides a sentence of
death as a mandatory punishment. The section reads:
Any person who without lawful excuse, the onus of proving which shall be on
that person, in any security area carries or has in his possession or under his
control -
(a) any firearm without lawful authority therefor; or
(b) any ammunition or explosive without lawful authority therefor; shall be
guilty of an offence and shall on conviction be punished with death.
5.3.1.3 Firearms (Increased Penalties) Act 1971
Section 3 of the Act provides the death penalty as a mandatory sentence for discharging
a firearm in the commission of a scheduled offence. It reads:
Any person who at the time of his committing or attempting to commit or
abetting the commission of a scheduled offence28 discharges a firearm with
28
Scheduled offences are: 1. Extortion; 2. robbery; 3. the preventing or resisting, by any person, of
his own arrest or the arrest of another by a police officer or any other person lawfully empowered to
make the arrest; 4. escaping from lawful custody; 5. abduction or kidnapping under sections 363 - 367
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intent to cause death or hurt to any person, shall, notwithstanding that no hurt is
caused thereby, be punished with death.
The accomplices for offences committed under section 3 of the above act shall
also be punished with death as mandatory. This is provided for in section 3A which
reads:
Where, with intent to cause death or hurt to any person, a firearm is discharged
by any person at the time of his committing or attempting to commit or abetting
the commission of a scheduled offence, each of his accomplices in respect of the
offence present at the scene of the commission or attempted commission or
abetment thereof who may reasonably be presumed to have known that such
person was carrying or had in his possession or under his custody or control the
firearm shall, notwithstanding that no hurt is caused by discharge thereof, be
punished with death, unless he proves that he had taken all reasonable steps to
prevent the discharge.29
In addition, section 7(1) of the Act provides that any person trafficking in
firearms shall be punished with death or imprisonment for life and with whipping with
not less than six strokes.30
of the Penal Code or section 3 of the Kidnapping Act 1961; and 6. housebreaking or house trespass
under sections 454 to 460 of Penal Code. Refer Schedule Offence of section 2, Firearms (increased
penalties) Act 1971.
29
Section 3A is new section added, Firearms (Increased Penalties) (Amendment) Act, 1974.
^Ibid.
5.3.1.4 Dangerous Drugs Act (Amendment) 1975
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Death as a mandatory sentence is provided for in section 39B of the above Act. It reads:
(1) No person shall, on his own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
whether or not such other person is in West Malaysia -
(a) traffic in a dangerous drug,
(b) offer to traffic in a dangerous drug; or
(c) do or offer to do an act preparatory to or for the purpose of
trafficking in a dangerous drug.
(2) Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of subsection (1) shall
be guilty of an offence against this Ordinance and shall be punished on
conviction with death.
From the above, it can be seen that there are several offences which are
punishable with death sentences as mandatory. In Islamic law, mandatory death
sentences are applied in some hudud offences only, i.e., zina muhsan (adultery by a
married culprit), robbery with murder and apostasy. Murder under Islamic law is not
necessarily punished by death, since the relatives of the murdered person can agree to
accept compensation and the murderer will then be punished with a taczir punishment
as determined by the discretion of the judge. Certain offences of a tcfzir type may be
punishable with death but this cannot be made mandatory. Therefore, the mandatory
death sentences as prescribed for offences in the above Acts contradict Islamic law.
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5.3.2 Imprisonment
In the case of a large majority of offences the Penal Code and other penal laws prescribe
punishment of imprisonment of varying terms. Normally these laws prescribe the
maximum term of imprisonment awardable in respect of any offence. Where the offence
is punishable with imprisonment the policy is to give sufficient discretion to the court
in awarding a suitable term of imprisonment. In exercising this discretion the court
takes into account several factors such as the gravity of the offence, the motive of the
offender, the harm caused to the victim, the circumstances in which the offence is
committed, the age, character and antecedents of the offender and so on.
Imprisonment can be for a certain period or for life. Regarding imprisonment
for a certain period, it is at the discretion of the court to determine a suitable term which
can reach up to the maximum term of imprisonment prescribed by law for such an
offence. Life imprisonment in Malaysian laws has two meanings, i.e. first it means
imprisonment for the duration of the natural life of the person sentenced as provided in
the Firearms (Increased Penalties) Act, 1971:
"Imprisonment for life' means, notwithstanding Section 3 of the Criminal Justice
Ordinance, 1953 and any other written law to the contrary, imprisonment for the
duration of the natural life of the person sentenced.31
31Section 2(1).
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The second meaning of life imprisonment is a sentence of imprisonment for
twenty years as provided in the Criminal Justice Ordinance, 1953 which reads:
Where any person is treated as having been sentenced or is hereafter sentenced
to imprisonment for life, such sentence shall be deemed for all purposes to be a
sentence of imprisonment for twenty years.32
The same provision is also provided for in the Malaysian Penal Code which
reads:
In calculating fractions of terms of punishment, imprisonment for life shall be
reckoned as equivalent to imprisonment for twenty years.33
In the Penal Code, life imprisonment is preserved in seven sections, i.e.:
(i) waging or attempting to wage war or abetting the wage of war against the
Yang di-Pertuan Agong, a Ruler or Governor where life imprisonment is
provided as an alternative to the death punishment and shall also be liable to a
fine if death is not imposed;34
(ii) offences against the authority of the Yang di-Pertuan Agong, a Ruler or







(iii) collecting arms, etc. with the intention of waging war against the Yang
di-Pertuan Agong, a Ruler or Governor, where imprisonment for life is an
alternative to imprisonment for a term not exceeding twenty years, and shall also
be liable to a fine;36
(iv) waging war against any power in alliance with the Yang di-Pertuan
Agong where life imprisonment is an alternative to imprisonment which may
extend to twenty years, together with a fine;37
(v) harbouring or attempting to harbour any person in Malaysia or person
residing in a foreign state at war or in hostility against the Yang di-Pertuan
Agong where life imprisonment is an alternative to imprisonment which may
extend to twenty years, with or without a fine in either instance;38
(vi) public servants voluntarily allowing a prisoner of State or war in his
custody to escape shall be punished with life imprisonment, or with
imprisonment for a term which may extend to twenty years, and also shall be
liable to a fine;39
(vii) aiding escape of, rescuing or harbouring such a prisoner shall be
punished with imprisonment for life, or with imprisonment for a term which may
extend to twenty years, and shall also be liable to a fine.40
The sentence of life imprisonment is also provided for in the Internal Security







41For details, see: Sections 58(1), 59(1), 59(2) and 59(3).
42For details, see: Sections 4, 5 and 7(1).
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5.3.3 Fines
Fining is a common sentence imposed on an offender. A fine is prescribed for almost
all offences provided in the penal Code and other penal laws, normally as an additional
punishment or as an alternative to the sentence of imprisonment or death sentence. The
provisions regarding fines are stated in section 283 of the Criminal Procedure Code. In
every case of an offence in which the offender is sentenced to pay a fine the Court
passing the sentence may, in its discretion, do all or any of the following things:
(1) allow time for the payment of the fine;
(2) direct payment of the fine to be made by instalments;
(3) issue a warrant for the levy of the amount by distress and sale of any
property belonging to the offender;
(4) direct that in default of payment of the fine the offender shall suffer
imprisonment for a certain term, which imprisonment shall be in excess of any
other imprisonment to which he may be sentenced or to which he may be liable
under a commutation of sentence:
Provided that where time is not allowed for the payment of such fine an order for
imprisonment in default of payment shall not be issued in the first instance
unless it appears to the court that such person has no property or insufficient
property to satisfy the fine payable or that the levy of distress will be more
injurious to him or his family than imprisonment;
(5) direct that such person be searched and that any money found on him
when so search or which, in the event of his being committed to prison, may be
found on him when taken to prison, shall be applied towards the payment of
such fine the surplus, if any, being returned to him:
Provided that such money shall not be so applied if the Court is satisfied that the
money does not belong to the person on whom it was found or that the loss of
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the money will be more injurious to him than his imprisonment.43
The period for which the Court directs the offender to be imprisoned in default
of payment shall not exceed the following scale:
(1) if the offence is punishable with imprisonment:
Where the maximum term of imprisonment does not exceed six months, the
period shall not exceed the maximum term of imprisonment. If it exceeds six
months but does not exceed two years, the period shall not exceed six months.
If it exceeds two years, the period shall not exceed one quarter of the maximum
term of imprisonment.
(2) If the offence is not punishable with imprisonment:
Where the fine does not exceed twenty-five ringgit, the period shall not exceed
two months. If it exceeds twenty-five ringgit but does not exceed fifty ringgit,
the period shall not exceed four months. If it exceeds fifty ringgit, the period
shall not exceed six months.44
From the above, it can be clearly seen that imprisonment and fines are the most
popular types of punishment imposed in Malaysian criminal law. To a certain extent,
imprisonment and fines incorporated in Malaysian law are generally in conformity with
the concept of tacz1r in Islamic law. However, it should be pointed out that neither of
these punishments are preferred in Islamic law as the Qur}anic hudud punishments are
corporal in nature. Furthermore, even the jurists dispute as to their legality. Concerning
this matter, Dr. Tanzil al-Rahman in a paper entitled "Crime and Punishment in Islam"
says:
43Criminal Procedure Code, section 283(l)(b).
44Criminal Procedure Code, section 283(l)(c).
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Recent researches reveal that imprisonment is and has, in fact, proved itself to
be source of producing criminals, besides bringing a burden on the public
exchequer. Fines, as prescribed in various modern legislative enactments, have
miserably failed to achieve the desired result. It neither brings any reformatory
virtue to the criminal nor puts any deterring effect on him...Personally speaking
I am in favour of imposing physical punishments instead of long and fruitless,
rather harmful, imprisonment or fines.45
The imposition of imprisonment in default of payment of fines also seems to be
unjust since it might open a wider gap between the poor and the rich. This contradicts
the SharV'a principle which always tries to ensure that any injustice raised in the society
is eradicated and the gap between the rich and the poor is closed. This is among the
reasons why the institution of zakat has been established in Islam.
5.3.4 Whipping
The sentence of whipping is still enforced and included in the Malaysian Statutes up to
the present day despite its abolition in England by the Criminal Justice Act 1948 and (in
prison) by the Criminal Justice Act 1967 46 Concerning this enforcement, R.H. Hickling
commented in his book "Malaysian Law" that whipping illustrates one of the more
severe features of the Malaysian system of justice.47 It is worth mentioning that the
whipping referred in Hickling's book is a barbarous type of whipping which is very
45As quoted by Hashim Mehat, Malaysian Law and Islamic Law on Sentencing, p.288.
46P.J. Fitzgerald, Criminal Law and Punishment, p.228.
47R.H. Hickling, Malaysian Law, p. 167.
different from the whipping executed in Islamic law.
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In Malaysia, sentences of whipping are provided in at least five statutes, i.e. the
Penal Code, the Arms Act 1960, the Firearms (Increased Penalties) Act 1971, the
Dangerous Drugs Act 1975 and the Kidnapping Act 1961.
In the Penal Code, whipping is provided in thirty- four sections, mostly as an
additional sentence to imprisonment and as an alternative to being fined. Those sections
are:
324, 327, 329 - for offences relating to causing hurt;
354, 356 - for offences relating to assault or use of criminal force;
364 - for kidnapping or abducting in order to murder;
376, 377 - as a punishment for rape and unnatural offences;
379, 380, 382 - for offences relating to theft;
384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389 - for offences relating to extortion;
392, 394, 395, 396, 397, 399, 400, 401, 402 - for offences relating to robbery;
430A - For mischief affecting railway engines, trains, etc;
453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459 - for offences relating to house breaking.
In the Arms Act 1960, whipping is prescribed for the manufacturing arms
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without a licence and for breach of the conditions of licence.48 Whipping is also
prescribed for an offence of possessing of arms and ammunition for unlawful purpose.49
In the Firearms (Increased Penalties) Act 1971, whipping is provided in:
(i) section 5 - having firearms in the commission of a scheduled offence;
(ii) section 6 - exhibiting an imitation firearm in the commission of a
scheduled offence;
(iii) section 7(1) - trafficking in firearms;
(iv) section 8 - unlawful possession of firearms;
(v) section 9 - consorting with a person carrying firearms.
Whipping is also provided in the Dangerous Drugs Act 197550 and Kidnapping
Act 1961.51
Regarding the execution of the sentence of whipping, the Criminal Procedure
Code provides that when the accused is sentenced to whipping only, the sentence can
only be executed at such place and time as the Court may direct.52 The number of
48Section 14(1).
49Section 33.
50For details, see: Sections 6A, 9(2), 39A, 39B(2).
51For details, see: Sections 3, 5 and 6.
52Section 286.
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strokes cannot exceed twenty-four in the case of an adult or ten in the case of a youthful
offender. Whipping shall be inflicted on such part of the person as directed by the
Minister in charge. The rattan (i.e. the whip) used for whipping shall not be more than
half an inch in diameter. In the case of a youthful offender, whipping shall be inflicted
in the way of school discipline with a light rattan.53 There are certain persons not
punishable with whipping, namely:
a. females;
b. males sentenced to death;
c. males whom the Court considers to be more than fifty years of age.54
From the above, it can be seen that whipping in Malaysian criminal law is
imposed for the commission of violent crimes. It should be noted that the whipping as
executed in Malaysian law is very harsh and painful since with just three strokes of a
rattan will result in the unconsciousness of the offender. It also disgraces the offender
since he will be carrying the scar caused by whipping for his entire life.55 This situation
contradicts the whipping in Islamic law since it is imposed for less serious offences and
is far less harmful. Even one hundred lashes ofwhipping will not result in the death of
the offender. Whipping is also imposed on the offender irrespective of sex and age. (For
the execution of whipping in Islamic law, see above, pp.79-83)
53Criminal Procedure Code, Section 288(1)(2)(3)(4).
54Criminal Procedure Code, Section 289.
55For further details on this point, see: Ahmad Ibrahim, Hukuman Sebat Dalam Undang-undang
Islam dan Undang-undang Awam di Malaysia (Whipping in Islamic Law and Malaysian Law), Kuala
Lumpur: Istitut Dakwah dan Latihan Islam, Bahagian Ugama, Jabatan Perdana Menteri, p.47.
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5.3.5 Police Supervision
The object and justification of sentence of police supervision is to ensure that in the
interests of public security the police are in a position to exercise some measure of
control over the movements and activities of persons of known bad character such as
burglars, pick-pockets and common thieves who habitually and consistently lead a life
of criminal dishonesty. This is pointed out by Justice Rigby in the case of Bakar bin
Ahmad.56
The sentence of police supervision can only be imposed on a person if, having
previously been convicted of an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term of two
years or upwards, he is convicted again of any other offence also punishable with
imprisonment for a term of two years or upwards. The High Court or Session Court may
direct that he be subject to the supervision of the police for a period of not more than
three years commencing immediately after the expiration of the sentence passed on him
for the last such offence. A Court of a Magistrate can impose this punishment for a
period of not more than one year.57 The Courts have a discretion in the circumstances
of each case to decide whether or not to impose a sentence of police supervision.58
56[ 1959] MLJ256.
57
Criminal Procedure Code, Section 295.
CO
As expressed by Gunn Chit Tuan J. in the case of Roslan bin Haji Yahya v PP [1985] 2 MLJ 218.
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Every person subject to the supervision of the police who is at large within the
Federation has the obligation to:
(a) notify the place of his residence to the officer in charge of the police
district in which his residence is situated;
(b) whenever he changes such residence within the same police district to
notify such change of residence to the officer in charge of the police district;
(c) whenever he changes his residence from one police district to another to
notify such change of residence to the officer in charge of the police district
which he is leaving and to the officer in charge of the police district into which
he goes to reside;
(d) whenever he changes his residence to a place beyond the limits of the
Federation to notify such change of residence and the place to which he is going
to reside to the officer in charge of the police district which he is leaving;
(e) if having changed his residence to a place beyond the limits of the
Federation he subsequently returns to the Federation to notify such return and his
place of residence in the Federation to the officer in charge of the police district
in which such residence is situated.59
A male offender subject to the supervision of the police also has to report himself
once a month to the Chief Police Officer or any other officer who represents him.60
5.3.6 Good Behaviour Bonds
When any person is required by any Court to execute a bond with or without sureties and
59
Criminal Procedure Code, Section 296 (1).
60Criminal Procedure Code, Section 296 (2).
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in such a bond the person executing it binds himself to keep the peace or binds himself
to be of good behaviour, the Court may require that there be included in such a bond one
or more of the following conditions namely:
(a) a condition that such a person shall remain under the supervision of some
other person named in the bond during such period as may be therein specified;
(b) such conditions for securing such supervision as the Court may think it
desirable to impose;
(c) such conditions with respect to residence employment associations
abstention from intoxicating liquors or with respect to any other matter
whatsoever as the Court may think it desirable to impose.61
From the above, it can be seen that the Civil Courts of Malaysia have unlimited
criminal jurisdiction and can deal with all offences including those punishable with
death. Some offences of hudud and qisas such as theft, robbery, rebellion, rape and
murder were already incorporated in the federal law which is within the jurisdiction of
the Civil Courts but the punishments imposed contradict those of Islamic law. The
punishments for other offences are restricted to the options of either the imposition of
a fine, or imprisonment, or whipping (as an additional punishment in violent crimes),
or death in certain cases. The sentences of fining and imprisonment are the most
popular punishments passed by the Civil Courts.
61Criminal Procedure Code, section 294A.
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5.4 The Relation Between the Punishments of Taczir and
the Punishments in the Civil Courts
Some of the Muslims in Malaysia claim that the punishment passed by the Civil Courts
nowadays is a form of taczir punishment. They believe that whenever hudud, qisas and
other types of punishment in Islam are not applied, all the punishments passed in the
Civil Courts are tcfzir punishments.62 This misintepretation has arisen because it seems
that there is a similarity in the definition of taczir punishments and the punishments in
the Civil Courts i.e., a punishment which is not prescribed by the Qur'an and Sunna but
is left to the discretion of the judge. In fact, taczir is a form of Islamic punishment as
are hudud, qisas and kaffarci. Although tacz1r is not mentioned in detail in Islamic
texts, it is originally based on those texts and cannot contradict the general principles of
the Shar~ica.
If we look closely at the differences between these two types of punishment, it
is clear that the punishments which are passed by the Civil Courts of Malaysia cannot
be categorized as taczir. Among the reasons are:
1. The punishments in the Civil Courts and the punishments of taczir are based on
different sources of law. The former are based on the law and Constitution of
the State which is not based on the SharVa. Even though Malaysia declares
62Mahfodz Muhammad, "Hukum Taczlr Dalam Islam: Perbandingan Dengan Hukuman-hukuman
di Mahkamah Sekular", in Islamika iv, p.35.
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Islam to be a State religion, it does not mean that Malaysia is an Islamic State
since the objective of such provisions is only to give Islam priority over all other
religions on certain official occasions. (See above, pp.228-229) The
punishments of taczir, on the other hand, are based on the SharVa and therefore,
must not contradict the general principles of the SharVa.
2. The punishments which are passed by the judges of the Civil Courts may
contradict the SharVa since their judgements should be consistent with the
Federal Constitution. Any laws or rules passed which are inconsistent with the
Constitution is void since the Constitution of the State is the supreme law and
therefore no other law may surpass it. In Islam, SharVa is the supreme law and
taczlr is part of the SharVa.
3. The objective of taczir punishment is to protect the five basic necessities of the
human society i.e. religion, life, sanity (caql), property and lineage. In Malaysian
criminal law, some objectives and protections are different, since not all of these
concerns are recognised. In other words, what is forbidden in Islam is not
necessarily forbidden in Malaysian law and vice versa. One major difference
between Islamic criminal law and Malaysian criminal law is that sexual offences
are regarded as serious offences under Islamic law. Therefore zina is prohibited
and is considered a crime even if it is committed with the consent of both
parties, whereas in Malaysian criminal law it is not a crime.
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From the above, it is clear that the punishments passed by the judges in the Civil
Courts ofMalaysia today cannot be considered as taczir punishments. It is true that both
punishments are determined by the discretion of the judges but the punishments in the
Civil Courts are man-made laws whereas taczir punishments are a branch of God's law
(,SharVa). Accordingly, the punishments in the Civil Courts should be Islamised first
before they can be accepted as Islamic punishments.
Islamising the existing Malaysian criminal law does not, as usually thought,
mean the replacement of the already established laws. It means that some amendments
should be made to the Federal Constitution and particularly the federal laws, to those
provisions that contradict the principles of the Sharica as have been highlighted above,
so as to bring such laws or provisions into conformity with the injunctions of Islam.
Thus, steps should be taken to amend the law so as to enable Islamic law, and in
particular Islamic criminal law, to be implemented in Malaysia.
CONCLUSION
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Tacz1r punishment cannot be considered as a less important type of punishment
compared to hadd and qisas. In fact, ta'zir is a part of the SharTa which demonstrates
the flexibility of Islamic criminal law. Without the law of tcfzir, Islamic criminal law
would be insufficient to face the increasing number of crime problems in this world.
If hadd, qisas and kaffara offences are limited in numbers as counted by the
jurists, the scope of taczir offences is the opposite. The offences of taczir are unlimited
and include those considered as macsiya and non-macsiya which are punishable on the
basis of public interest. Even delinquencies, i.e., omission of recommended acts or
commission of reprehensible acts, are punishable with taczir punishments. In certain
cases, taczir punishments can be combined with hudud punishments or substituted for
the latter but the conditions stipulated may be different from one jurist to another.
The objective of taczir is to punish wrong deeds which may do harm to the
public or to the rights of an individual. In the first place, it is a deterrent punishment
intended to prevent the commission of further offences, both by the offender and by
other members of the society. At the same time, it is a reformatory punishment which
is intended to rectify the offender and to reform him. This concept is based on the
principle of tawba which is recognised by the Qu^an.
A taczir punishment is always referred to as a milder form of punishment in
comparison with hadd punishments and qisas since it is stipulated that a tcfzir
punishment should not normally result in death or the amputation of limbs. The
majority of the jurists, however, include the death penalty for certain taczir offences as
an exception to this general rule. Though they dispute on what type of offences are
punishable with death and on what grounds, it can be concluded that the death penalty,
as a taczir punishment, may be imposed on offences which are harmful to the security
of the Islamic state and to the Muslim community, religion and belief and to the
individual as well. A recidivist of a serious crime may also be sentenced with death if
other punishments have had no effect on him. This is drawn from analogy from a
hadTth of the Prophet who warned that a person who drinks intoxicants for the fourth
time should be put to death.
Apart from the death penalty, there are many other types of taczir punishments
discussed by the jurists, i.e. flogging, crucifixion, imprisonment, banishment, fines and
seizure of property, admonition, reprimand, threat etc. The jurists discuss these matters
according to their own opinions. In some cases, they agree with each other, while in
other cases, they dispute among themselves. The debate of the jurists arises concerning
the number of lashes and the duration of banishment and imprisonment allowed for
taczir cases. Some jurists, especially the Shaficls, tend to limit punishment to a certain
maximum, i.e. it should not exceed that of hudud, while some others, particularly the
Malikls, do not fix any limitation concerning this matter. The debate also arises as to
the legality of financial punishment. The opinion of those who support the legality of
this type of punishment (Malik, Ahmad, al-Shaficl and Abu Yusuf) would seem
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preferable, given the evidence of the practices of the Prophet and decisions of some of
his Companions which confirm the legality of financial punishment and the weakness
of counter argument.
The Sharica lays down rules governing the application of taczir laws. In Islamic
criminal law, punishment is not the only measure taken to fight crime. The SharYa
firstly imposes internal and external controls to wipe out all the possibilities which may
lead to the commission of a crime. If a person still turns to crime despite these
safeguards, he merits a punishment which suits the crime that he has committed. As far
as taczir punishment is concerned, certain factors which influence the degree of
punishment are highlighted. The fact that the question of mitigating and aggravating
factors does not arise in the case of hadd and qisas (which may not be pardoned) since
these punishments are prescribed and therefore unchangeable. Although the jurists do
not systemise these factors in their manuals, and some jurists mention certain factors
while some other jurists mention different factors which affect tacz1r punishments, it
cannot be said that these factors are insignificant. In fact, the judge has to consider these
matters each time before passing judgement concerning taczir offences. Certain factors,
such as being a first offender or a young person, or a confession with good character, or
a strong provocation, may all be considered as mitigating factors for taczir punishments
whereas the commission of a serious offence or repetition of a similar offence may
aggravate the degree of punishment.
The effect of shubha, tawba and cafw on taczir punishments were also studied.
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These matters are deduced from the discussions of the jurists while dealing with hudfid
punishments. Shubha and cafw may remit the punishment of tcfzir but tawba is only
considered if it happens before the offender is arrested. Once the offender is arrested for
the commission of a tcfzir offence, his appeal for remission of the punishment on the
grounds of tawba can no longer be considered.
Since tcfzir punishment is subject to the discretion of the judge, the question
arises as to whether this power is absolute or limited. The majority of the jurists hold
that the discretionary power which the judge has is not fully absolute in the sense that
if a judge chooses the punishment of flogging, it must not exceed the maximum number
of lashes allowed for tcfzir cases. In addition to that, the Shafic1s hold that if a judge
chooses to banish an offender, its duration should not exceed that of the haclcl' o
punishment for zina. Even the Malik! s, who hold that the discretion of the judge is
absolute, hold that there is still a limit that a judge cannot go beyond. Previous
judgements should also be referred to by the judge since this was practised by the
Companions before making their judgements. However, previous judgements are not
binding and may be adapted according to time and place.
Having discussed the concept of tcfzir in the classical Islamic point of view, our
concern is with how this law is applied in Malaysia and to what extent the application
of tafzir laws conforms with the principles of the SharVa.
History fact notes that Islamic law was accepted by the Malay community
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following the acceptance of Islam in the Malay peninsula, for example, during the
Malacca sultanate. The law, including criminal law, was gradually developed and
converted the local customs to Islamic law and this can be seen in the texts of the Malay
digests. This process would have been completed successfully if it had not been
interrupted by European colonialism. This means that since Islamic law was well
accepted by the Malay community, the process of setting aside Islamic law which started
during the era of colonialism was not by their will but was imposed by the colonisers
and the local rulers who took over their traditions.
Our examinations of the Sharicah Courts of Malaysia and their jurisdiction
reveal that the Shar1cah Courts have very limited jurisdiction which does not conform
with the principles of the SharVci but, rather, must be considered as a type of secular
court which suggests the idea of separating government from religion. Even after
Malaysia became an independent state, this situation was continued and strengthened
by the Federal Constitution of Malaysia and other written laws such as the Civil Law
Act 1956, the Muslim Courts Act 1984, etc.
Our analysis of the provisions of taczir laws in the Shar"icah Courts through the
related State enactments which are referred to as "the SharTah Court laws" shows that
each offence provided for in the Sharlcah Court laws conforms with the SharVa in the
aspect of hukm (legal value). However, if we look at the scope of taczlr as a whole,
such provisions contradict the concept of tcfzlr in Islamic law since they are limited and
only involve offences related to family and personal law. Although from Islamic point
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of view, taczir offences are not pre-determined in detail and left to the discretion of the
judge, their scopes should cover all aspects of crime which are not included under hcicld,
qisas and kaffara.
Regarding the provision of tcfzlr punishments in the SharTah Court laws, our
research has found a similar situation as above. It seems that fines and imprisonment
are the only punishments provided for all tcfzir offences in the SharT ah Court laws
with the exception of two cases, i.e. whipping for an act preparatory to the commission
of zina found in the SharTah Criminal Code Enactment of Kelantan, 1985 and
demolition of a building used for the purpose of committing an offence found in the
SharTah Criminal Code Ordinance of Sarawak, 1991. This contrasts with the concept
of tcfzlr punishments in Islamic law which gives the judge discretion in the infliction
of taczlr punishments, which range in gravity from a warning to death.
This phenomenon is not surprising as we have seen how Islamic law was set
aside by European colonialism, particularly by the British, but the blame cannot be put
solely on this historical reason. The Federal Constitution, which is regarded as the
supreme law of Malaysia, is among the factors which have worsen the situation, since
it is not based on the Qur'an and Sunna. Concerning Islamic legal matters, list II of the
ninth schedule of the Constitution provides that certain Islamic religious matters (as
described by this list), which include Islamic law and the SharTah Courts, fall under the
jurisdiction of the State legislation whose power is considered inferior to that of
Parliament. Certain written laws also have provisions which contradict the SharTa and
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thus hinder the application of Islamic law. Among these are the Civil Law Act 1956
which provides that in absence of any written law, the Civil Courts should follow the
English common law and rules of equity; the Muslim Court (Criminal Jurisdiction) Act
1965 (Amendment) 1984 which gives the Sharicah Courts limited jurisdiction over
offences which are punishable with imprisonment not exceeding three years or fines not
exceeding five thousand ringgit or whipping not exceeding six strokes; the Penal Code
(Amendment and Extension) 1976 whose provisions cover the rest of the crimes and
punishments which the Sharicah Court laws do not cover. Political and social factors
also assist in restricting the application of Islamic criminal law in the Sharicah Courts
of Malaysia.
From the above, it is clear that the Sharlcah Court laws do not conform with the
principles of the SharV'a and therefore cannot be a convincing base for the
implementation of a comprehensive Islamic penal system. However, the possibility of
upgrading the Islamic element in the Civil Courts and Islamising the existing Penal Code
and other related criminal laws seems to have a better chance and be more promising
because this method is free from Constitutional restrictions. Above all, it is the political
will that will be the most influential factor in making a full implementation of Islamic
criminal law in Malaysia a reality.
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